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Sustaining the Momentum
Acquisition reform is a continuing priority of the Department
of Defense and the Department of the Army. On March 1 ,we
beginAcquisilion Reform Week, and our foeu i on teaming as the
catalyst for making acquisition improvement the nOrm. TItis is a
good time tn:
• Review what initiatives we've accomplished;
• Cite some specifi.c uccess stories; and
• Let all of you know that Army acquisition is a great tearn.
You are the backbone of Army mnderniz:ttion. We have made
great progress as a tearn. ow, we bave to ustain the momentum.
We aU remember the Defense acquisition process that existed
before these reforms were initiated-paperwork-inten ive, overly
managed, and costly. The rule-based, risk-averse mindset that created thi process boxed aU of u in to the point where equipment
was obsolete before we could get it into the hands of the soldiers
who needed it.
Since those days and witb severely constrnlned resources, we
bave dedicated ourselves to making the difficult and critical
tural changes that are essential to ensuring tbat our military forces
remain the preeminent military power in the world. Let me
briefly review some of the Army acqui ition tearn's successes.
They include:
" Eliminating "boiler plate" in the terms and conditions of our
Requests for Proposals and contracts, and retaining only those that
reflect our mininlUm essential requirements;
" Redu ing substantially our demands for contract data requirements;
• Converting to single proce e in our Defense manufacturing
plants, so that aU Services and contracts employ single standards,
commercially-based where po ible, for processes, manufacturing
management, and quality;
• Vastly treamOOed oversight;
• Adoption of a teamwork phllosophy using Io<egrated Product
Tearn management;
• Continuing the shift from lowest priced source selections to
real emphasis on best value procurements;
• 1l:cating co t as an ,independent variable in conjunction with
the requirements generation process and witll sclledule and performance in program management; and
• Emphasizing post-award debriefings and alternative diSpute
re,olutions to avoid the coSts of formal contract protests.
11,ere are hundreds of examples of what has bappened when
we applied these acquisition reform initiatives. Following are a
few highlights:
America'sArtoy is the federal government's greatest u er of the
International Merchant Purchase Authorization card or IMPAC for
purcha e under $2,500. The Army leads ti,e way in the use of
credit card purchases and the U.S. Army Forces Command
(FORSCOM) leads theArmy! 10 fiscal year 1996 (£Y%), we bad
the U. .Army Audit Agency tudy tbe COSts associated with obtaining goods and services using IMPAC instead of a purchase order.
The Agencr determined that each credit card transaction resulted
in a saving of $92.60. WiU1 more than two million transactions
projected for FY96 and using the 80 percent usage goal established by the Army Chief of t..tff, this resulted in more t1,an 173
million in savings_
In FY97, FORSCOM expects to use the credit card for 95 percent of all actions under $2,500 (approximately 617,000 actions)

cul-

for a projected saving of S72.5 million over the traditional
method of issuing purchase orders. It is no wonder why we are
expanding the usc of IMPAC Army-wide, and seeking to increase
the threshold for using it.
Personnel from the Program Executive Office for Ground
Combat and Support Systems are teaming very effectively with
counterparts at the Tank-automotive and Armaments Command in using acquisition refoml techniques to meet the Army's
needs for MIAl tanks. Our tight budget aUowed a production rate
of 97 tanks a year-insufficient to meet the Army's need. So, the
AbranlS tearn-government and industry partners-went to work
and developed a variety of innovative approaches, inclUding performance-based contracting, judicious reduction of military specifications and standards, best value source selection, reduction of
data requirements and deliverables, and multiyear contacts, to provide tbeArmy with 120 MIA2 tanks a year.
PM Bradley's Command and Control Vehicle program look advantage of "combined testing," leveraging off Task Force XXI experiments and previous I)' scheduled tests to gain cnlcial data at
minimum cost. The result: needed data gathered on tin,e at a cost
savings of more than $4 million as compared to conventional test
methods. And, there is the potential for even greater savings.
At the Program Executive Office, Intelligence, Electronic
Warfare and sensors, a quisiLion reform i the key to meeting
our soldiers needs-oow! Last Septembet, two newly procured
Airborne Reconnaissance Low systems with MovingTarget 1odicator radar (ARL-MTI) wete successfully deployed br the Army intelligence and S urity Command to U.S. Forces-Korea. These systems were acqUired and fielded in less than nine months ming acquisition Streamliniog technique to meet an urgent C1N requirement for indications and warnings capability to replace the retiring MOHAWK. M;ijor commercial Items induded the platfonn,
which is a modified commercial deHavilland Oash-7 aircraft, and
an off-the-shelf Moving Target 1odicatorlSynthetic Aperture Radar.
There are many more out tanding examples of acquisition reform
succes stories jUst like these from across the Army. Time and
space simply will nol permit their telling.
All of the e examples demonstrate clearly that the Army acquiltion team tilillks "outside the box" to identify new and promising ways to do husiness. We must not relax our vigil because
good initiatives require continuing improvement. When rou ha"e
a good idea and see a way to inlprove your operation, get your
team together and do it! TIlen, let us know so we can trade it
around! I call to mind a much used ruche: "Success is a journey,
not a destination: To remain efficient and en ore that we continue to improve and adopt new ways to do business, require
continuOl1 process impro"ement, We have got to work daily to
get the goals tighter and better. We must and will sustain the momentum.
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The Army Materiel Command's (AMC) new PM management structure re-establishes
AMC as a major player in the systems acquisition and development process.

PMs
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By LTC(P) Leon A. Parker, III
Introduction
The Army acqui ition community is undergoing majot changes as it races to meet
the requirements of acquisition reform and
the 21 t century. To enable Headquaners,
Department of the Army (HQDA) to more
effectively and efficiently perform Title 10
functions in the 21st century, and achieve
the recommendations of tbe HQDA Rede ign Functional Area As es ment (FAA).
The HQDA Rede ign FAA focused on reducing tl,e size of HQDA, reducing the number
of field operating agencies and staff support
agencies, reducing missions, functions,
costs, and positioning the Army to enter the
information age of the 21 st century. The
Army Acqui ition Executive initiated the
Army cience Board (ASB) tudy to reengineer the acquisition and modernization
process of the institutional Army. TheASB's
focus was on acquisition, re earch and development, training, wholesale logistics, test
and evaluation, and doctrine/requirements.

Implementation of ASH
Initiatives
A jointly signed Oct. I, 1996 memorandum by th Army Acquisitioo Executive,
Gilbert F. Decker, and theAMC Commanding
General, GEN Johnnie E. Wilson, prOVided
the following directives:
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o Effective no later than Oct. I, 1997, the
number of PEO reduces from nine to seven
with the con olidation of PEas, Armored
ystems Modernization,Tactical Wheeled Vehide ,and Field Artillery y terns. The consolidated PEO will be named Ground Combat Support Systems (GC ). Also, by the
end of 4th Quaner FY98, the tandard Army
information Management Systems (STAMlS)
mission will transfer to AMC.
o The remaining PEO structures will retain management responsibility of ACAT I
and related ACAT Il/III programs. All olber
ACAT IlIIll programs will be transferred to
the appropriateAMC commodity command.
o
To support tbe expanded acquisition
mission wilbin AMC, the Chief of Staff of Ibe
Army ha approved the establi hment of
tluee brigadier general (BG) positions titled,
"Deputy for Systems Acquisition."To ensure
zero growth in the general officer (GO) acquisition positions, three current GO positions were eliruinated. The new BG "Deputy
for System Acquisition" poSitions will be
located at the U.. Army CommunicationElectronics Command (CECOM), Fort Monmouth, N}; U.S. Army Tank-automotive and
Armaments Command (TACOM), Warren,
MI; and the U.S. Army Mis iJe Conunand
(MlCOM), Redstone Arsenal,&. As a result
of Base Realignment and Closure 95, tlle
. . Army Aviation and Troop Command

(ATCOM), 51. Louis, MO, and M1COM will
merge at Redstone Arsenal, At, and will be
known as tbe Aviation and Missile Command (AMCOM). The new brigadier generals are scheduled to arrive ar their respective commands as follows: TACOM-January 1997;AMCOM-Marcb-April 1997; and
CECOM-approximately Junel.JuIy 199 .
o
Program funds will flow from Headquarrers, Departrneot of the Army, to the
D puties for
tem Acquisition, who will
exercise the same reprogramming authOrity
as currently delegated to the PEa . There
will be no reprogramming of funds out ide
of Ibe research, development and acquisition (RO&A) accounts without coordination
wilb Ibe Office of tbeASARDA.

AMC In Charge Of Transfer
The Oct. 1, 1996 jointly igned memo assigns the responsibility for tl,e execution of
tlle transfers to Headquarters, AMC. On
OCI. 2, 1996, the CG, AMC signed a memorandum providing tbe initial directives on
Ibe execution of Ibe tranSfers.
A Headquaners, AMC Project Management Office (PMO) Transition Team was
formed under lbeAMC Deputy Chief of Staff
for Research Development and AcqUisition
CO IlDA), MG Roy E. Beauchamp. The Director of Program Management and Acquisl,
tion Suppon, in AMC's Office of the DC-
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SRDA, COL Ridlard Bregard, chairs this te-.un
with panicipants from HQ AMC-the Office
of the Deputy Commanding General (Principal Deputies for Acquisition, Logistics and
Technology); the Command Counsel; the Office of the DCSRDA; Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel; and the Special
Analysis Office. AdditionaUy, ATCOM,
CECOM,MlCOM,and'L'.COM participate.

Department of the Army participation indudes the following ASARDA offices:
• The Deputy for y tems Management
and Intem.1tionaJ Cooperation;
• The Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Plans, Programs and Policy;
• The Deputy for Combat ervice Support;
Induded also are panicipants from the

following offices:
• The Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Financial Management and Comptroller
(FM&C);
• TIle Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Manpower and Reserve Affairs (M&RA);
• TIle Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Installations, Logi tics and Environment
(conli'lUed on page 4)

Interview With
A Transferring Product Manager...
E. Carroll Gagnon

Product Manager
Paladin/Field Artillery
Ammunition Support Vehicle
The Pt'Oduct Management Office (PMO), Paladin/FfeldArtille'J,Ammunition SllppOl·t
VehIcle (FAASIQ is currently assigned to the Program Exemtive Office, Grotmd Combat
Support Systems (PEO, GCSS). Prior to the PEO cOllSolidation, PMO Paladin/F-AASV was
tinder PEO Field Artillery .ystems. Paladin/FAA V is one of the 19 PEO PMs schedtllell to
be transferred toAMCprior to Aug. 30,1997.

Q: What are the key events that your program. will undertake this fiscal year (FY97)?
A: Fiscal Year 97 will be another busy rear. Just a few of the
key events this year are:
• The award of a new production contract for I"dladin in March
1997;
• The award of a new European production contract for FAASV
Inspect and Repair Only as ecessary (IRON) in March/April 97;
• Fielding of Paladins and FAASV to Korea, 2d m (FOrt Lewis,
WA), III Corp (Fort Sill, OK), and start of the proce s to 1st ID
(Germany);
• The start of fielding to the Kansas, Georgia, and MiSSiSSippi
National Guard in May 1997;
• Participating in the Field Artillery Control Vehicle/Fire DirecLion Control Veh.ide Warfighting Rapid Acquisition Program Army
Systems Acquisition Review Council, May 6,1997.
• We will be involved in future foreign demonstrations and
foreign military sales (FMS) buy are imminent; and
Future aLional Guard Bureau buys are under debate.
Q:

Your products are currently ACAT-ll and III programs, with high visibility. Why do you think your program was one ofthe 19 selected to transfer to AMC?
A: The products are currently in full-scale production and fielding phases. AU project doUars are Procurement Army (PA) and
Operations and Maintenance, Army (OMA), no RDT&E line. Issues are no longer programmatic for the Army, schedule and cost
are the primary execution issues.

Q:

Your product receives the majority of its matrix support from AMC. Do you see a change (+ or -) to this support once you become a part of the AMC community?
A: eutral-provided the issue of funding support with PA dollars is supported.
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Q:

What is your most major concern as It pel1alns to the
transfer, and do you believe that AMC Is taking steps to alleviate that concern?
A: The major concern [ have is the OMA vs. PA issue related to
matrix support. It is too early to tell if steps bave been taken to
re olve this i sue. This was a major topic of discu ion at the
October 1996AMC PM Conference beld in St. Louis, and the AMC Resource Manager was tasked to come up with an acceptable solution.

Q:

The AMC Commanding General, GEN Wilson, and LTG
Bite, the Military Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (RDA), have made an agreement that the core PMO
being tnulSferred will not be touched for at least one year
after the transfer. After that year, a joint SARDA and AMC
team will review the PMOs for efficiencies. This was done as
an effort to guarantee continuity of operations within the
individual PM offices In the midst of downsizing activity
within the AMC community. Do you have any comments to
this decision?
A: 1 concur, thougb it bas not been specified, the assumption is
that the ARDA/AMC team will include PMs.

Q:

What would be the one thing you would do at AMC to
insure the success of this effort?
A: Don't get hung up on the grade levels within the PMOs. PMs
must entice the brightest and motivated personnel to meet tlle
challenges and compensate tllem accordingly. The quickest way to
demoralize the organizations is to impact the current struClUre.

Q:

Do you have any parting comments?
Having bad the advantage of serving in a PEO for five years, ill
addition to having served in PM shops (13 and 5 years, respectively),
I must emph.1Size empowerment. The PM develop and execute his
mission and must be held accountable. Maintain surveillance without dictating. Personnel resources are the least cost to tlle program,
therefore sbort-changing the staff is counter productive.

A:

AnnyRD&A
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AMCPROJECTIPRODUCTMANAGERS
AS OF 30 SEPTEMBER 1996

I

STRICOM
FIXED WING
SPO-132
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
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MOBILE ELEC POWER
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I

I
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I
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SOLDIER SPT
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Figure 1.

(IL&E);

AMC PROJECT/PRODUCT MANAGERS
AS OF 1 OCTOBER 1996

ADDED 1M FAA TRANSFERS
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I

I

FIXED WING
SPO-132
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
CH-47
PETRO & WATER LOG
MOBILE ELEC POWER
SPO·A202
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SSCOM
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Figure 2.
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TACOM

USASAC

I

SANG

I

CECOM

DEF COMM & ARMY
TRANSSYS
~ DSCS INSTL
»FB IMAMOD
» 1M & T PENT RENV
~ DEF COMM & ARMY
SWITCHED SYS
~ SMALL COMPUTER
»DEF DATA NET

• Deputy Chief of Staff (DC ) for Personnel;
• DCS for Operations and Plans;
• DCS for Logistics,
• The Director of Information Systems
for Command, ContrOl, Communicarion
and Computer ;
• The Director, Program Analysis and
Evaluation; and
• The General Counsel.
TheAMC PMOTransitiOnTeam's scope of
effon covers all aspects of the transition induding physical moves, spaces, Pentagon
representation, POM execution, budget and
appropriations, tranSfer authority to include
actual dates, method of execution, military
and civilian per onnel actions, and any
other matters to insure that the transfer is
completed by the designated Oct. ], 1997
date, and that it is as eamless as possible for
the transferring PMOs.
A General Officer Steering Committee
(GOSC), cbaired by AMC's Principal Deputy
for Acquisition, Dale Adams, was formed to
provide management oversight to the PMO
Transition Team. The membership of the
GOSC includes Deputi for Systems Acqui· j
ition (at appropriate ubstitutions pending
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AMC PROJECT/PRODUCT MANAGERS
1 OCTOBER 1997 ORGANIZATION

WITH HQ DA PEO/PM REDESIGN TRANSFERS ADDED
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I
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I
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IOC

~

2.75 ROCKET
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-

.......

Figure 3.

the assignment of the new flGs) from
CECOM, MlCOM, and TACOM; the Deputy to
the Commanding General of ATCOM; HQ
AMC's Deputy Chiefs of Staff for Personnel,
RD&A. and Resource Management; the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Plans, Program and Policy; the Deputy for System
Management and International Cooperation;
and PEOs/deputies from the affected offices.

pose Individual Munitions/Short Range AFr
sault Weapon (MIPM/ RAW) will also be
transferred to AMCOM from PEa, Tactical
Missiles. These five program offices and the
ATCOM/MICOM merger, will increase the
AMCOM PM total from 12 to 17.
TACOM will receive the Heavy and ught
Tactical Vehicles PMO from PEa, Tactical
Wheeled Vehicles, an1 Combat Mobility Systems (With the Hercules, the Heavy Assault

AMC As Of Sept. 30, 1996

Bridge, and Breacber). Mines, Countermine

AMC's structure on Sept. 30. 1996 was
compriSed of 32 Army ACAT II/m and twO
Marine Corps programs with board selected
program managers within the seven subor·
dinate commands. ( ee Figure I.) As" result
of the Information Management Functional
Area Analysis (1M FAA), on Oct. I, 1996. a
total of seven ACAT m PMOs were transferred from Information Systems Command
(ISC) to AMC-CECOM, increasing AMC's
ACAT m PMOs to 39. (See Figure 2.)

and Demolition , anti the Paladin offices
ftom PEa, Ground (j;ombat Support Systems. TACOM's organization will grow from
six to 14 ACAT 1I1llI PM. offices.
CECOM will receive Firefinder and lruormation Warfare from PEa, intelligence, Electronic Warfare and Sensors, and Global Positioning System (GPS), Joint Tactical Area
Communication SY5t~m OTACS), Comlllunication Management System (CMS), and the
Defense Satellite CoJnrlllulication System·
Terminals (D CS Tern;linal) from PEa. Com·
mand. Control and Communications Systems (C3S). CECOM will grow to a total of
13 PMOs in FY97. AdditionaJly, in FY98,
CECOM i scheduled to receive the former
PEa STAMl organization and its project offices. At the completion of FY98, CECOM
will have grown to a total of 14 PMOs and
AMC will have grown to a total of 59 ACAT
TIIIlI PM Offices. (See Figure 3.)

PEO PM Transfers
As a result of actions starting in early
CY97 and continuing through the end of
FY97, there will be 19 PEa product and project offices transferred to AMC. Transferring
into ATCOMIMICOM (AMCOM) from PEa,
Avi..tion are Kiowa Warrior and Utility Helicopter. Stinger (Block-I), Non-Line of Sight·
Combined Arms (NlOS-CA), and Multipur·

Marcil-April 1997

Conclusion
The transfer of PM Offices into AMC not
only supports the goals of the Secretary of
Defense as it pertains to force reduction and
acquisition reform, but re-establishes AMC
lIS a major (integral) player in the systems
acquisition and development process. AMC
is dedicated and committed to fulfilling this
mission.

LTC(P) LEON A. PARKER ill is a
systems integration office,' at Headquarters, AMC, Research, Development and Acquisition, Program
Management Office. He holds a
B.S. degree in mathematics from
Morgan State University, Baltimore,
MD, wbere he was a distinguished
military graduate. Parker is a
graduate of the Systems Automation Course, Command and General Staf!- College, and the Progl'am
Management Course, Defense Systems Management College and is a
member of the AcqUisition C01PS.
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FAST TRACK

INITIATIVE
DoltOnc~DoltR~ht

Do It Straight to EMD!
By Dr. A. Fenner Milton and
LTC(P) Stephen V. Reeves
Introduction
Do it once, do it right, do it straight to
EMD. That ummarizes the Army's new
Fast Track Science and Technology (S&1")
Initiative to accelerate the transition of
high-value, high-priority technology directly to the engineering, manufacturing
and development (EMU) phase of systems
acquisition. Consistent with the Army'
and DOD' thru ts On tailoring the acquisition process, Fast Track provides the mechani m for streamlining the introduction of
new technology into Army systems. Using
the Fast Track approach also further minimizes the time required to satisfy the

Army's warfighting requirements. The Fa t
Track Initiative accomplishes these goal
by precluding the need for the Program
Definition and Risk Reduction phase (milestone l) of systems acquisition (formerly
caUed the Oem Val phase) and by tmnsltioning directly to EMD technology that
has been demonstrated in a robust Advanced Technology Demonstration (ATD).

Why Fast Track?
The ultimate goal of the Army Science
and Technology Progra.m is to provide the
warfighter the winDing edge on the battlefield. Closely linked witll the Army Force

Modernization Plan, the Science and Technology Program focu e On developing
critical capabilities which address future
warfighting needs, and delivering timely
and affordable technologies upporting the
upgrading of existing systems and tbe fielding of next generation and future systems,
But technology transition can preseot
challenges. Technology must be demonstrated and risk retired before committing
me program. to engineering and manufacturing development. ATDs and Advanced
Concept TeChnology Demonstrations
(ACTD ) prOVide the opportnnities for
identifying and retiring program risk,
addre sing affordability is ues, and analyzing the technology's military worth prior
to transitioning the technology to systems
development.
Yet, as potential warfighting technologies emerge from basic and applied research efforts, ready for demonstration, one
of two situations frequently ari e. In the
first situation, the technology looks
promising, but it is unclear whether the
technology is needed in quantity. One solution to this situation is avery robust
ACTD, including additional funding for
safety testing, larger quantitie for evaluation, and post demonstration support for
residual capabilities. This may be combined with virtual prototyping, keeping
the technology at the ready for future applications. Tlli approach permits me
warfigbter to evaluate the tecbnology'
military utility and decide if an EMD program i justified.
In the second situation, the military
need is dear from the beginning and the
Army is committed to the application in
quantity, but it is unclear exactly how the
technology should be configured for the
application. This is where the Fast Track
process applies,

The Fast Track Process
The Fast Track process u es existing
Army organizations and structures and applies to selected high priorit)' applications
of technology mat are deemed moderate
risk and ready for a robust S&T demonstration. Fast Track advanced technology
demonstrations must have a reasonable
likelihood of being ready to transition directly from the dence and technology
demonstration phase directly to Engineering and Manufacturing Development. Finally, tlle Army must be committed to the
application as identified by a Future Operational Capability Requirement, and funding
in the Program Objective Memorandum
cPOM) that covers the entire program aU
the way through production.
The Fast Track process begins with candidate technologies being approved as an
Army Advanced Technology Demonstration. New ATDs are nrst reviewed and recommended by Headquarters, U.S. Army
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FAST TRACK
OR WRAP?
Fast Tr.tck and the Warfighting Rapid
Acquisition Program or WRAP are differem, but complementary program .
( ec accompanying figure.)
Fast Tmck begins with a demonstrational mOderate risk tedmology, recognizing that post demonstration work is
required in engineering and manufacruring development to ensure the tecbnology meet all operational requirements as well as producibility, affordability and integrated logistics suPPOrt
requirements. 111e determination of
need of a Fast Track candidate is not
based on the results of a warfighting experiment. From program initiation as
all 5&T demonstration, the Army identifies the program's priOrilY and commits
the required resources, while coonJioating technical and op rational te ting, integrated logistic support, and
transition planning to avoid duplication
of effort. In sum, Fast Track aligns technology demonstrations with dle acquisition process from the outset.

The WRAP process begins at a later
stage with mature technology requiring little or no engineering and m:mufacnu'ing development. WRAP candidates are generally the result of very
ucce ful demonstrations that are
often part of ;m advanced warfighting
experiment, (AWE). After the technology demon tration,TRADOC then evalIllite the program forWRAP and determines if the technology is ufficiently
important to warfighting needs to transition the technology expeditiously to
production. WRAP help fill the gap
between technology opportunity and
identitying dle required resources for
procurement.
Both Fast Track and WRAP Progmms
must be prioritized and fully upported by TRADOC. Togelher, Fast
Track and WRAP provide options for
flexible, tailored approaches ro technology integration and transition
based on the systems size, risk, and
complexity.

Training and Doctrine Command
(TRAnOC) and dle materiel developer's
major comm'Uld, and are approved by the
Army Science and Technology Working
Group (ASlWG). TheASlWG is co-chaired
by dle Deputy Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology and the Assistant
Depuey Chief of Staff for Operations and
Plans (Force Development).
Once the ATD is approved by the
ASlWG, and recommended as a Fast Tmck
candidate, a MilestOne 0 decision review
body is convened. The review is perfonned
by an Army Systems Acquisitions Review
Council (ASARC) or In Process Review (IPR)
as appropriate for the Acquisition Category
of the program. The MilestOne 0 decision review body evaluates the prioriey of the requirement and the maturity of the technology ro determine if the candidate system
warrants accelerated acquiSition and full
funding in the POM all the way through production. Recommendations of dle review
body are presented to tile Milestone Decision AutllOrilY (MDA) for approval. The
MDA is then asked to approve the Advance
Technology Demonstration Plan, exit criteria, and the resources required to execute
the entire program. The MDA also assigns a
program executive officer or project manager (pEOtpM) to support the AID manager.
(See Figure I on page 6.)
Once the ATD is approved as a Fast
Track Program, the ATD manager establishes an Integrated Product Team (lpn, including representatives from the combat
developer and the TRAnOC systems man·
ager, technical and operational testers, and
the gaining PEO or PM. This IPT addresses
technical and operational testing, integrated logistics support issues, pre-planned
product improvements, horizontal technol·

FASTRACK
User Committed Up Front:
Wants In Quantity but is
uncertain about configuration

Warfighting Rapid Acquisition
program (WRAP)
User realizes importance of
technology after Warflghting
Experiment

• Moderate Risk Technology;
needs EMD after ATD

• Mature Technology; Little or
NoEMD

• Pre-planned:

• Target of Opportunity: Very
Successful Demo - Urgent
Need
• TRADOC PrloritlzesiASARC
Resources
• Fills 2 year void between
Senior Leadership Decision to
Procure and POM

- ASARC Resources from
Outset

- IPT from Initiation
- TRADOC Priority
- Brings in ILS, Tech/Op
Testing, "illtles" etc
planning from outset
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ogy integration, affordability (including
cosl as an independent variable) and transition planning issues.
Concurrent with this IPT, the proponent
combat developer establishes a multi-disciplinary Integrated Concepts Team (ICT).
Initially, this ICT prepares the Mission
Needs Statement presented to the Milestone 0 decision review body. By partiCipating in dle Advanced Technology Demon·
stration, the ICf gains insights and a better
understanding of dle "art of the pOSSible."
This provides the basis for reftning and ftnalizing requirement and developing system performance objectives and titresholds
in an Operational ReqUirementS Document
which need not be fmalized until the beginning of EMD.
The post-Milestone 0 Science and Technology Phase continues for approximately
one year beyond the conclusion of the Fast
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Tech Demo

Requirerrents

PPBES

I

•
•
•

Early userCOi'I,ibil.nt
Keep requirement llexible
AsserrbIe Integrated Concept Team

•
•

Conduct conct.mlIll engineering (IPTnPPD)
Conduct sllTIJIatIons fer trade-off analysis

•

Cor'rplete engineering desi!Jl

• EartyOP1EClnvolvement

Reduce technology r1.sk
Conduct demoilstrdtions

• establish Iong-tenn cost goalllarget
• Fully fund technology phase,
demonstration and acquisition

•
•
•

Establish cost as Independent variable
Resolve aflordabllity Issues
Ensure funding adequate

ACCELERATED ACQUISITION, REDUCED COSTS

So What?
The Fast Track initiative recognizes that
most technology is not sufficiently robust
to transition directly from the technology
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Finn up requirement (TRADOC)
Incorporate requirements Into draft ORO

•
•

Track tedlnology demonstration. This pe·
tiod is used to complete any risk teduction
initiative and to transition program management from the ATD manager to the
PEO/PM. (See Figure 2.)
At the conclusion of thls phase, a Milestone III! decision review forum is held.
The Milestone III! decision review body
determlnes if the results of the &T phase
warrant program continuation directly
into engineering and manufacruring development. Their recommendations are pre·
pared and forwarded for review and
approval by the MDA. Once approved, the
program foUows normal Iife-cycle management requirements for Milestone III
approval.
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•
•

base to production. EMO is required to ensure the system meets producibility, affordability and operational requirements. How·
ever, if me &T phase is sufficiently robust
there is no need for the post milestone [
program definition and risk reduction
phase. Currently, the Future Scout and Cav.
alry Vehicle and Guided Multiple Launch
Rocket System are pilot programs for the
Fast Track approach.
o what? Fa tTrack offers significant advantages over more traditional technology
transition approaches_ Fast Track COIltributes to program stability by committing
reqUired program resources from tl,e outer. Fast Track redu e overall co ts by reo
tiring risks early, thus permitting m re tabLe requirements, and precluding me aced
for Milestooe I activities. Most importantly,
Fast Track results in 3 shorter overall acquisition cyde getting winning tedmology to
the warfighler f'dster.
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the Directol- oj Science and Technology Integration, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research Development and Acquisition). He holds an M.S. in adminstrationfrom Central Michigan
University, and an M.S. in national
resource strategy from the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. I
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TACOM MISSION OVERVIEW
Introduction
"If it requires mobility or firepower-it's

ours," say proud members of the U.S. Army
Tank-automotive and Armaments Com·
mand (TACOM) in briefly summarizing the
scope ofTACOM's myriad missions.
More precisely, to suppon the Army's
readiness, the TACOM mission is to research,
develop, field and uppon ground mobility
and armament systems through their total
life cycles-this includes all combat and taco
tical vehicles, trailers, construction equipment, materiel handling eqUipment, tactical
bridges, fuel and water distribution equipment, sets, kits and outfits, shop equipment,
chemical defense equipment, howitzers,
large-caliber guns, mortars, rifles, machine
guns, handguns, aircraft armament, demoli·
tions and explosives.

Future Oriented
A major subordinate command of the
Army Materiel Command, TACOM is "Com·
mitted to Excellence" in the total-force endeavor of taking America's Army into the
21st century. To help ensure the Army is a
properly equipped, sifdtegie force capable
of power projection and deci ive victory,
TACOM's vision is to be rhe world .leader in
developmeot, ilcquisition ilnd support of
mobility and armament systems.
TACOM is big business-consisting of
more than 9,000 military and civilian pro·
fessionals, stewarding FY96 resources nf
snme $5 billion, $3.8 billion in contracts;
managing 39,261 items; filling 800,000
requisitions a year; working on lOAd·
vanced Technology Demonstrations, and
maintaining daily interactions with both
customers and supplier worldwide,
TACOM compares with a Fortune 500 top10 concern.
Consistent with the business framework,
TACOM is composed of 10 subordinate business organizations. They are partnered witb
Army program executive officers (PEOs) in
relationships tailored to efficiently and effectively provide the best tot.~l life cycle
(from the drawing board stage to tbe gates
of the disposal yard) managemem of mobility and armanlent ystems.

Equipment Management
In a product/functional area teaming
matrix, 21 percent of the TACOM force
works in support nf PEO elements dedicated to intensely managed, high profile
and emerging combat and tactical vehicles
and armament systems. This includes the
Abrams MI-Series Tanks, Bradley Fighting
Vehicles, the new Family of Mediunl Tacti\ cal Vehicles, the HMMWV and the Paladin
and Crusader field artillery systems.
Legacy systems such as the M113 Ar-
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By MG Edward L. Andrews
Commanding General
U.S. Army Tank-automotive
And Armaments Command
mored Personnel Carrier, M9 Armored
Combat Earthmover and M60 Tank fdJlliljes
of vehicles, along with trucks, trailers, construction and materiel·handling equipment, and a number of allied security
as istance program~ are managed within
TACOM's and the Army's newest project
manager, PM, Tank Automotive Weapon Systems. Anotber TAC9M business orgaruza·
tion is dedicated to me U.S. Marine Corps
Light Armored Vehicle Program.
In addition, 4,666 major and 34,595 econda.ry item are managed by readiness/
sustai.ru:oent-oriented elements at two business ceOlers. For mobility systems, this is
accomplished in the Integrated Materiel
Management Center, located at the Detroit
Arsenal in Warren, MI. For armament and
chemical items, the center involved is the
Armament and Chemical Acquisition and
Logistics Agency (ACALA), located at Rock
Island Arsenal, IL. Together, the life cycle·
oriented TACOM/FiEO team fulfills sig·
nificant portions of the Army Materiel
Command's three core competencies:
• Technology generation and application;
• Acquisition excellence; and
• Logisrics power projection.
As a system evolves through ilS life cycle,
so does the competency being emphasized-early on in the Ufe cycle, the strong
emphilSis is OIl R&D. Later, acquisition becomes the focaJ point. The emphasi may
change, but to some, degree, all three competencies are exercised throughout.

Technology Generation
Given the current and probable future
reduced force structure, tecbnolngy, and
the modernization il allows, is a force multiplier tbat is increasingly Critical for decisive victory and other Army mission ilCcomplishments.
TACOM has two Presidential Quality
Award-winning business centers dedicated
to this vital core competency. Collocated
witb commilnd headquarters at the Detroit
Arsenal in Warren, MI, is tbe Tartk-Automo·
tive Research, Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC).
Winner of the President's Quality Award
in 1995,TARDEC, comprised of some 1,100
professionais, is the leader in military

ground vehicle technologie .TARDEC's science and technology st("dtegy is to achieve
Force XXI goals by emphasizing efforts to:
• Lighten me force by using equipment
incorporating compo ites, ceramics and
other non-armor survivability technnlogies.
• Digitize intra-vebicular electronics,
power management-use smart weapons
and aUlomated crew functions.
• Deploy robotics, electric vehicles,
lightweight structures and smaller crews.
• Leverage collaborative advanced automotive technologies to meet the dual
needs of military customers and commercial industry.
TACOM's Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) ,
comprised of 3,800 professionals, is
located at PicatinnyArsenal, NJ- Winner of a
Presidential Quality Award in 1996, ARDEC
focuse on integrating cutting edge technologies into combat systems such as
medium caliber glms, fire control systems
and munitions.
ARDEC's science and technology strategy is to prOVide Force XXI with rapid, dig·
itized firepower to dominate maneuver.
Among its highest priorities, ARDEC seeks
to improve soldier lethality, reduce the load
especially for light forces, improve ammunition resupply and produce innovation in
the areas of smart weapons and less-rba.l1ledlal weapnns.
Bringing mobility and firepower research
elements under "one roof" creates synergy.
Among the programs/endeavors benefited
by the coupling are: Composite Armor Vehic1e, Hit Avoidance, Intelligent Minefield 31ld
Precision Guided Mortar Munitions.
TACOM's RD&E efforts are at the heart of
theArmy's reshape concept, Force XXI.

Unique Capabilities
TACOM's RD&E resources are unJque,
world-class. The Department of Defense
Research and Engineering Laboratory
Study identified three ofTARDEC's unique,
"national-treasure" capabilities-the Crewstation Turret Motion Ba e Simulator; En·
gine Test Cell #9's Full Load Cooling Test
Facility, and the Bridge Load Frame.
Tbe Cbassis and Running Gear Labo,·atory exploits advanced composite materials and technologies to improve mobility
for future vehicles. Several robotics initiatives are leveraging technology and conducting cooperative research to achieve suo
perhuman performance and intelligence in
mecllanieal systems.
The Electric Annaments Researcb Cetlter has a 52 megajoule capacitor-based
power source-dle world's largest to be
dedicated solely to the electric gun.
The Advanced Materials LabO/'atory
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will meet the lightweight composite struc·
ture demands for all vehicles in the future.
And, in the Vehicle Survivability Labora·
tOt")', oew and revolutionary materials,
techniques and unconventional technologie are being exploited to achieve near
invisibility despite sophisticated surveillance technologies and techniques.
The new Advanced Warhead Development Faa'lity wiJI be used to test shaped·
cbarge and otber anti·armor warheads and
missiles.Tbis rncility, as weU as a nruque Energetic Matel"ials Fac/lity, are designed to
he environmentally safe.
The Veblcle Electronics (Vetronlcs)
Laboratory develops and leverages tech·
nologies to reduce the number, size and
weight of component, enhance communi·
cations and conserve resources.
'The Slmll/atlon and Virtual Pmtotyping LabO/'atory continuously improves our
virtual reality and design capabilities.
The command also includes a state-ofthe-art supercomputer facility, which include a Cray U Supercomputer, used as a
DOD-shared, high-performance computing
site and in the design and development of
armored vehicles. It permits scientists and
eogineers to conduct an advanced range of
bigbiy realistic simulations, including those
designed to study warhead and projectile et:
fects on armor; and others related to terrain
effects on mobility ystems. The facility has
been used in numerous endeavors involving
the private and academic sectors.

Acquisition
Challenges in the procurement arena
are nothing new to TACOM. Yet, budgetary
constraints, frequency and speed of de·
ployments and the radically reduced force
have brought the Army challenges that
TACOM acquisition elements are wrestling
to overcome.
The command adopred a three-pronged
streamlining strategy;
• Eliminate non-value added require·
ments such as MlLSPEC and contract data
requirement itenls;
• Reduce administrative and produc·
tion lead times; and
• Eliminate roadblocks to sound business practice.
Then the command focused on initiatives
to achieve significant and measurable con·
tinuous improvements-results. Area successfully worked include:
Partnerlng/Teaming-The command
entered into formal partnering agreements
and has teaming arrangements with seven
major contra.ctOrs-AM General, Goodyear,
UDLP, Texas Instruments, Textron, Trak
International and Caterpillar. This initiative
immediately reduced the number of COn·
flicts and contributed to closer cooperation on other initiatives.
Contract Consolidation-By writing
fewer contracrs (29,000 rather than
38,000) Wrucll cover more items for longer
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periOds of time and by using requirements
contracts and contract options, TACOM
estimates that co ts have been reduct:d by
15 percent. In FY95 TACOM spent 43 percent of its spare parts' dollars on Long term
contracts. The percentage increa ed to 50
percent in FY96.
Streamlining of Requirements--By
using a 'value added yardstick" and questioning the individual contextual need for
application/inclusion of MIL PECs and
other gnvernment-unique requirements,
TACOM ha improved coordination and cooperatinn with industry at the same time it
aved millions of dollars. A sampling of to
.recent solicitation indicated reductions
ranging from 50 to 85 percent in MlLSPEC
and data requirements. The projected, estimated savings are substantial.
Of the more than 5,000 MILSPECS
TACOM was responsible for, 565 have been
canceled, 1,395 have been inactivated for
procurement of new items, 80 have been
converted to performance specifications
and 141 have been converted to commer·
cial-item descriptions, since 1994.
Best Value Contracting-By institutionalizing proven best practices, TACOM
bas cnnsistently cut proposal·to-award time
by 60 to 90 days; reduced involved manpower by about 50 percent, and chalked up
estimated savings of $l m.illion per year.
Proven best pl"dctices include resource lim·
i.ting criteria, better proposal instructions
and disclplining the evaluation process.
Direct Vendor Delivery and Electroni.c Data Interchange--u ing modern
electronic technology, starting with the
supply of tires and baving a goal of expanding to include additional high volume
items, TACOM has electronically ordered
and shipped direct from vendor to using
unit approximately 136,000 tires. TIli pro·
gram has reduced on·hand tire inventOries
by mnre tban 50 percent and production
lead time to about a mondl.
TACOM is continuously working on
these and additional reforms too numerous
to describe here. In addition to millions of
dollar in cost avoidance, TACOM has
already reduced administrative and productinn lead time by 41 percent since
FY90 and fully expects to bring that to 50
percent within the next year. As testimony
to TACOM's acquisition excellence, com·
mand elements and individuals at TACOM·
Warren,TACOM-ACALA and TACOM ARDEC
have recently WOn Vice President Gore's
Hammer Awards.
Lead time is a pipeline issue, directly
and immediately affecting unit readiness
and deployability. It is, therefore, logical at
this juncture to shift into the third TACOM
core competency, which is primarily stewarded by the Integrated Materiel Manage·
ment, the Program Manager Tank Automotive Weapon Systems, and the Armament
Chemical,Acquisition and Logistics Activity
business centers.

Logistics Power Projection
In a 11Ut hell, TACOM perform integrated, strearulined and synchronized management of logistics system to ensure that
tile soldier in the field has the equipment,
spare parts and technical knowledge to
fight and win worldwide; and to succeed ill
a wide variety of operations other than war
that the nation's leader deem Army partic·
ipation is in the national in[erest.
Over the past several years, TACOM provided logistic<u support for soldiers in Oper·
ations Just Cause (Panama), Desert Shield
and torm (Southwest Asia), Re ·tore Hope
(Somalia), UphoLd Democracy (Haiti); and ill
disaster reHef (Hurricane Andrew, Florida).
At t.his writing,TACOMers of a wide variety of professional disciplines, including logisticians and readiness per onnel, using
resources they can control worldwide, are
hard at work ensuring the success ofAmerican field nruts involved with Bosnia. In
addition to keeping the American fleet
rolling in Bosnia, TACOM employees
tailored the effnrt to nvercome special
weather and terrain issues and to provide
enhanced countermine capability and bal·
listic protectinn.
Overall, TACOM manage and uppons
1,156 Army .reportable Une Item Numbers
(LINs); and 40 percem of the readiness
reportable UNs that TACOM's parent orga·
nization, the Army Materiel Command, is
responsible to support.

Conclusion
TACOM traces its roOts back to the preWorld War II day when President Franklin
D. Roosevelt ordered a tank plant be built
on the Detroit Arsenal and start prodUcing
tanks ASAP. The first tanks rolled off the
lines long before construction crews fin·
ished building the walls.
The times and technologies have
changed and will continue to change. For
more than six decade rhere have been
buUdups, buUd downs, RrFs, reorganizations, boom times and bust. That old plant
is going through the BRAC process and
TACOM will have hrunk from some
12,000 people in 1990 to about 7,000 10
years later. But, there wiJI be a l'ACOM, a
strong-willed TACOM. And TACOMers will
still proudly give the Army its commitment
to excellence.
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SINGLE PROCESS
INITIATIVE
AND THE ARMY

By BG Harry D. Gatanas
and Marilyn Harris Harpe
Introduction
The Single Process Initiative (SPO is a key
component of Department of Defense
(DOD) acquisition reform initiatives. It is
significant in tbat it is a primary means of
helping DOD move toward performancebased contracting wh.ich aHows industry to
use best practices and commercial
processes in lieu of military standards and
specifications. The implementation of common processes at a contractor'S facility requires the joint efforts of industry, the Defense Contract Management Command
(DCMC), the Defense Contract AUdltAgency
(DCAA), program executive officers/program managers (PEa/pM), buying commands, and other Defense acquisition orgatlizations that award contracts to industry.
With issuance of the "Perry Memo; on
Specifications and Standards, dated June 29,
1994, the Department of Defense began to
focus on specifications and srandards reform as a majot part of the acquisition re-
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form initiative. However, eliminating military specifications and standards and developing performance specifications, as weU as
other aspects of specifications and standards reform were all focused primarily on
new acquisitions. The benefits of pees and
standards reform could not be fully realized
until action was taken to address the hundreds of exist.ing contracts which still include provisions for compliance WitJl military specs and standards, often with multiple, burdensome requirements for similar
processes at each contractor facility.
A major problem with many existing contracts is that buying activities within the Services and other government agencies, have
individuaHy imposed different requirements
for sintilar manufacturing and management
processes. The result has been increased
co ts, burdens in contract management and
administrntion, multiple, redundant, overlapping and/or non-value added requirements.
The solution to this problem is to aHow can-

The objective of the
Single Process Initiative
is to allow contractors
to use best
commercial practices
and in so doing,
eliminate multiple,
redundant, and
non-value added
requirements.
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Figure 1.
The 120·day block change process_
tractors to adopt, 00 a facility-wide basis,
common processes and commercial practices capable of meeting each customers requiremeots. The objective of the Single
Process Initiative is to allow contractors to
use best commercial practices and in so
doing, eliminate multiple, redundant, and
non-value added requirements. The result
will be reduced costs.

Block Change Process
On Dec. 6, 1995, the Secretary of Defen e, Dr. William Perry, expanded !:tis 1994
memorandum and directed that block
dlanges to the management and manufacruring requirements of existing contracts be
made on a litcility-wide basis, to unify management and manufacruring requirements
within a facility, wherever uch changes are
technically acceptable to the government.
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technologj' was charged with issuing additional guidance necessary to replace government-unique requirements in
existing contracts with uniform requirements within the contractor's facilities. This
was foUowed by a memorandum on Dec. 8,
1995, by Under cretary of Defense (Acquisition and Technology) CUSD(A&1) Dr. Paul
Kamin ki. This memorandum directed the
use of an expedited. treamlined approadl
to evaluating contracrors' proposals for single processes. The memo generally defined
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the roles and responsibilities for the SPI and
outlined a 12()..day process for accomplishing block dlanges to existing contracts. It
further gave the Defense Contract Management Command administrative contracting
officers the authority to execute dass modificatiOns to implement these processes (see
Figure 1).
Later in December 1995, the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition (ASA(RDA» provided early implementing guidance for
Army activities. 11 described the establishment and responsibilities of an Army component team leader tasked with coordinating the evaluation of contractor single
process propo aJs and block dlanges With
Army cusromers. The Deputy Assi tant ceretary of the Army, Procurement (DASA(p»
wa identified a the focal point for Army
participation in the process.
In January 1996, the Army bec:une proactively involved in the Single Process Initiative by moving forward to identify the
Army'sTop 30 program candidates to participate in this initiative (see Figure 2). Some
of the 30 contractor were already involved
in reinvention lab activities whidl provided
them an even greater opportunity to participate in the SPI. With the identification of
the Top 30 programs came the selection of
Army points of contact (POCs) for eadl program or conrractor. These POCs were

charged (Q learn all they could about the
Single Process lnitiative and, in coordination
with DCMC, interface with our industry
partners to ensure that these significant
Army contractors were informed and encouraged to participate in the PI Program.
To jump start the Army's involvement in
the initiative, DASA(P) Dr. Kenneth Oscar;
BG Harry Gatanas, Assi tant Deputy for ystems Management and Horizontal Technologj' Integration, Offi e of the ASA(RDA); and
other key members of the DASA(P) sfllff embarked on an ambitious mission to visit as
many of the tOP 30 contractors as possible.
The purpose was ro promOte the Army's involvement in the progtanl by meeting, personally, with government and industry officials at each facility.

SPI Implementation
Although the DCMC has been designated
as the lead government facilitator in inlplementing plant-wide changes to common or
single processes, widlout the active participation of the Services, the Single Process
Initiative cannot move forward. The local
DCMC plant or area office has primary responsibility for administering the SPI
process at each contractor faCility, The
forum to accomplish this is through a Management Council. The primary role of the I
Manag ment Council is to facilitate the receipt, evaluation and acceptance of concept
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ORIGINAL ARMY SINGLE PROCESS INITIATIVE

TOP 30 CONTRACTORS
CONTRACTOR

PROGRAM

Raytheon
United Defense

Patriot
Bradley/Crusader/
Paladin
Abrams

ENGAGED
IN PROGRAM
Yes
Yes

A.Q. OldacrelBili Smart
Chanes Giufurta

Yes

PMnceYoung

ComancheIBlackhawk

Yes

Bud Bowersox

Apache/Apache Longbow

Yes

Bud Bowersox

Aoache Lonabow
Comanche
Hellfire/Javelin
Stinarav/ASAS/C2V/Ammo
TOW

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Billy Bentley
Bud Bowersox
Billy Bentley

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Billy Bentley

Rockwellinlemational
Allied Signai
TRW
GTE
GMC-A1lison
Harris Corporation

2d Gen Flir
HET
ATACMSlMLRSlTHAAD
SINCGARS
Ammo
JSTARSlGBCSlSATCOM
MLRSlTHAAD
Paladin/Ammo/
SAOARMICrusader
GPS
Blackhawk/Comanche
BCISlFMO
CircuiUMessaae Switch
Comanche Engine
MILSTAR

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Northrop-Grumman
Northrop-Grumman

BAT
IFTE

Yes
Yes

Textran Defense Svs
GE
Teledyne
GE

WAM
Blackhawk Engine
Crusader
SATCOM

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

General Dynamics
land Svstems
Sikorsky
McDonnell Douglas
Helicopter Systems
Westinahouse
Boeina Helicopter
Lockheed-Martin
Lockheed-Martin
Hughes Missile Systems
Texas Instruments
Oshkosh Truck Corp
Loral VOU!lht

In
Olin
Motorola
UMed Technologies
Alliant Techsystems

DESIGNATED POC

Billy Bentley

BillY Bentley
Eric Stem
Walt Keller
Michael Ryan
Billy Bentley
Chanes Giufurta
EMcStem
Bud Bowersox
Bli/v Bentley
Bud Bowersox
Mike Ryscamp
Alan Alper
Bllry Bentley
Mike Ryscamp
Alan Alper
John A. Moore
Bud Bowersox
Charles Giufurta
Eric Stem

Figure 2.

papers whjch describe common processes
the contractor proposes to adopt on a facility-Wide ba is. The ManagemeQ[ Council
consists of an SPI Service component team
leader, senior representatives from the local
DCMC office, the DCAA office, the contractor and representatives from customer organizations that have active contracts at that

facility.
The Army component team leader is a
major player in the proces . The appointment to the role of the SPIArmy component
team leader necessitates a strong management commitment to the implementation of
acquisition refonn initiatives in general, and
to the success of the SPI in particular. The
responsibjJjties assumed in this role-as a
spokesperson for the Army-requires me
nomination of an individual who is:
• a senior official empowered to serve
the best interests of all Army customers in
dlis process;
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• willing and able to ft~mJ the cotllJl1itment of time and effort to attend Management Council meetings and be directly involved in SPI activities; and
• committed to dedicating effort in coordinating SP! activities between all appUcable Army customers. In practice,Army component team leaders have generally been senior PEO/pM management officials or senior management staff per onnel from a
buying command.

The Army's share in the savings was $1.5
million wlUcb went back into the Patriot
program. Anomer success story is with
Texas Instruments where 20 processes have
been modified. The United Defense limited
Partnership (UDLP) bas modified II
processes resulting in signmcant cost avoidance.
From a business perspective, the Army's
interest in the SPI is to recognize it as a significant tool in the acquisition reform "toolbox" for saving money wlUch can t~timately
be used for reinvestment in modernization
of processes. With these proven succe
tories and teamwork on the part of all involved, we can move the Single Process Jnj.
tiative beyond acquisition reform to a new
way of doing business. It is a win-win situation for both the government and contrac·
tors thar we cannot afford to pass up.

BG HARRY D. GATANAS is the
Assistant Deputy for Systems Management and Horizon/al Technology Integration, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisition). BG Gatanas graduated
from the City College of New York,
and from Wayne State University,
De/roit, MI. He is also a graduate of
the Project Management Course at
the Defense Systems Management
College, the Logistics Executive
Development Course, the Army
Command and General Staff
College, and the Army War College.
MARiLYN HARRIS HARPE is the
Army Single Process Initiative
Program Coordinator. She is reponsible for development and implementation of all Army policy and
gUidance and is the Armys primary
focal pointfor this initiative. A procw"ement analyst with the Office of
the Deputy A istant Secretary of the
Army (Procurement), she received
her undergraduate degree from the
University of Missouri at Rolla and
her master's degree from the UniverSity of Oklahoma.

Conclusion
By all accounts, the Army's active panicipation in the Single Process Initiative makes
good bu iness sense. The Army can point to
a number of SPI succes es that have resulted in the reduction of multiple
processes. The streamlined prace es are
evident in the Raytheon success tories
which resulted in more than 884 contracts
being changed with a ingle modification.
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VELOCITY
MANAGEMENT
AND
THE
ARMY
ACQUISITION
CORPS
A Symbiotic Relationship
By CPT Andrew C. Eger

Applying
velocity management,
the Army
logistics community
will measure
its performance
closely
in order
to continue
to improve
its support
to the commanders
in the field.
14
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Background
On Jan. 20, 1995, tben Deputy Chjef of
taff for Logistics (DCSLOG) LTG Johnnie E.
Wilson (now GEN and Commander, U..
Army Materiel Command (AMC)) appointed
MG Thomas W. Robison, then Commander,
.S. Army Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM) (now retired), as tbe executive agent for velocity management (VM).
MG Robert K. Guest is tbe current Commander of CASCOM and VM ExecutiveAgenr.

Velocity Management
Velocity management I how tbe Army is
going to do its logistics busine ,both in
garrison and when deployed. The aim is to
get logistics support into tbe hands of tbe
oldier as fast as any first-rate commercial
firm, wbile prOViding a bedge again t unforeseen interruptions in tbe logi tics
pipeline. lmplementation ofVM is going to
assure outstanding performance by finding
and eliminating sources of delay and unde-

pendability in the Army's logi tic process.
Applying VM, the Army logistics community will measure its performance closely in
order to continue to improve its support to
tbe commanders in the field. UltimatelyVM
will result in reduced slockage real dollar
savings as tbe Army replaces logistics mass
with precision and speed. But the bonomline goal i to improve tbe effectiveness of
the logistics processe in sustaining mi sion
accomplishment.
A consortium of the senior logistics generals in the Army, known as tbe Velocity
Group (VG), meets quarterly to review and
diseu VM progress, issue gwdance and provide directioo for further VM initiatives. Furthermore, GEN Ronald H. Griffith,Vice Chief
of Staff of tbe Army, issued a message of Mar.
22, 1996, directing the implementation of
velocity managemem at all insta1L1tiOns.
l1]e most recent VG meetings were beld
on Feb. 9, 1996,Aug. 5, 1996,and Dec. 5,
1996. Participams included GEN Wilson;
LTG John G. Coburn, DCSLOG and former
Deputy Commanding General, AMC; MG
Robison; and MG Guest. The meetings
grapbically illustrated the need for Army
AcqUisition Corp (AAC) representation on
the VG in order to provide feedback and
direction to the AAC community regarding
their critical role in the long-term success of
VM. At the Dec. 5, 1996 VG meeting, LTG
Coburn stated, "The VG meeting is the most
important logistics meeting in theArmy."

Process Improvement Teams
Cunently, VM consists of four Process lmprovemeot Teams. Earn team has a ellior
Executive Service leader. The tearns and
their leaders are:
• Order and Ship Time, headed by
Tom Edwards, Deputy Commander,
CA COM;
• Slackage Delern,ination, beaded by
David Mills, om e of the DCSLOG;
• Repair Cycle Time, headed by
Wympy Pybus, Office of tbe D LOG; and
• Financial Processes, headed by
ErneSt Gregory, HQDA, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial Management and Comptroller).
The purpose of each t = is to exanline
in detail the subproce ses for their respective areas. Obviously, each of the three
major processes directly affect earn other.
For example, the stockage level for an item
can directly impact the overall Order and
Ship Time for a requisition which will directly effect tlle awaiting parLS time segment for a work order. Obviously, the financial process effects everything. hJ turn, eacb
of the four processes are heavily influenced
by integrated logistic support (lLS) planning
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a,Od tbe provisioning process in a weapon
system's life cycle development. During the
VG meeting, LTG Coburn commented that
"provisioning is broke," thereby underscoring that tills process must be improved,

Examples
Examples abound where aggressive,
sound, and in-depth ILS and provisioning
planning served to ignificantly reduce the
overall co ts associated with extended life
cycle maintenance. However, tl,ere are an
equal number of examples, both very recent
and extended, where the system did not adequately address rr.s and prnvisioning issues. The result was increased costs attributed to maintenance and reduced weapon
system avaUability.
The VM Repair Cycle Time Process
ImprovementTeam, in conjunction with the
RAND organization, is investigating several
area' related to the repair cycle that could
be directly improved through detaUed planning throughout a weapon system's life
cycle. A report from RAND-Maturing
Weapon Systems for improved Availablltty
at Lower Costs, by John Dumond, Rick
Eden, Douglas Mciver, and Hyman Shulman,
1994-addre ses the subject in detaU. The
document is avaUable by calling RAND's distribution services at (310)451-7002.

Areas Addressed By Velocity
Management

I

Obviously, thorough life cycle plan.oing
can influence numerous supportabi.lity
areas. A few of the areas addressed by VM
are listed below. The list is not all-inclusive
and serves only to higWight several areas.
The RAND report cited above includes a
table, titled "Acquisition Process with Maturation Development," which lists additional
areas to address in the acquisition process
for both new and fielded weapon sy te1D5.
FauU DJag7lostics. As our weapon system become increasingly complex, the
need for accurate and timely fault identification become more acute. Incorrect or slow
fault identification causes increased Slackage levels and extends the repair cycle time.
Two actions that could increase fault diagnostic performance are:
• The use of diagnostic test sets or "gold
caras: If a Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) or
circllit card has a high "no evidence of failure" <NEOP) rate then the availability of a diagnostic replacement would eliminate the
need to reqllisition the LRU/circuit card to
see if it was, in fact, faulty. The RAND report
indicates that the Apache helicopter has experienced NEOF rates as high as 30 percent
for some LRUs. Or, if a fault in a particular
LRU prevents testing subsequent LRUs, the
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availability of a diagnostic spare would rdcU,
itate requisitioning all of the fuulty LRUs/circuit cards at once, instead of one at a time.
• inC1-eased use and development of
base sbop test sets sucb as the turbine engine cliag7loslic (TED) test set. TED allows
the repair facility to diagnose and identify
numerous faulty components at one time.
The design for a recently ,fielded system
provided for external use of a diagnostic
device. However, the device would have
increa ed the overall ystem cost. There·
fore, the PM elected not to include the diagnostic capability in the fielded system.
The result is that soldiers in the field are
u ing paper clips in an effort to connect
the external diagnostic system. The
weapon system is not available for a far
greater amount of time as a result of this
near-term, cost-saving measure.

\Vhile prOviding for diagnostic spares
and base shop test sets in weapon system
development may significantly increase a
weapon system's initial cash outlay, tbey
wili provide far greater combined tangible
savings (reduced inventories) and intangible savings (increased weapon system
aVailability) over the entire useable life of
the system.
Parts provisiolli7lg. Plan.oing for parts
provisioning includes many sub-areas and
can directly affect VM performance through
stackage levels, back order rates, and order
Sllip times. While we generally do a rdvorable job in identifying the initial require·
ments for the parts explosion process and
essentiality coding, the actual providing of
those initial stocks is frequently lacking.
Total package fielding should provide for
avaUability of the necessary stocks. Furthermore, parts thj;1t are inilially, and correctly,
essentiality coded may not be an ali-inclusive list throughout the life of the system,
We need to conduct periodic reviews of
tbe essentiality codes for each weapon system based on actual demand data. One possible aid in data collection effons relating to
fielded system fault patterns and stockage
levels is for each PM to estabUsh an e·m,til
address to communicate with tbe field
maintainers. This may be an off- hoot of the
SMART program, but it will proVide much
qllicker feedback to the PM and increased
responsiveness to the field.
Increased co"tractor support.. LTG
Coburn stated that 'we should have contractor provided support for the first two years
of a new weapon system fielding: This
would aid in identifying supportability issues, as well as help in training Army maintainers, However, the contractor-provided
support contract must be carefully written.
Perhaps the best example of a recent success story on contractor·provided support is

the GTE contract for Mobile Subscriber
Equipment. The GTE contract specifies
strict performance standards, and does not
provide for government-provided parts. As a
result, GTE maintains its own floats and generally provides a repaired or replaced item
in seven days or less. In contrast, a recent
les successful contractor-provided support
contract specifies only performance goals
and all pans are government-provided
equipment. There are no incentive or
penalty clauses for meeting or not meeting
the performance goal. The result is that the
supported items are generally repaired in
more than rwice the time of the performance goal. Also, by providing governmentfurnisbed parts, we a.re directly linked to
their repair cycle lime.
Desig7l for compOlle7lt replacement.
Component replacement allows for increased use of diagnostic spares or gold
cards, Furthermore, component replacement is generally mum faster than repairing
the component on the weapon system,
which will increase weapon system availability. A further benefit of a component reo
placement design is that weapon system upgrades may he more easily implemented.

Conclusion
Just as tbe actions of each Process 1m·
provement Team in the VM process affect
earn other, the actions of each PM affecr
YM. We can greatly influence and increase
weapon system supportability functions by
working tOgether in a coordinated effort.
Based on comments made by members of
the Velocity Group at the meeting last February, I believe that direct AAC representation on the Velocity Group is essential. Such
representation will provide direct feedback
to the AAC community, instant response to
AAC-related comments and questions, and
improve perceptions ofAAC performance.

CPT ANDREW C. EGER is an
ordnance combat development
officer assigned to the Modernization and Technology Directorate,
Fix Division, at CASCOM in Fort
Lee, VA. He currenlly works on the
Velocity Management program as
a full-time matrix augmentee.
Eger holds a B.S. degree in
mechanical enginee-ring from the
U.S. Military Academy, and has
also completed the Materiel Acquisition Management Course.
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THE WORLD'S
FIRST
21ST CENTURY
TANK
By LTC George Patten and
MAJ Craig Langhauser
Introduction
An article titled, "The World's First loformation Age Tank; published in the eptember-October 1996 issue of Army RD&A
magazine, outlined the technical characteristics and the warfighting value of the embedded, digital weapon "system of systems"
as embodied in the MIA2 tank. By all measures, including objective operational and
technical tests and international competition , the MIAZ is and will remain the
world's premier direct fire, tactical weapon
sy: tem through the tum of the century. The
militaryvalue of theAbrams variant is that it
delivers never-before-seen capabilities in
fire control, navigation. diagnostics, vehicle

controls and command, control and communications (C3) to clearly overmatch all
other armored systems. And, the MIA2 does
so at a weapon cost comparable to other
les ophisticated atmored vehicles and
much less than comparably sophisticated
aircraft systems.
The purpose of this article is to outline
the W"drfighting and investment values of
the MIAZ's System Enhancement Package
(SEP) Program to the Army's wa.tflghters
and acqui itlon managers and to highlight
tile c3 ub- ystem upon which the tank's
capabilities as a sensor, as well as a
shooter, depend. At completion, the enbanced MIA2 will lay the foundation for
tomorrow's "system of sen ors" mat will
enable 21st century warriors to move, acquire, shoot, and communicate on the digital battlefield. For that reason, a much as
any other, me MIA2 with SEP should remain the Army's Force XXI land warfare
centerpiece. Its weapon system technical
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atchitecture (WSTA) bould be the bencbmark for embedded acquisition/investment decisions.

System of Systems
The MIA2 now being fielded was built
upon the "system of systems" concept.
Founded upon the late 1980s version of the
WSTA, which requires commonality, flexibility and modularity of digital hardware
and oftware architectures (Figure I); this
concept enables each of the eight tank subsystems to be built as a separate system; yet
optiJnjze tile coUective tank system's performance, However, the full· ystem of
systems" potential could not have been envisioned at that time. Thu , as the MIA2
matured tilrough development in the eariy
90s, more and more performance wa expected of it. The additional capabilities and
functions exhausted avallable processing capability and memory and demonstrated the
need to be able to integrate software applications and functions more easily. nle Force
XXI software is one set of those applications
where functions need to be integrated. Although the basic digital architecture of the
MIAZ is valid, as evaluated by both the
Army' Tank-automotive and Armaments
(TACOM) and COmmunications-Electronics
Commands (CECOM), it needed to be modified to achieve Force XXI requirements.
Together, the requirements for adding
fuster processors, more memory and more
modular software formed the hasis for initiating tbe EP Program so soon after completion of the MlA2 development program.
The warfighting goal-to improve rhe
MIA2's "own the night" capability-ensures
interopembility With other Force XXI C3

systems, and the ability to sustain the fight
in very high temperature environments.
The investmetlt goal is to restore enough
growtll capaCity that technological advancements applied through 2000 would
not require significant reinvestment in
hardware modifications and add no more
than $1.4 million to the MIAZ's production
price. This is an aggressive goal given that
the forward-looking infrared (FLIR) cost
nearly $1 million,
Note: The SEP pmgram is not an MIA2
upgrade, but a package Of modifications
to the baseline MIA2 to be /ntmduced co/lect/vely into production in the third quarter oj ]999. a1uJ then retm/med to pmvlOl/sly produced MIA2s beginning in 2002.
The SEP includes: upgrade computer
processors, add mass memory, cbange to
color displays, incorporate advanced sights
(Second Generation FUR), introduce a new
C3 package (Force XXI command and control), and modify the architecture (Figure Z)
to comply with the Common Operating Environment and Army Technical Architecture
standard ' After integrating a new FI.IR in
eacb sight, the predominant effort is software-driven, Major hardware changes concentrate on modifying four MIAZ multifunctional tine replaceable units, The remainder of the MIA2 and the hardware architecture remains unchanged by EP.
So what Is this "system of sensors" the
MIA2 seeks to be? The computer driven
·system of systems" currendy COlltain ensors iliat reside witbln each of the tank's
eight sub-sy tems and generate data shared
over the tank's data and utility buses or local
area networks. These sensors indude the
fire control optics, navigational gyro, engine
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control unit, and laser. As expected, the SEP
sensors will generate and deliver more data,
and the computers will rapidly genemte and
update data used both internal to the tank
and external 10 other sensors and shooters
and commanders in the wide area network.
Today, only a limited set of available data
is used 10 create information for other subsystem and the crew. With the addition of
key sensor tecbnologies and the means to
communicate the data, the MI Al can fuIfi.U
its role as both a hooter (primary role) and
a sensor (secondary role). This is a tremendous warfigbter enhancement for the resources inve led.

Tactical Internet
The most difficult tecllDical challenge
will be to mature the C3 sub-system, the "tactical internet" comprised of C2 me sage
files/tables + modern/router + COlDDlluticalions devices. Given that, the Army's primary
emphasis has been on the tank' C3 sub-systern, MS (the imer-vehicular information
system), which warfighters have dec hIred
the foundation of Army digitization and the
Army's C:l community has decried as limited
in interoperability, performance, and growth
capabUity. It was the Army's first-and remains the only-funclional, real time, maneuver digital C2. However, its capability
was limited to the tank battalions will] M tAl
and limited by the rddio and modem/router
portions of the "tactical internet."
The difficult task ahead for the Army will
be the development of the complete end-toend "tactical internet" nece ary to communicate anlong various sensors, shooters, and
commanders the vast array of digital information. In addition to prescribing the standard format for the data to be transmitted
and received, the "tactical internet" must be
able to establish a network, route the data
properly in real time, and posses a large
enough "pipeline" to move realtime data.
Concurrent will] MIA2 production, the
Army funded the liP Program to enhance
the tank's digital WSTA and computer resources. Thus, it could integrate the emerging Army Technical C3 Architecture (Figure
3) that attempts to define the "tactical internet." TItis effort will fucil.itate incorpomting
the tank's C3 sub-system into the Army's
Force XXI evolving "tactical internet" and enable digital data movement on a broad scale.

M1A2 Weapon System Technical Architecture
"System of Systems"
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M1 A2 System Enhancement
Package
SINCGARS SIP
with INC.

ImprOVed SMI
... Voice Synthesis
A PCMCIA Interlace
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A Color Flat Panel
,.t, Terrain Maps
A Video Distribution System
Jo.Keyboard
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Provide for Integration

Jo. 2nd Gen FUR (CITV lit GPS)
EPLRS

A

Mass Memory Unit

Advanced Technology Demos
Those technologies with the higbe t near
term performance pay-off to transform the
MIA2 Into the "system of sensors" are currently being matured in the Thrget Acquisition <TA), Hit Avoidance (HA), and Crewman's Associate (CA) Advanced Tecbnology
Demonstration (ATD) programs. Within
theseATDs, the Army is maturing multi-function lasers, laser warning receivers, and advanced integrated displays that provide the
sensor interfuces (Figure 4).
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M1 A2 SEP Weapon System Technical Architecture
"System of Sensors"
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By 2000, the TA ATD, should prove the
viabJlity and wortb of new ensor and sensor fusion algorithms in the automated detection, identification and tr'Jcking of targets. The ensors currently being considered for the target acquisition suite include
upgrades to the current GEN II FUR; a
multi-function laser device; and a millimeter wave radar (MMWR). The lAATD will
also develop algorithms that automate target acquisition functions, thereby redtlcing
Crew workload and speeding external information distribution to other veb.i.des or
sensors.
The HA ATD will demonstrate an inte·
grated Defense system which provides top
arrackJhorizontai protection and situational
awareness for ground combat vehicle . To
achieve this, the ATD will develop a commander's decision aid to control electronic
warfare sensors and countermeasures;
demonstrate Active Protection System CAPS)
components such as active MMWR and m.issUe-launched countermeasures; and develop
electronic warfare suite emulators.
The CAATD will design and demonstrate
crewstation concepts that increase crew
performance while decreasing their
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M1A2 "System of Sensors"
Hit Avoidance ATD
Vehicle Integrated Defense System
• Top Anack Protection System (TAPS)
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(Sensor Control and Display)
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Hand Control
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"- Helmet Mounted Oisplay
.... Speech Recognition Mod.ule
.L

Figure 4.
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workload even given the increasing array of
sensor data sources and volume. 1bis AID
focuses on using advanced soldier-machineinterface, aUlOmation, ergonomic environment design, and sensors to achieve this
goal. The AID will identify how the Crew
can handle the significant increase in battlefield data flow in Force XX] concepts that
can overwhelm the soldier's ability to
process the ever-increasing data, and degrade his ability to use his velude. In a "system of sensors' concept, this AID becomes
critical as the utility of sensor-generated
data will continue to be limited if the crewman is required to do all the data manipulation and distribution. The e AID technologies could be integrated on an MIA2 EP
platform by 2006.

Impact On The Crew
Thus far, tbis artide bas only covered the
technical aspects of an Abrams tank with ad·
vanced technologies. What does this all
mean to the commander and the crewman
in the field?
First of all, tile curreot tank crew organization and duties of tank commander, gunner, loader, and driver could be redesigned
to maximize the technological advances.
With a compact autoloader loading ammunition at up to 14 round per minute and fitting in the "wasted space' of the gun' recoil
path, the senior crewman-the tank commander-would move to the loader's position. His responsibilities would entail directing and maneuvering the tank to the
battlefield and planning future maneuvers.
The 'master gunner' (occupying the traditional tank commander's position) would be
responsible for overseeing the process of
detecting, identifying and engaging targelS.
The master gunner working in tandem with
the gunner, with no dlange in durie from
his traditional roLe, would alternate responSibility for overseeing each target engagement. The driver, with tactical displays at his
side, would be more of a pilot. He would
navigate the tank by following operational
graphics generated by the crew or externally by someone in the dlain of command
and using computer-based terrain analysis
to choose routes and fighting positions.
Now, how would this crew fight on the
digitized battlefield of the 21 t century?
inlagine yourself in a tank moving ;0 kilometers per hour cros country. The other
tanks in your platoon are over two kilometers away to your flanks. Since your tank
carries aDlillunition capable of engaging targets out to eight kilometers in a beyond
line-of-sight mode, your batt1espace is a
moving, 4 X 8-kilometer bubble (exduding
, the vertical dimension) with an extensive
network of data sources in your area of in-
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terest. cout elements are five kilometer
aIlead and in the sky 10 kilometers aIlead
are circling unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) continuing to distribute sensor data
to weapon system within ilS radio range.
The UAV's sensor-generated video is
broadcast into your tank. The video has an
intelligence overlay from the task force (IF)
inteUigence officer. He indicates that the
UAV has found the lead combat recon patrol
of the advancing enemy. Based on this
timely information, the task force commander issues fragmentary orders dlanging the
TF's axis of advance. The order rapidly
moves to your tank. Vour platoon is to move
into position to block the enemy' advance
while the rest of the battalion maneuvers to
a flank, all of which, the crew observes on
their displays automatically. Your tank is
right on the enemy' expected route of
march. The tank commander directs the
master gunner to find a good fighting position .; kilometers aIlead.
Once stationary, the master guruler and
gunner work on establisblng their engagement area. The digital map shows dead
space that cannot be engaged with a line-ofight munitions. Map overlay and sensor
sector scan image dara are exchanged
within the platoon. The tanks adjust their
positions to reduce dead space in the platoon's sector. The platoon leader assembles
the finalized platoon fighting po ition, adds
target reference points to cover the platoon's dead space, and forwards the data to
the TF Tactical Operations Center (TOC).
The data received by the TOC are also available to various other sensors, weapons, and
commanders over the tactical internet, allOWing optimal "task allocation.'
The enemy is now six kilometer from
your position. The tank using its FURs,laser
l"ddar, and MMWR scan your sector and detect potential targets. The lank switches
from ector scan to target scan mode and
proceeds to start target identification processing. TIle tank not only u es it onboard
digital data but gets data from the flank
tanks to build stereoptic target profiles. The
tank establishes a target queue for tile master gunner and the guruler to fight the tank
to target battle. As Ibis occur the APS detects a laser beam projected on the turret.
The APS warns the crew via audio cue ,
pops smoke in the quadrant with the laser
threat, and paints a laser spot ;0 feet in front
of the lank. The threat laser beam riding
munition impacts the ground in front of the
tank. The rank commander monitors the engagement reports generated by the tank and
okays them for forwarding to the platoon
leader, tracks the rest of tbe companyl
team's movement, and works on his own
maneuver plan. The driver monitors engage-

Enabling acquisition
managers to leverage
new commercial
technologies into
embedded weapon
systems clearly
enhances and optimizes
combat power.
mem progress, switdles his tactical map to
terrain analysis mode to search and plan
supplementary and alternate fighting positions. Meanwhile, in the TOe. ..

Conclusion
Through this article and the previous
one, wbidl was published in the NovenlberDecember 1996 issue of Army RD&A, we
have attempted to outline the synergistic
warfighting benefits of the embedded, distributed, compuler-based MIA2 Abrams architecture. Enabling acquisition manager
to leverage new commerclal technologies
into embedded weapon systems dearly en·
hances and optimizes combat power. With
the improvements to computing power,
memory, and color di play undertaken in
the SEP, the MlA2 architecture remains the
backbone of the tank and the Army's embedded weapon system fleer; possessing the
needed capacity and versatility for the foreseeable future at an affordable co t.

LTC GEORGE PATTEN is the
Product Manager of tbe M1A2
Abrams Tank System, and a distinguished military graduate of the
University of Texas at Austin. He
bas been a member ofthe Army Acquisition Corps since 1991.
MAl CRAIG IANGHAUSER is the
Assistant Project Manager; Abrams
Tank Systems, Strategic Planning.
He holds a B.S. in engineering from
the u.s. Military Academy and an
M.S. in engineering management
from the University ofMmyland.
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THE
MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR
SUPPORT SYSTEM
A Body-Conformal
Information Support System
Introduction
Modern weapon systems continue to be
more and more dependent on rapidly-developing technological advances and, thus,
have become more and more dependent on
computer control and information processing. Maintenance technicians use omputers
for diagnostic and repair information, but
the computer is bulky and requires clean
bands that are free to use a keyboard or
mouse. 10 order to allow maintenance technicians to work unencumbered by their
computer, the concept of a multimedia,
wearable personal computer (PC), olce
controlled, was envisioned to free computer
users' hands. Over tbe past few years, a number of different companies have addre ed
this requirement with some success.
The Maintenance and Repair Support
Sy tern (MARS ), currently under research
and development, has been designed uSing
a top-down design methodology ba ed on
an integration of the soldier's needs. It is an
attempt to have the sysrem conform to the
soldier's needs, rather than haVing the soldier conform to the sy tern, which requires
more rraining. The Defense Advanced Researcb Projects Agency (DARPA) ha coined
the phrase "humionics" to describe rbis
process. Because of tWs integrated design
process, MARS will not only meet the
Army's future sustainment requirementsuch a test, fault Isolation, repair procedures, etc.-but will also be capable of
voice command, multimedia, and renlote information access.

Components
TI,e MARSS system concept is to develop
an open-arcllitecture hardware and oftware system housed in a body-conformal
maintenance aid. Because it u es a conUller-
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and Charles Bosco
dally available PC central processing unit
(CPU), It will be compatible witb existing
software. The MARSS is an integrated system that consists of hardware components
and system interface software. The five
hardware components are:
Head-mOlll1ted audio/visual subsystem;
• Central prace sor motherboard;
• Flat, flexible, and interchangeable battery pack;
• High-density, removable modular personal computer memory card international
association (PCMClA) disks; and
• Radio frequency (RF) communications
devices.
Except for the audioNisual subsystem
headset, the component are distributed
two-dimensionally througbout an assaulttype vest.
The 5)' tern interface software consi ts of
DOS- or Windows-compatible software.
These include Windows Operating S)'stem,
the user/weapon system interface software,
the Integrated Diagno tics and Repair Information System ODRIS) to coordinate all
MARSS functions, as ociated peripheral drivers for witelc s local area network (IAN) ,
and VoicelAN software for voice communications across wireless lANs.
The headset is the input and output device to the system and consists of a headmounted microphone, speaker, and a small
flat-panel electrolumine cence display developed by Honeywell Inc. under a DARPA
program.
TIle central processor motherboard COn-

sists of a Pentium-based, high-speed, upgradeable, very low power CPU, a peripheral component interconnect bus architecture for enhanced performance, a 16- to 128-megabyle
llAM memory, and an internal hard drive.
The intercbangeable battery package is
an 11.4 volt flat, tlexible, nickel metal hydride lithium dry cell battery that bas a nine
amp-hour capacity (six bours of operation
without recharge, 1000 cycle life). A mobile
Triton chipset is packaged in the motherboard to dynamically manage power consumption and etrectively allow performing
multiple system operational states.
There are six credit card-sized PCMCIA
slots that accept modular PCMCIA dIsks
which contaln various instrumentation and
<lataba e .
The RF communications devices arc
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware
with controlling software to provide a 900
megahertz operating frequency and a onemegabit-per-second data transfer rate allowing ultra-fast data acquIsition. Communications are available between several MARSS
user and between the MARS user and the
weapon sy tem. Test data from a MIL-STD1553 bus can be remotely accessed and retransmitted to the users.
The system interface software, IDRIS, Is
an open-architecrure, sy tern-interface software. It was developed by the Advanced
Technology Office (ATO), the U.S. Army
Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic EqUipment Acti ity (OSATA), u.S. Army Missile
Command (MlCOM), in December 1994,alld
was reported on in the August 1995
AUTOTESTCON proceeding. The IDRIS controls input and output deVices, and six
PCMCIA plug-in cards, including instrument.tion, interactive electronics technical
manual , logistics, command, control, com-
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munication and information, application
data. and user data bases. The IDRIS requires
very minimal training and can be very easily
updated.

iry is one possible application for operational commanders.

Conclusion

Technical Challenges
The MARSS concept is an integrated,
body-conformal information support system
for multipurpose use as an interoperable
platform for mobile operations. It will assist
soldier , both trained and untrained, to reduce maintenance time and to increase operational readiness. To accomplish this,
i\"1ARSS must be Hghtweight, body-conformable and comfortable. Many new concepts and technologies have been developed and investigated during the MARSS development. Extensive trade-off analy es
were performed to determine the Optinlal
designs and technologies. These included
the following critical elements of MARSS:
motherboard, eLectrical design, thermal
management, batteries and energy management, vest design, wireless communications,
software interface system, VoiceLAN, and
system and ergonom.lc packaging.
The MARSS design requJremeots meet or
exceed those of the Army standard test
equipment and MARSS will perform at many
level of the support infrastructure, Le.,
maintenance, logistics, command, control,
communication, intelligence, medJcal, and
special operations. Ince MAASS Is very
portable, it can be operated at field Sites, depots, and within theater operations.

Benefits
The i\'IARSS total weight is about I I. 5
pounds and its volume is about 148 cubic
inche comfortably integrated with the
user's body. The lORIS controls multimedia
repair/replace instruction. Hands-free operation will reduce the mean-time-to-repair
and training co IS, resulting in increased accuracy of maintenance and operational
readiness. The wireless LAN and VoiceIAN
frees the soldier from the unit under repair
and provides interaction with other maintenance tearn members and the logistic database. The wireless LAN and VoiceLAN, with
a global po itioning system PCMCIA card,
will allow soldiers to track their position
and accurately locate weapon systems in
oeed of repair. The open arcrutecrure of the
system makes MARSS versatile, cost-effectively upgradeable in both hardware and
software, and reduces life cycle costs. The
high energy density lithium dry cell battery
has a long operational life, is environmentaUy safe, and does not pose a hazard.

Teammates and
Responsibilities
The MARSS concept
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initiated by the

The Maintenance and Repair
Support System.
ATO, U ATA, MICOM and funded by the
Army's Logistics Integration Agency. The
current full-scale program is funded by
DARPA. TI,e U.S.Army Soldier Systems Command (SSCOM) is the progranl manager of
the DARPA contract with McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Company-Huntsville, AL, the
prime contractor responsible for system design and integration. TI,e SSCOM also provides vest design, human engineering and
DARPA Uaison. The ATO provides technical
management and lORIS development. The
ATO is al responsible for the MARSS technology insertion for maintenance. Honeywell Inc. is developing the headset under
another DARPA contract.

Applications
The MARSS has been specifically designed
for use by military maintenance personnel;
however, it has the analogous application
for any commercial maintenance purposes,
such as commercial aircraft. Moreover, the
core of MARSS is a powerful, small-volume
PC comfortably integrated into a vest. With
the proper system interface software,
MARSS can contain medical information and
be used as a portable medical aid for emergency medical siruations. The MARSS can
also be used to Integrate and display data
from diverse and distributed databases to
provide a real-time aggregated display for
decision making. A digitized terrain capabU-

Consisting of a 486 computer with flexible board packaging, MARSS is the first integration of soldier and machine optimized for
maintenance. This initial effort was supponed by the Army's Logistics Integration
Agency. The following are significant events
for the MARSS program:
• Successful completion and testing of
the first MARSS prototype in November
1995.
• Critical design review in February 1996,
which MARSS passed, exceeding many of the
targeted requirements.
• Participation in the batdelab warfighting experiment during the spring of 1996.
• A MARSS demonstration as a feature
e:xhJbition in the ContinuOllsAcquisition Lifecycle Support E.,<po, Ocl. 28-31, 1996.
• Adoption of MARSS by the Special Operation Forces to meet an Information and
communication requirement.
• Investigation by McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace Company-Hunt:.-vilIe of FIA-IB, e17 and commercial aircraft appUcations for
MARSS.
• An advanced MARSS prototype, summer
1996.
In conclusion, a body-conforma1 information support system concept has been successfully demonstrated and every indication
is that the MARSS will be very beneficial for
both military and commercial appUcations.

DR. LI PI So. is an electronics engineer, U.S. Army, Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic EqUipment
Activity. he has a B. in mathematics from Taiwan Normal University. a Ph.D. in mathematics
from the University ofBritiSh Columbia, Canada, and a 8.S. in electrical engineering from the University
of Oklahoma.
CHARLES D. 80SCO is Chief of
the ATO and a general engineer at
the U.S. Am~y Test, Measurement,
and Diagnostic Equipment Activity.
He has a B.S. degree in engineering
physics from the City University of
ew York. and an M.S. degree in
physics from Monmouth College, Nj.
He has managed the diagnostics
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JANUARY 1, 2000 IS A SATURDAY
WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING?
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article
was originally published in tbe Winter
1996 tsSlte of The ViewPoint Volume VII,
Number J.

Introduction
Digital technology is an integral part of
our society. 11tis technology finds itself embedded in ystems that were previously
manual or mechanical. The digitization of
information presents a problem that not
only Lurks in our future but is here now. As
we approach the next century, the problem's presence and pervasiveness will become increasingly clear and devastating.
Not only do our system depend on digital
technology, but they depend on each other.
Their interdependence adds an extra dimension of complexity. The problem is "00."
What am I talking about, you ask? In less
than 38 months, the IT indu try will CA-perience it fir t change in century since it
began. However, there is a slight prohlem
plagUing the industry. This problem bas
several diffcrcnt namcs-Year 2000 Problem,Y2K Problem, Faulty Data Logic, Millennium Crisis, Century Date Change, Year
2000 Date Change, Century Dilemma, Year
2000 Challenge, and others. The problem is
our comp\lterS were not designed to accept the year as "00."

The Problem
During mOre austere times in IT's fledging years, IT managers and developers made
business decisions influenced by memory
cost, system efficiency, and system life expectancy. Memory was expensive, processor speeds were slow, a.nd most systems
usually well exceeded their life expectancy.
One result of these early decisions was a
shortened date representation-using a
lWo-digit year in century instead of four
digits, as in 96 vs. 1996.
This is not the oilly probLem encOuntered as we move into the nexr century.
Many systems have faulty logic for determining leap years. The National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NISn explains, "Century years (like 1900 and 2000)
are only considered leap years if they are
evenly divisible by 400. Therefore, l700,
1800, and 1900 were not leap years, but the
year 2000 will be a leap year."
The actual length of a year is 365.242
days, not 365 days. That is why an extra day
is added to the calendar on Feb. 29 on years
evenly divisible by four. However, adding
thi extra day every four years results in
about three extra days being added over a
period of 400 years. That is why only one
out of every four century years is consid-
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ered a leap year. Sinlple, isn't it?-well, not
so sinlple for computer systenlS.

The Effect
Now that you understand the problem,
let's look at the inlpact. Sequencing of
dates, date arithmetic, leap year identification, and date iogic are all affected. JUSt to
add another problem, many systems use the
digits "99" or "00" as a special system flagindicating "end-of-fiIe" Or "no-expiration'
among other uses.
In additiou, some hardware and operating systems do not roll over correctly from
1999 to 2000. Now that bring to mind an
enormous number of examples from these
few sinlple effects. Sequencing of date in
the years 1996,1997,1998,1999,2000 may
result iu a 00, 96, 97, 98, 99 dare order. Any
system that keeps track of inventories by
expiration date may already be feeling the
effects of the Year 2000 probLem. Items in
current inventory having expirdtion dates in
the year 2000 and later are being shipped
out before items expiring in years prior to
the year 2000.
Date arithmetic that calculates a person's
age is one of the most common date operations. Consider your age in the year 1999. If
you were born in 1967, then in 1999, your
age calculation would be 1999 minus 1967,
resulting iu your age calculated at 32 years
old. However, in tbe year 2000, a system
ouly using the year In century would calculate your age at .(,7, 00 minus 67. If the
system didn't keep track of the minus sign,
you could,conceivably,jump from bemg32
years old to 67. Imagine at age 33 havmg
the SocJaI Security Administration (SSA) isuing you retirement checks thinking you
are 67 years old. Rest assured, the SSA is just
one of the agencJes addressing the issue so
sucb errors do not occur.
The Washington Post published an example of a computer system using
31/12/99 to represent the "c10 e date" for
British court cases whicl1 were delayed indeflDitely for various reasons. The British
court system is trying to prevent thousands
of these cases from suddenly appearing on
court scheduJes.

A Simple Test To See The
Effect
You can perform a Sinlple test On your
PC. Just change the clock to 11:59 p.m. on

Dec. 31, 1999. Now; let the dock run into
next year-the next century. 1£ you have an
Intel·based PC and have not powered down
your PC, your clock probably bows tbe
time you would expect and the date would
display as Jan. 1,2000. Now power down
your PC and power it back up. Check the
dock now-it will likely display a correct
hour of the day, just as you would expect,
but the date most often displayed is May I,
1980, not Jan. 1,2000.
To see another date-related effect for a
Windows application, perform tlle same
test. Wait Ulltil the date roUs over to the
year 2000. Now, power down your PC and
restart it. Create a me with notepad and
save it. Now open File Manager (or
Explorer if you use Windows '95) and look
at the derails for the me you just created.
You will most likely find the date stamp is
1/1/:0, instead of the 1/1/00 you might
expect.
The list of effects of the Year 2000 on
the IT industry go on and on. Adrlitionally,
the effects are not limited to only software
but they extend to bardware, firmware, embedded systems, and operating sy tems.
Adverse effects are not limited to anyone
platform, programming language, data base,
or application. Effects are occurring
today for systems that work more than
four years into the future. As we approach
the year 2000, expect to see a continually
increasing number of effects. The problem
is pervasive throughout the industry and
every system is suspect.

Industry Perspective
Industry expert say, that this is not a
technological. problem, it's a management
problem. The problem exists, and fixing it
is technologically simple: the management and testing of the solution is complex.
Experience shows that most of the solution
effort rests in the management and planning of the solution and testing of the affected system(s)-40 percent planning for
the solution and 50 percent testing. The actual system modification effort is only 10
percent of the entire effort!
Getting top-LeVel sponsorship is a. must.
This sponsor hip is often difficult to obtain,
since normal business driver are not present. It is difficult for senior-level management to understand that they need to
devote precious resources and dollars
toward a porentially very expensive solution that yields no increased capability for
the company! Addressing the problem,
however, ensures that the business can operate and function at the same level after
moving iuto the year 2000.
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Tile Gartner Group (a rese-Mch, analysis,
advi ory, and strategic planning service
provider) predicts less than half the IT companies will be Year 2000 compliant before
the year 2000. Further, they forecast the solution cost for the IT industry as a whole
will be in tile range of $400 to $600 billion.
This figure does not incl ude the ost of litigation involving the Year 2000 problem and
costs of companies wllo go oul of business
due to the problem. The legal conU1Junity
has recently estimated the cost of Year 2000
related litigation at $1 trillion.
Tile Office of Management 'lOd Budget
(OMB) estimates the cost to solve the
problem within government is near $30
biUion. Estimates for the Dep,utment of
Defense alone are near $13 billion. For
planning purpo es, industry is saying the
cost is $1 per executable line of code
CExLOC) for a solution. However, plan on
these prices increasing significantly as the
Year 2000 approaches. The demand for
a istance in addre ing the Year 2000
problem is expected to far exceed the
available supply of companies fixing Year
2000 problems.
In considering the pcrv:lsiveness of the
problem, ffiM estimates that 70 to 90 percent of customer application programs are
affected. Of these program, 4 to 6 percent
of the LaC are affected. The New York
Trnnsit Authority provided an experience
report at a recenrYear 2000 conference indicating that 80 percent of their modules
were affected and 1 percent of the LaC
required modification. At the same conference, rwo insurance companies said tbat
between 5 to II percent of their LOC
required modification.

APl includes a date with tl,e year, tl,en modification of that ~l'stem will change its API.
As a result, each system using that API must
now be modified to accept and use the
changes. Since tl,e solution for one system
affects all systems it interfaces with, the
sdleduling of the change to the Year 2000
compliant system must be coordin:lted witll
all systems it interfaces with. Bridges may
be necessary for interfaces to systems that
are not prepared to accept and use the complianlAPL

What Is The Answer?

At first glance, many people think thel'
have no need to worry about the Year 2000
problem. After all, the IT industry professionals are sm:trt people who wUJ devise a
plug and play solution for everyone. True,

Developers, malntainers, and progra.rnmers, get started yesterday! Get ertiorlevel support for the solution right at the
start. Begin an awareoess campalgn within
your organization. Dedicate a team of individuals to work the project. The group
needs to maintain a good comrnurtications
channel with the Year 2000 team at the
next higher edle1on. Team composition
houJd include individuals knowledgeable
in data standards, Y~ar 2000 tools, quality
assurance, data administration, configuration management, security, te ting, validatioo, risk management, audit procedures,
and legal issues.
Update your system inventory and conduct an impact analysis. Develop your
strategy based on this analysis and your prioritization efforts. During your strategizing
and prioritiZiog, consider the possible solution approaches. A long-term solution, as
well as the solutionl most preferred, is to
modify the data to include a four digit year.
A shorr-term solution is logic modifications
that determine the century with 00 data
modification. The third solution-rerire or
rewrite tl,e system.
With your strategy in hand, select a pilot
project to validate your strategy. ow you
are ready to perform the necessary system
modifications to move your system into
compliance. Thoroughly test your system
for Year 2000 compliance. And yes, don't

tools do exist that can assist in the solution

forget regression testing also.

aod reduce the overall effort required. A majority of these tools are targeted toward
mainframe platforms and the COBOL programming language. Tqere is, however, no
"silver bullet."
Finally, many believe that the modifications required to Jnove systems into Year
2000 compliance Cao be accomplished during routine scheduled mainrenance. In
general, normal maintenance is just thatnormal. The resources obligated for maintenance do not include additional resources
for the Year 2000 solution. As noted earlier,
the costly portion of tl,e solution is not the
actual system modification but the management and testing effort. One reason tl,ese
efforts are so costly is the ripple effect
caused by a Year 2000 solution.
Mo t systems have an application program interface (Al'!) used to communicate
Witll other system . If:ln affected system's

Finally, don't leave home without a detailed risk managemc;m pl:m. 11,ere is great
risk for organizations addressing the Year
2000 problem. Develop contingency plans
based on these risks. Additiooal.ly, establish
trigger dates for determining whether your
contingency plan oeeds e."ecution. There is
ri k in your prioritization and strategy selec-

Let George Do It
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tion that you must nOl overlook.

Historically, software projects come in
late and over budgell Although past performance is no guarmtee and cannot predict
future performance, it certainly is a good indicator. Con ider one of your core systems
that has a Ye:lr 2000 problem with a date
horizon (the date you expect the system to
experience problems) j'et it is a legacy system. You know that you have a replacement
system that is Year 2000 compliant and is
sclleduled to be completed and installed in
1999. Considering the cost of fLXing the

legacy sysrem, you decide that there is no
need to expend constrained resources here
since the system is being replaced. What is
your level of risk? High' Do you have a viable contingency plan in case the replacement system does nOI make it in time?
When must you decide to execute your contingency so there is sufficient time co complete it?
By the way, if you are a developer or acquisition manager, ensure new developments are Year 2000 compliant and Year
2000 compliance language is included in all
system contr-dets.

Army Action Plan
The Army's approach to addressing the
change of century problem is contained in
the Project Change of Century (PCC)
Actions Plan, Revision I. It details a centralized management with decentralized execution approach. The Army's corporate
strategy and management approach for
addressing the Year 2000 problem is
defined. It provides a framework and guidance for Army organizations. A Year 2000
five-phase resolution process is adopted
with tltis pec revision. The five phases are:
Awareness; Assessment; Renovation; Validation; and Implementation.
An aggressive phase time schedule is OUtlined with some portions overlapping. Finally, it provides reporting mechanisms to
Army and ASD(C3!) on the scope and impact ofYear 2000 compliance.
Remember that the 80 percent solution
on time will likely be better than the 100
petcent solution late. This deadline cannot
slip!
The weekend of Jan 1,2000, is less than
164 weeks away-that is less than 38
momhs l Don't make any plans j'et for your
New Year's Day festivities, especially if you
are in the Information Technology (IT) industry! As one of the essential per onne!
in your organization, you may be called
into work.
Oh, by ti,e way, have a nice weekend!

MAl RONALD L. SPEAR is the
Army Year 2000 Project Manager
in the Office of the Director of Informat-ion Systems for Command,
Control, Communications and
Computers, Information Integration and Analysis Center at the
Pentagon_ He holds a B.A. degree
in compu.ter science and mathematics from Concordia College,
and an M. . in computer science
from the Naval Postgraduate
choo!.
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TEST AND EVALUATION
ON THE MOVE
By COL Brent Crabtree
Army Test and Evaluation (F&E) is on
the move. Partners in acquisition
reform, T&E will operate at a, reduced
jundtllg levet, wlU integrate developmental alld operational T&E activities, alld
seek to provide berter customel' support.
(See FIgure J.)

More T&E Streamlining
Needed
In recent years, Army T&E has come to
depend more on smaller tests, combined
developmental and operational testing, and
testing in conjunction with training. However, the Army can no lOnger afford reductions in RD&A without reducing the supportingT&E infrastructure.
Traditional T&E began with develop-

mental testing performed principaUy by
the Test and Evaluation Command
(TECOM). Result from developmental
te ting were evaluated by the developmental evaluarors, the Army Materiel y tem
Analysis Agency (AMSAA) or by TECOM asses ors. At the condusion of developmental T&E, programs faced a new team of
testers from the Operational Test and Ex·
perimentatiOll Command (TEXCOM) and a
new team of evaluators from the operational Evaluation Command COEe). Some
program managers (PMs) eocountered two
testers and two evaluators Oll the way to
succe sful fielding of Army systems.
Futille Army T&E efforts will be-must
be-more resourceful. In the latest build of
Army programs, S150 milliOll was cut from

T&E infrastructure and 460 million from
PM funding for T&E. Consequeotly, there
have been ignificant reductions to T&E in·
frastructure and change to T&.E policy.

T&E Restructuring
• Two testers. To comply with con·
gres ional and 0 0 guidance, the Army decided tn maintain a separate, independent
operational test activity. With headquarters
in Northern Virginia, the Operational Te t
and Evaluation Command (OPTEe) will retain its operational te t mission. TECOM,
headquartered in Aberdeen Proving
Ground (APG) , wiU continue to operate
range and perform the developmental test
mission. Both commands will be further
downsized over the next two years and

Recent Changes to T&E
Effective 1 Oct 96:

Previous T&E Process:
AMC

$150M cut from T&E
Infrastructure
$460M cut from PM
funding of T&E

OPTEC

TEXCOM
Operatiol'llli T_sting

TexCOM

OEC

Opamfon. luting

Openltlana evlfLUlClon

2 Testers, 1 Eval

2 Testers, 2 Evaluators

or

• Integrated testing
• Focused evaluations
• Increased use of M&S

• Sequential testing
• Uncoordinated evaluations
Figure 1.
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will expand their efforts to work together
in upport ofArmy programs with substantially smaller test organizations.
. One Evaluator. On June 12,1996,
the Vice Chief of Staff, Army directed the
transfer of the developmental evaluation
mission and reSOurces from the Army Materiel Command CAMC) to OPTEC. One
hundred seventy evaluation jobs in AMSAA,
TECOM and the Army Research bboratory
(ARL) were affected by the transfer which
took place on Oct. I, 1996. Over the next
two years, OPTEC will further reduce its
evaluation organization by approximately
60 spaces, saving the Army about $6 million per year.

NewT&E Policy
The Army will integrate developmental
and operational T &E, seeking to further
eliminate redundancies and to keep the
T&E trategy focused on operational requirements. There wiU be increased emphasis on the use of modeling and simula·
tion (M&S) to reduce or enhance testing
when cost-savings can be rea.li1.ed. To certify systems ready for operational testing,
PMs may combine testing where possible
and exploit aU SOurces of data including
contractor testing and M&S. WhUe operational testing is still required to proceed
beyond low rate initial production, theT&E
community is committed to using all
sources of credible data to evaluate system
effectiveness, Suitability, and surVivability.
To develop plan for this reorganization
of the evaluation mission, OPTEC consulted with a SeniOr Advisory Panel of distinguisbed Acquisition Corp experts with
extensive experience in developmental
and operational evaluations. The senior ad-
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visors prOVided an independent, unbiased
review of the plans for consoBdation of
evaluation. They advised the Army to de·
sign an organization that anticipate
change, to clearly define the mission and
required AMC support, and to conduct a
boltom-up review of the requirements.
Prom that review, an OPTEC·led task
force found that t\;Ie evaluation mission
could be performed adequately if consoB·
dated under a single command. With efficiencies created through consoBdation, less
duplication of effort, and more focused T&E
strategies, OPTEC can achieve a 6o-space reduction in the evaluation workforce over
the next two years. (See Figure 2.)
The objective organization to be
achieved by FY 99 i~ modeled after the successful 1992 consolidation of aU operational testers into TEXCOM. All of the
Army's developmental and operational
evaluators wiU be consolidated into a sin·
gle evaluation corn.rpand, the Army Evaluation Cnmmand (AEC). Commanded by a
brigadier general responsible for integration of aU Army evaluation activity, the AEC
will have battlefield-focused evaluation directorates with matrix support prOVided
by the functionally-focused Evaluation
Analysis Center (EAC).

Single Evaluation Team
Key to the successful con olidation of
evaluation will be the formation of a single
evaluation team for aU Army systems. This
one team will synchronize the developmental and operational T&E efforts to produce a single ArmYI evaluation. A military
evaluator and a civitian lead evaluation ana·
Iyst will be assigned to the evaluation di·
rectorate for each evaluated system. These

two people will be responsible to focns
and coordinat the evaluation effort for the
system. Other evaluation area specialist
will also serve on the team in direct supporI Or general support roles as needed.

Evaluation Analysis Center
The EAC will provide tbe evaluation
area specialists who will assist the evaluation team in the conduct of continuous, independent, integrated evaluation. The majority of the EAC personnel came from
AMC and will continue to live and work at
APG. No personnel moves are plaDlled.
The EAC will be reduced from about I SO to
about 130 people through normal attrition.

A Not-50-New Home
An empty barracks building at APG has
been selected for renOV"dtion and wiU be the
new hnme of the EAC. The renOV'dtion is
scheduled for completion by Pebruary 1997.
Until then, the former AMC employees will
stay in place. Five people, formerly in the
Survivability, Lethality Analysis Directorate
(SLAD) of ARL will remain at White Sands
Missile Range (WSMR) to coordinate evaluation support from ARL elements at WSMR.
imila.riy, one former SLAD employee will
stay at Fore Mnnmouth to serve as liaison
with ARL elements at that location.

Worldwide Notification
OPTEC released a world-wide message
on Oct. I, 1996. announcing the assumption of evaluation responsibilities. OPTEC
will take other actions to commnnicate the
effect this reorganization will have on
Army acquisition. Among the most prominent of actions, OPTEC will coord.inate revisions to Army regulations, proVide brief-
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New Lines of Responsibility
for the Logistician Mission
Independent
Logistician Mission
ILS Assessments

IlS Program Surveillance
Monitor Supportability Testing
ILS Database
MAPR

Rapid Acquisition Ally
The consolidation of evaluation gives
the PM a one-stop capability to involve the
evaluator in rapid acquisition initiatives.

Army wamghting experiment ,Barue Labs,
and other rapid acquisition initiatives seek
help from OPTEC in the de igo of experiments which will produce credible data,
have meaningful measures of success, and
secure approval for transition into a formal
acqui ition program.

Quarterly Raports

_. - _. - -1lep,-e,OriClfiii DC"Sl.O""G - -- -Spadal Pr$ds

Systems Analysis
AMSAA

Logistics Analysis
Force Projection Analysis
Sustainment Analysis

M&S

Figure 3.
ings at conferences, participate in the Army
and AMC road shows, publi h articles in
open publications such as Army RD&A
magazine, and revise training curricula.

Live Fire Test And
Evaluation (LFf&E)
The consolidation of evaluation should
have little effect on live fire testing.
TECOM and SLAD will continue to perform most of the component and system-

level live flre testing. The level of effort on
the evaluation wiu remain about the arne
because the work years and required expertise preViously devoted to LFT&E in
AMSAA have been tran ferred to OPTEC
and will continue to be applied to live lire
program and i ue. In the future, the
evaluator will incorporate the operational
significance of LfT&E results imo the ingle evaluation report. OPTEC wiU cootinue to rely heavily on AMC to prOVide
technical suppor! to LfT&E.

Integrated T&E is on the move
What the Acquisition Community can expect:
• One evaluator - OPTEC - on all Army programs
&l One evaluation report

II Review of all T&E strategies over the next year

Integrated Logistics Support
Another flrea affected by this consolidation is integrated logistics upport (lLS).
Army leaders recognized that the 12 lIS elements and the five areas of consideration
for the Army logistician could be flccompli hed by the single Army evaluator. The
consolidation will achieve efficiencies by
identifying a single agency-OPTEC-to
perform lLS assessments.
As Figure 3 illustrates, OPTEC has assumed most of the independent logistician
mission previonsly performed by AMSAA.
OPTEC wiU integrate the n.s assessment
into the system evaluation and provide n.s
information as needed. There will, however, be no independent logistician representing the Deputy Chief of Staff for logistics (DCSLOG). TIle Office of the D LOG
will be represented in person at milestone
decision reviews and IPRs. ODCSLOG will
al 0 review and sign test and evaluation
master plans a the Army logistician.
AM AA will continue to perform logiStics
analyses for tbe D LOG.

What Can The Acquisition
Community Expect?
There is now one evaluaror-OPTECfor all Army systems and there will be fl single ev-.tJuation report. Over the next year,
OPTEC will form evaluation teams and initiale a review oftheT&E trategy for allArmy
systems. (See Figure .) The goal of this review will be to eliminate redundancies,
combine testing where possible, exploit all
source of data, and focusT&E with the ultimate user-the soldier-in mind.

• OPTEC to provide early support to rapid acquisition
II Revisions to Army RegUlations

Successful Army Programs '"
Figure 4.
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Introduction
Integrated product teams (lPTs) witb
members representing the principle customers of Hughes Missile Systems Company (HMSC) are working together to accelerate the implementation of common
processes under the Department of Defense single process initiative (SPI). The approacb used to gain tecbulcal COnCurrence
gives government lPT member a ense of
ownership of the new common process
and an lucrea ed understanding of contra tor operations. Srronger working government/contractor relationships result at
both techuical and managerial levels.

Background
In May 1995, HMSC established its acquisition reform strategy. One element was to
become self-governing by implementing
best practices. These best practices would
be common for aU programs, eliminating
both the non-value added requirements and
the diverse, and sometimes conflicting, program-specific processing requirements for
d,e same function. The SPI journey began
early in d,e summer of 1995 with the question, "How will pmcess owne,·s gove"n

their operation or process in fbe absence
oJ mil-specs" By August, after many reviews, plans were prepared to implement
me initial common proce es. To effect the
desired dlanges, HMSC submirted to each
program engineering change requests for
each proposed common process. Unfortunately, benefits would not accrue until all
program embraced the common process.
Success with this approach was marginal,
since every program did not have an acqui·
sition reform champion.
When the Department of Defense announced tbe common process/single
process in.itiative in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD) Sept. 14, 1995, thls appeared to be a simplified approadl, offering
the opporrunity to rapidly gain customers'
approval of proposed changes. Plans for responding to this CBD arulOuncement were
reviewed with the HMSC Reinvention laboratory Management Council (now termed
the Single Process Initiative Management
Council) at its Sept. 28, 1995 meeting. This
management council meets apprOximately
every two months at HMSC. Membership
consists of senior HMSC executives and senior government executives representing
Cruise Missile (Navy), Theater Air Defense
(Navy), Tactical Mis ile (Army), and Conventional Strike (Air Force) program executive officers (PEOs), Defense Contract Audit
Agency (DCAA), and the local Defense Contract Management ColIU1lllnd (DCMC). l1Je
council is dUlired by the local DCMC com-
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INTEGRATED
PRODUCT
TEAMS
AND THE

SINGLE
PROCESS
INITIAT VE
By Robert J. Bedell
Hughes Missile Systems Company,
Tucson, AZ
Olander. On Nov. 17'11995, HMSC submltted
its flrst proposal reg uesting that common
processes be implemented for 14 diverse
manufactnring and engineering processes.
Although everyone was focused on making SPI successful, the cnD armouncement
did not describe the details of the approval
process. Hon. William J. Perry, tben Secretary of Defense, and Dr. Paul G. Kaminski,
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Technology, bOtJl issued memoranda
011 Dec. 6 and 8, 1995, respectively, to clarify proceSSing common process requests.
However, HM C, DCM ,and PEO representatives aU struggled to develop a workable
approval process, necessary for implement-

The approach used
to gain technical
concurrence gives
government IPT members
a sense of ownership of
the new common process
and an increased
understanding of
contractor operations.
Army RD&A
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ing a common process. At the Jan. II,
1996, IiMSC Reinvention Laboratory Management Council meeting, a specific review and approval process was defwed.

IPT/SPI Process
It was agreed that technical integrated
product teams (lPTs) would be created for
eacb proposed commOn proces with the
objective of understanding tbe current
process, identifying non-value added steps,
and deFwing the details of the commOn
proce . They would work to ellmlnate
these non·,'alue added and conflicting program requitements, while providing the
Same Or improved quality as the current
process. TI,e tedutical 1FT would al 0 review the inlplementation plan. Ead1 of the
PEOs provide a representative, in some
cases one for each program, a does DCMC.
HMSC provides the [P1' leader. Membership
is supplemented by additional government
and HMSC technical personnel as needed.
The IPT membership totaled 13 for the
more complex pro esse .
The typical technical 1PT has eight
members. IPTs meet as often as required
to ,lcltieve technical concurrence. TeLe~
phones faxes, and e-mails are used extensively to reduce travel costs and shorten
the review process. Upon reaching agreement, the technical IPT document its
agreement with copie of the agreement
provided to DCMC, DCAA, each of the

The technicallPT
process works well
by bringing the
multiple government
program and contractor
perspectives together
and aligning to
a single vision
of each process.
PEOS, and HMSC.
For many processe ,the initial teellnical
[P1' meeting was the first time the government tedlllical representatives ever met. It
certainly was the first time many gathered
together with HMSC to discuss mutual
tedlnical concerns. This has been one of
the benefits of this approach. However,
one difficulty facrng the techmcal IPT was
that each member had a different perspective of the same process, whicb elements
were important, and whicb tasks do not
add value. Before discussing a proposed

common process, the IPT had to under·
stand these different, u.oi.que, and ornetime co.ofllctlng program and Service reo
qUirements. Only then could meaningful
discussions occur to identify whicb elements of the process were expendable.
OIDe technical IPT members were constrained by real or perceived desires of
their program mangers and PEOs. When
this occurred, the Reinvention Laboratory
Management Council member from the af·
fected PEO was requested to intervene.
Another part of the Jan. 11, 1996 agreemelll was creating -cost I]>Ts for eacb proposed common process. The e cost IPTs
are responsible for determining the cost
impact of tbe technical agreement for current contracts and the sustaining yearly
cost avoidance. This 1PT also develops the
inlplementatlon COSt estimates. The DCMC
representative from the technical IPT and
the HMSC IPT leader are both members of
the cost.1PT, whim is led by an HMSC estimator. DCMC pricing and DCAA are also
members of the cost 1PT.
Like the technical. 1PT, the cost IPT is
supplemented by technical experts, cost
analysts and estimators as appropriate.
After reviewing the tecb.olcal agreement,
the cost IPT establishes ground rules and
a sumptions for assessing inlpact. Once
agreement on these elements is readled,
the detailed cost impacts are determined.
When the cost 1PT is complete, liM C
prepares the block change proposal and

Common Process/SPI Approval Process

Figure 1.
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APPROVED HUGHES MISSILE SYSTEM COMPANY
SINGLE PROCESS INITIATIVES
Quality System
Common Electrical Component Testing
Calibration
Printed Wiring Board Fabrication
Test Equipment Certification
Configuration Management
Solder Assembly
Software Development
Hybrid Microelectronics Assembly
Parts Control
Stainless Steel Passivation
Mil Specs/Standards Revisions
Hazardous Materials Management
Factory Test Reduction
Site Safety And Environmental Program
Figure 2.
submits it to the Division Administrative
Contracting Office (DACO). PEa representatives review the specifics of the block
change and forward their comments to the
DACO. Then a block change can be executed. During tbe entire technical and cost
review processes, the Reinvention laboratory Management Council is updated with
biweekly report ,and progress is reviewed
at council meetings. Note the overlap of
the Technical and Cost WIs shown in Figure I describing the approval process.

Lessons Learned
The technical1PT process works well by
bringing the multiple government program
and contractor per pectives together and
aligning to a single vision of each process.
Meeting coordination with up to 13 members from many different organization'
continues to be a challenge. Government

tedmica! members have other responsibilities and are not always available to anend
an 1PT meeting. As necessary, IPTs expanded their member hip beyond those
designated to ensnre the appropriate expertise was involved in defining the com·
man process.The additional members were
ignatories to the technical agreement.
One technical lPT decided after its first
meeting to divide into four subteams. These
sllbteam reported to the main technical
IPT. The subteams reached agreements
which were then combined into one lPT
agreement, requiring coordination and approval by the main IPT. Proposing fout
smaHer common processes may have resulted in a sharrer approval cycle. One final
observation is that this approach has built-in
conflict between the lPT leaders and government team members.The IPT leaders are
contractor personnel charged with manag-
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ing the activities of their customers. This
conflict was minimIzed by aU team members who recognized the benefits of common processes and accepted the chailenge.
As experience was gained with the SP1
approval process, c1langes were identified
to shorten the approval cyde. A local Com·
man Process Management Council consisting of DCMC, DCAA and HMSC representative was e tablished. This council meers
weekly to manage SPI activities. The council
reviews the progress of each IPT, identifying
potemial roadblocks and implementing corrective actions. New idea papers are presented ro the council before engaging the
PEO representatiJes. For those ideas
deemed appropriate, PEOs are requested to
provide representatives to assist HMSC and
DCMC in preparing the concept papers. Results of the weekly meetings are forwarded
ro the PEOs and actions assigned to DCMC,
DCAA, HMSC and PEOs as needed.
A conscious effort ro ensure effective

processes have been authorized for implementation. Block changes are being prepared for the remaining four. Figure 2 lists
the approved SPls at HMSC. Because of this
successful approach, HMSC is continuing
ro submit ro DCMC and its cusromers additional common processes for consideration, totaling 26 through January 1977.
Other common engineering, manufacturing, and bu ioess processes continue to
be identified as candidates for change
using the single process initiative. IFTs
have been instrumental in Implementing
PI and other acquisition reform efforts at
HMSC. The results are enhanced competi·
tion, and strengthened relationship with
all cu tomer, willie HMSC continues to
provide the warfighters with the highest
quality missile systems.

communications is required of all partici-

ROBERT J. BEDELL manages
Hughes Missile Systems Company's
Acquisition Reform Program. He
holds an MBA. from the University
of Texas at Arlington, an M.S. in
electrical engineering from the University ofRhode Island, and a B.5. in
electrical engineering from No-n.vich
University, Northfield, lIT Bedell is
also a colonel in the Army:' Reserve
Component Acquisition CO'rps, assigned to the Office of the Assistant
Secretmy of the AI'my jar Research,
Development and AcqUisition.

pants. Senior contractor, PEO, program,
local DCMC, and DOAA managemelH work
together to quickly resolve issues and ac·
tively encourage aU IPT member ro rapidly
reach closure for their process.
The 1PT process has been mosr succe 50
ful in gaining custO/ller concurrence and
implementing the single process initiative.
Technical agreement has been reached for
ail 14· of the originally proposed common
proces e and for five additional common
processes. These teli:hnical agreements are
the result of multiPle perspectives representing diver e program, service, and con·
tmcror interests, aligned ro a conunon set
of requirements that satisfy aU program requirements. Through January 1977, 15 of
the technically approved common
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Comanche First Flight, Jan. 4, 1996.

COMANCHE
COMBINED TEST TEAM
Leading The Way
To Future Testing
By MAJ Timothy M. Ward
The development of the Comanche not only leads the way
for tbe future ofArmy Aviation,
hut it also establishes future developmental processes for aviation systems. The Comancbe
Combined Test Team approacb
with our contractors and othel'
elements of the Anny test· comIIIWltly slgmJls an evolutionary
step in tbe process of weapon
system acquisition.
-BGJallles R. SlIider
Program Mll1rager
COllla'lCbe

Comanche.The place i the Sikor Icy Aircraft
Developmental Flight Center located in
West Palm Beach, FL. Here, the world's most
highly ophi ticated prototype helicopter
will be the test vehide to fly into the future.
!.Jlter, it will be joined by a second aircraft
for testing, with an additional six aircraft to
be utilized in testing to prove the Early Operational Capability (EOC) of Army aviation' future helicopter vision.
The vision's testing will be ushered
into reality by a combined team nf professionals consisting of both government
and contractor members, duly named the
Comanche Combined Tes! Team (CTT).
Joining with the' .S. Army in this en-

Introduction

deavor are the program's prinle contrac-

The future is being tested now... tbe
furure is me .. Army's armed reconnaissance/light attack helicopter, the RAH-66

tors-Boeing Helicopters and Sikorsky
Aircraft, along with subcontractor and
support per onne!.
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Combined Testing
Combined testing is the methodology
adopted for integrating government and
contractor efforts during the Comanche
developmental program. The intent of
combined te ting i to reduce the expense
and eliminate the redundancy in developmental testing, specificaUy the government
and the contractor conducting the same
tests at different time for their own purposes radler dl31l sha.ring data from a ingle test conducted jointly by both parties.
By dOing so, the CIT will be able to deSign
more co t-efficient (time alld money) te tS
which are more capable of identifying sy
tern limitations, failure mode ,and inadequacie . Keeping mese goal in view, the
rearn's efforts result in a more effective and
efficient development progrd.D1.
The team continually strives for goal ac-
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compli hment through a cohesive effort
with representatives from the government
aod contractor test communities who
joint]l' execute the developmental flight
test program. The members of the CTr
work together to prepare test plans; execute the flight test program; operate the
tested systems; collect reliability, availability and maintainability (RAM) data; ,md
maintain a common flight test engineering
database. This combined effort presents an
evolutiooary step in the developmental
and operational testing process of new air
vehicles such as !be Comanche.
Through !be developmental testing program, this new air vehicle's fight envelope
and structural integrity will be determined,
as well as the integration of critical aircraft
sy tern uch as the T-800 growth engine,
the Target Acquisition System (TAS), and
the Mission Equipment Package (MEP).
Testing will also include the examination
of newer teclIDologies to demonst!"'dte !bdl·
contributions to overall system performance and mission teadine
Operational

testing, will further provide ans\vers to

que tion of the aircraft's effectiveness and
suitability for use by operators, maintainers, and suppon personnel throughout the
aircraft's life cycle.

First Flight
There is no better event in the life cycle
of an aviation dcvelopmental test program
than to see the envi ioned aircraft fly aloft
for the first time. And so it was for the Comanche on Jan. 4, 1996, at West Palm
Beach, FL. Flown by the Boeing/Sikorsky
aircraft test pilot, tbe prototype succeeded
in demonstrating outstanding flight and
handling characteristics in a lowpeed/low-altirude environment. This first
36-minute flight provided but a glimp e of
future, mOre ambitious lesting,
Th.i event was matched.in igniflcance on
Sept. 20, 1996, when the first U.S. Army aviator flew the RAH-66 Conund1e On only the
fifth flight of the ai(craft. This noteworthy
flight placed an entry in !be annals of Army
aviation history because, as a part of the err,

ir was the first time in memory that an Army
test pilot actively participated in the initial
development of a prototype aircraft.
We (tbe government) get as
much as we give in tbe crr relationship. We will know more
about the capabilities and sbortcomin's of this aircraft, at any
stage in this program, than any
other system developed and procuredfm' the A rmy,
The aircraft, lhus far, has
d''1nonstrated handling qUCltities
better than those predicted
through flight simulation Pa·rflcularly impressive is thea the
alnraft has exhibited tremendous stability in all modes of
flight tested to date.

-CW4John W. Armb"ust
E;.:perlmelll:al Test PI1nt
Commallcbe Aviatio..
Tech,dcal Test Center
The 1.1 hour test flight conducted forward flight up to 80 knots and completed a

Sikorsky Flight Test Facllity, West Palm Beach, Flo
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Propulsion System Test Bed.

eries of traffl pattern maneuverS evaluating the sy tem hancUing characteri tics of
the aircraft. Though this was an early fligbt
in the development of the pc totype, it
provided an extraordinary view of tbe
stepping-stone succe ses of the team
proces .
Tbese are but twO important successes
of the CTT approach to te ling tbat ha
been adopted for development of the Camanche. It i the CTT wbidl plays an integral part in the testing of the Comanche
and the future of testing the acquisition of
weapons sy terns to come. In tile current
atmospllere of economic wlcertainry and
constraints, all efforts to improve efficiency and reduce costs are pal"lUllount.

Integrated Product Teams
One method heing utilized to meet this
challenge i in the incorporation of integrated product teams (lPTs) in the Comandle development. IPTs utilize sound
business practices in dose teanling among
program elements to provide efficient and
effective management to tile acquisition
program. The ultimate goal of the lPT is to
serve the program a.nd the acquiSition
community to provide a system that atislies the warfighter's needs.

The CIT approach is an excel{em example of Integrated ProdltGt Team (JP1) managemem. All
key stakeholders (prolv,ml management, users, testers, contl'Clctors, and sltpPO'rt) involved in
key p7'Ogram decisions are empowel'ed and pa,·tic/pate actively. Turn al'Ound time to resolve issues and solve problems
Is Significantly reduced witb tbis
32
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elppmClcb. It /s working well at
the crrJacility.
-Gilbert. F. Decker'
Assistant. Secreta1'Y of
tbe Army (Researcb,
Development. alld Acqldsitio'l) alld Army
Acquisition Executive

Developmental Flight Center
The center of activity for the combined
testing I the lkorsky Developmental
Flight Center. The flight facility is located
in a remote area of south Plorida and is ideally suited for the conduct of flight testing.
The center is equipped with state-of-tbe-art
air vehicle test in trumentation and data
prncessing capability. Every critical pardmeter on. the aircraft i monitored and
recorded. The resultant d.,ta is stored in a
single common database acce sihle to both
the government and contractor members
of the rearn. Additionally, air vehicle testing
is assisted by nther high technology equipment at the facility.
The DFe is not only home to the prototype aircraft, but also to a unique test device. The propulsion system test bed
(pSTB) is a sophi ticated Ie t platform that
is able to demonstrate and perform aU the
dj'narnlc components of the aircraft. The
test bed allow testers to subject the Sj'5tern to much more severe test conditions
than would be possible wjth the test aircraft. The stand's purp se is to lead the development and testing of the aircraft. All of
the aircraft's critical dynamic components
are first demonstrated and qualified for aircraft u e as part a total PSTB sy tern. The
system is then subjected to endurance testing to ensure that a sufficient margin of

safety is demonstrated prior to flight testing on the aircraft.
The core members of the ream are collocated with the prototype aircraft and the
PSTB at the ikor ky facility. The prime
contractors, the engine manufacturer
(light I:JelicopterTurhlne Engine Company
(LHTeC)), and tbe rmy have each assigned full-time members of the team to
the Florida test center. Each organization
then augments the tearn with technical experts, as required.
Tllere are four military members assigned to the test center as full-rime representatives of the tcst team. The Comanche
Program Manager is represented by the
GovernmentTe t Director (GTD), who also
erves as the Director of the Combined
Test Team. The Director is the government's single point of contact to the contractors for all matter pertaining to Comanc.he flight test and evaluation. This
leader is responsible for coordinating government activities related to the en: This
include the consolidating of cOutractor requirements for government personnel; coordinating goverrunent test observers/Witnesses and the use of government facilities
and ervices; and administering the management of government te t documenwtion to ensure that government test objectives are incorporated in the contractor's
test plans.

The most valuable aspect oj
the CAT is in ha.ving lbe combilled talents oj a diverse gl'Oup
oj govenllnenl and CO,lIraclor
organ.izatlQt1S uniting togethe,emd complementing each other
to accompllsb a comll1on goal.
Though, at times, competing in-
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Members of the Combined Test Team,
terests occ,,,' the true tetlm spirit
prevails to e'1Sure the success of
the test objective.
-MAJ(P) Brial' M.
Craddock
Combined Test Team
Directo,'

Comanche Program
Office
The user community's on- lIe team con·
sists of a senior warrant officer and a senior non-commissioned officer from the
TRADOC Sl'stem Manager's (fSM) Office at
Fort Rucker, At. The e highly experienced
soldiers provide the contractor with a

user's perspective of traJning/supportability, and the Army with early assessments of
the aircraft's operational sUitability. They
assist iLl resolving supportability issues
long before fielding of the aircraft, and
train the contractor in the operation of
government furnished ground support
equipment, which is essential to conducting the flight test program.
The remaining full-time member of the
C1T is a senior warrant officer of the Army
Technical Test Centet (ATTC), from Fan
Rucker. This seasoned Army aviator is also
an experimental test pilot/graduate of the
Naval Test Pilot School. As mentioned early
in the article, he has already flown the aircraft and will continue to be one of the
most active participants throughout flight
testing. Contractor pilots serve as pilot-incommand on aU flights, with the government pilot assisting and prOViding first-
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hand knowledge about tbe capability/suitability of the aircraft.
TI,e core members of the C1T are just a
small part of d,e overall team. The team is
supported by the entire Army test community, which provides technical and managerial experrise a req\lired. To date, well
over 150 government engineers, technicians, and managers have traveled to the
Florida test center and contributed their
talents to d,e efforrS of the C1T.
The team is further supported by a
group of RAM data collectors, also provided by the ATTC. This team of five contract employee collect data on component/equipment failures and all the maintenance actions conducted on the prototype
aircraft. The data collected flows into the
UNIRAM database that is utilized by both
government and contractor members in
developmental/operational testing. The
product of their efforts will provide the
team with early insights into the reliabiHty
and maintainability Of the aircraft.
Adding to the C1T presence, ATTC has
stationed an engin~er at the Boeing Helicopter facility in Philadelphia, PA. TIlls peron provides input to test plans, wime es
test and demonstralions of mission equipment under development, and partidpates
in the contractor's Product Development
Te,un (pDT) meetin*s.

Conclusion
The Combined 'test Team approach to
date has been a tremendous success in the

development of the RAH-66 Comanche. Its
development is prOViding a benchmark in
the future of tesllng of new acquiSition
weapons systems. The combined efforts of
the Comandle team will thrust the Army's
vision of the armed reconnaissancellight
attack helicopter into reality.

If interested in additional illformation on the Comanche Combined Test'
Team, please contact MAl Timothy Ward
at DSN 693-0676. Commercial (314)2630676, 01' e-mail: twa,·d@st·lonis-comanche. at'1ny. mil.

MAJ 17M07HY M. WARD is the
Assislant P7'Ogram Manager for
Test and Evaluation within the
RAH-66 Comanche Program Management Office, St. Louis, MO,
and ha been designated to become tbe Director of the Comanche Combined Test Team in
July of 1997. He hold a B.S. degree in aeronautical engineming,
and is a mcent graduate of the
U.s. Army Command and General
Staff College. In addition, Waled is
a member of tbe Army Acquisition
Corps.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
MATERIALS
AND
PROCESSES
BENEFIT COMANCHE
AND OTHER DOD PROGRAMS
By MAJ Keith Edwards
With n.pid nnes of technological advancement in many fields, state-of-the art
technologies introduced during a 51 tern's
development life cycle are often obsolete
by y tern fielding. Tllis will not bold true
for the Comanche helicoprer. An integrator
of developing, even laboratory technology,
the Comanche system fielded early in tbe
next century will be cutting-edge in every
regard. One pecific and teUing example
supporting this claim is a developing family of beryllium aluminum alloy used extensively in the Comanche Electro-Optical

en or y tern (EO 5). The Comanche
EOSS, comprising the housing and ginlbal
assembly for the aircraft's pilotage and targeting optical sub-systems, calls for a lightweight, high-stiffne s material capable of
being formed into highly complex configurations. The Comancbe EOS and two
beryllium aluminum components are depicted in Figure I.
Traditional materials (e.g. aluminum, titanium, magnesium alloys, metal-matrix
compo ites, erc.), though capable of
achieving complex configurations, faJl

Figure 1.
The Comanche Electro-Optical Sensor System/beryllium aluminum components.
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short when evaluated against weight, stiffness and producibiJity criteria. Many are
expensive to produce, and because of
shortcomings in ductility and/or isotropic
properties, some are restricted to limited
applications.
Beralcast®, a family of beryllium aluminum (Be-AI) alloys, addresses these
hortcomings. Developed by Nuclear Metals Inc., (NMI) of Concord, MA, Beralcast®
blend tbe be t attributes of the prinlary
component materials (i.e. beryllium and
aluminum) and eliminates most individual
shortcoming
[n these alloy , the high
elasticity and low density characteristics of
beryllium are combined with the favorable
processing characteristics and mechanical
property behavior of aluminum.
Comparing properties of Beralcast® to
the component material , the advantag in
its use become readily apparem. Beralcast®
i 22 percent lower in dens it)', yet three
times tiffer tban cast aluminum. Additionally, the material exhibits a four-fold improvement in dampening coefficient, important
for stability and jitter reduction in optical
systems. Also, a 40 percent lower value in
coefficient of thermal expansion tntn hltes
to higher tolerances and less rework for
matcbingornuting parts. Three times more
ductile than hot pre ed beryllium, Berdlcast® effectively eliminates brittleness as a
ignificant drawback to the use of beryllium
in many struCtural applications. An add d
benefit is that unlike beryllium, it can be
welded if defective or damaged.
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While beryllium is limited to configurations that can be machined or formed, Beralcast®, a the name implies, is castable.
Complex, caSI configurations are now
achievable, where."lS ti,e machining process
once daimed as scrap as much as 95 percent of input material. The highly complex, monolithic, optical platform depicted
in Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the casting
capability of Beralcast®.
The casting process is quite involved
and begins with the preparation of the materials. This indudes both the Be-AI charge
material and an NM/-developed charge stabilizing 'Illoy composition. These materials
are loaded into the melt crucible of NM/'s
vacuum induction melting (VL\.!) tilt-pour
furnace, equipment specifically acqUired
for melting and casting Beralcast® material. AVIM furnace is depicted in Figure 3.
The furnace chamber is then evacuated
and the materials are heated to suIficieorly
melt and stir the composition. After being
at that temperature long enough to en ure
dega sing, the melt crucible is tilted and
the composition is poured into a preheated ceramic investment mold.
The casting solidifies under vacuum
wiU1in the mold dlamber of the furnace,
which is back-filled with inert gas to accelerate the cooling proce . When the ca t
has reached room temperature, a high presure water jet is used to remove a majority
of the mold. After manual trimming of any
remalning mold material, the cast surface is
deaned with abrasive grit blasting. If nece ary, tbe ca t Can now be straightened
and/or weld-repaired. It is then released
for initial inspection and any needed postcast proces ing. Of Dote is that NMl is currently ti,e only source to have attained this
level of Be-AI casting capability
Final inspection, follOWing any necesary po t-cast processing, includes visual,
dimen iona1, radiography, and dye-penetrant inspection processes. The inspected
casting is then released for fmal machining.
All machinlng is performed in shop environments that meet or exceed stringent
Occupational Safety and Health Administration requirements for ventilation and safety
equipment. Additionally, the machining
proce s is tightly controlled, minimizing
the generation of harmful airborne beryllium alloy dust and/or fumes.
To date, 56 Cnmanche EO S components have been ideorified that will leverage this state-of-the-art technology. In addition, everal other Depanment of Defense
(DOD) program are currently using, or
evaluating application opportunities for
Beralcast® tedillology. In addition to Comanche, the Army' Apache B-Kit, PAC-3
Missile Upgrade, Multiple Launch Rocket
System, Hellfire Mlssile, Advanced Threat
Infra-Red Countermeasure, Theater Hjgh Altitude Air Defense System, and the Air
Force's 1'-22, are programs that eiU,er are, or
will potentially benefit from application of
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Figure 2.
Monolithic
Comanche
Electro-Optical
Sensor System
Optical Platform
Casting.

Figure 3.
Vacuum Induction Melting Furnace.
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Beralcast® technology. The Navy's V-22 ,and
the Joint Strike Fighter OSF) program are
also candidates for Beralcasr® appUcation.
For the near term, suitahle Beralcasr®
applicarion include srructural housings,
electronic packaging, and flight hardware.
In the not too distant future, Beralcasr®
may serve as a lower cost and/or higher
performance replacemenr for cast aluminum, luagnesium, titanium, compo ite

(i.e. metal and nonmetallic), berymum, and
powder merallurgy (PM) beryllium aluminum. As such, the teclmology wiJI fUld
use in light-weight nigbt vi ion Forward
Looking Infra-Red (FUR) systems, missile
guidance (PAC-3) and sateJJite componenes, engine gearboxes (F·22), heat
sinks/exchangers (F-22 and V-22), and electrical and electronic boxes, assemblies, and
enclosures. Commercial applications that
readily come to mind are within the computer/elecrronics, medical, and reCreational industries.
As compe1Jing as the litany of current
and future application for this advanced
material, is the history behind the BerdlC:ISt® development effort. Developing Berakast® technology to the level req ulred
for successful casting of the EO S Optical
Platform wa no simple endeavor. The
tory behind this effort began in 1991 as
Lockheed Marrin Electronics and Mi iles
(LMEM) of Orlando, FL, evaluated several
candidate materials suitable for the lightweighr, high-stiffness requirements of the
Comanche EOSS. In this instance, an NMl
advanced concept to fabricare Be-AI investment c:rstings had merit, but called for ex·
rensive development.
In pursuit of this, LMEM and NMI (in a
teaming arrangement) began a series of exploramry/developmental programs to determine the techniCal feasibiliry of this approach. Earliest efforts focused on material
development (i.e. a ca table beryllium aluminum composition) and casting/manufacturing proce S development. Per istent
early problem a ociated with material
properry repeatabilit)', mold rcactiviry, and
compo ilion comamination, led to a programmatic change within the Comanche
Program Management Office that excluded
beryllium aJuminum ca li.ngs from the

Dem/Val phase EO de ign. lMEM and
NMl, however, remained committed m the
technolngy, and the program(s) continued
with LMEM and NMl internal research and
development funding.
By 1993, after more than 400 beryllium
aluminum aJJoys bad been developed and
evaluared, a family of aJJoys meeting or exceeding Comancbe EOSS requirements had
been refmed. For trucrural applications
requiring strength, ductility, and pro·
ducibility, Beralcast® 363 wa ideally
uited. Applications requiring high thermal
conductiviry were addressed by Beralcast®
191, while those requiring extru ion were
well- uited for Beralcast® 310. Addition-
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aJJy, by tllis tinle, the earlier material conta·
mination and reactiviry problems had been
solved through the parallel development of
crucible and mold compositions.
With further refinement, a repeatable
proce wa developed which produced
precision castings of moderate size and
compleXity.
ew investment ca ring
equipmem installed during this period increased NMI' melt-capacity ten-fold to approxim,nely 160 pounds.
Tbe new facillry and refined processes
allowed NMl to successfully demon trate
casting mbrication of high qualiry, moderate size and complexlry parts. U ing the reo
cently developed processes, NMI was able
to demonstrate ignificant propert), improvement over casrings poured only a
year earlier. As a result, Beralcast® invest·
ment castings were reinsrated into the
DemjVal phase nf the EOSS by the Comanche Program Man:tger.
Recently, the focus of the Beralcast®
program is to tran ition to production
readines . The manufacturing process is
being further refined so tllat large, highly
complex. and pred ion EO S hardware can
be repeatedly (and economically) prO'
duced. Toward this end, LMEM, NMl, and
the Army Aviation Research and Development Center (AVRDEC) are co- ponsoring
a serie of sequential manufacturing tech·
nology development efforts, in addition ro
omanche-funded development efforts. To
date, these have paid off handsomely. Recent accompli bments include:
• Comancbe EOSS Process Control
Specification for BeraJcast® ca ting ;
• Generation of Beralcast® Material
Properties;
• Large, Complex Casting Process Development;
• Secondary Support Process Develop·
ment (e.g. Welding Repair, Environmental
Fini he, tre s Relief);
ondestructive lnspection Process Development (e.g. Radiograph)', Dye Penetrant);
• Publication of Preliminary Beralcast®
De ign Guideline; and
• Development nf a Design To Cost Plan.
Near-term emphasis for the BeraJcast®
development effort will focus on the use of
recycled material and computer modeling
and imulation in the production process.
By them elve , these two areas offer the
benefit of significant savings for programs
that adopt Beralcasr@ rechnology.
The recycling study will focus on tbe
development of an optimized proce for
the use of recycled Be-AI material. Additionally, material characterization testing
will determine the feasibility of ub titut·
ing recycled material for virgin material in
deliverable castings.
The computer modeling and imulation
tudy will focus on nptimization of feed, and
gating design (i.e. for the c:rsting mold) and
material solidification modeling/simulation.
Through the data gathered, these studies

will aJJow the reduction of both the amount

nf material used, and the number of c:rsting
iteration required, ro produce acceptancequaliey Beralc:rst® components.
Future Beralcast® Development Pro·
grams will consist of: paraJJe1 BeraJcast®
re earcb and development (i.e. NMl-ffi&D)
to determine other uses for the material
and the assodated processe ; instaJJation
of an increased capadry Beralcast® investment casting faCil.ity; Ore to metal conversion proce s development; a production
fadliry scale-up. 111is phase will be a significant milestone for NMl, LMEM, the
Comanche, and odler DOD programs. An
optimized Beralcast® technology and production·capable faciliries, will translate
into further advances in the state-of-the·art,
dranratic:rlly more wide pread use in sysrems of aJJ kinds, and a concurrent lowering of associated co ts.
Beralcast® technology is an exciling
prospect for any sy tern reqUiring lightweight, high· tiffness material in Strucrural
housing, electronic, and fligbt hardware
components. Made available through the ingenuity, agility and dedicated research and
deVelopment efforts of an industry team
(i.e.LMEM and NMI), BeraJc:rst® technology
will have a ignificant impact on programs
th.roughout DOD. Continued development
efforts by the Army·industry ream will inure that systems like the Comanche helicopter are on the forefront of dlOse benefiting from this cutting-edge metallurgical science. Furure applications for BeraJcast®
technology within DOD and the commercial marketplace, will be nearly limitless.

MA} KEIrn R. EDWARDS is the
Procurement Officer withl:n the
RAH-66 Comanche Program Management Office, St. Louis, MO, and
Project Officer for the use of belyllium aluminum in the Comanche
Electro-Optical Sensor System. He is
a December 1995 graduate of the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Qt, with a Master of Science
degree in Systems Acquisition Management and Contracting.
If interested in receiving a copy of
the IMEMlNMI technical articlefrom
which this article was drawn, or' if
desiring additional information
about beryllium aluminum alloys
and their uses in weapon systems,
please contact MAJ Edwards at the
following number: DS 693-1489,
Commercial (J14)263-1489, or email: kedwards@St-louis-comanche.
army. mit.
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Army Systems Analysis
The process of developing, acquiring,
fielding, aod sustaining Army materiel sys·
tems is filJed with uncertainty. For more
than 25 years, the Army Materiel Systems
Analysis Activity (AMSAA) bas been at work
mini.o1izing that uncertainty and belping to
ensure effective and supportable systems
are deployed to the soldier. From tbe initial
identification of need, through concept and
requirements definition, w the building of
new systems and the ultimate fielding and
support of those systems, the Army require
continuous analysis of effectiveness, performance, and supportability in order to make
prudent and informed decisions.
AMSAA was formed in 1969 from what
was then the Weapons Systems Laboratory
of the Ballistic Research Laborawries to enhance the decision·making process through
the increased application of broad based
systems analysis to Army materiel systems.
AMSAA was cr~ted as a separate reporting
activity under the Commanding General
eCG), Army Materiel Command CAMC) to
ensure the Army developed and sustained a
core analytical capability focused on systems analySiS. Since that time, AMSAA ana·
Iysts have conducted analysis on Virtually
every major Army acquisition program.
Systems analysis is a multidi.sdplinary
function that utilizes operations research,
mathematical and computer modeling, and
statistical techniques to solve complex, multivariate problems. AM AA has integrated
systems analysis with engineering analysis,
the physical sciences, and military cience
to create unique capabilities tailored to
meet Army materiel analysis requirements.
AMSAA develop and applies these problem
solving tools and metbodologies to Army
materiel and logistics systems to predict
performance, analyze effectiveness, identify
shortfalls, compare a1tematives, and recommend potential COul es of action to the appropriate ded ion-maker.
The AMSAA mission was expanded in
1974 with the added role of independent
technical evaluator of major Army programs.
In 1990, AMSAA's evaluation mission was
again expanded when the Department of the
Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics desJgnated AMSAA as the Army's Independent
Logistician, responsible for evaluating the adequacy of integrated logistics support elements in support of the acquisition process.
On OCt. I, 1996,AMSAA refocused its efforts on its primary mJ ion: providing ysterns analysis in support of Army deci ion
making. OnJune 12,1996, the Vice Chief of
Staff of the Army notified the CG AMC that
he was consolidating the Army Evaluation
Mission into the U.S. Army Operational Test
and Evaluation Co=and eOJYfEC). This decision was based on a reengineering tudy
performed by AMSAA as part of the
Equip/Supply/Maintain Functional Area Assessment Phase I effort. That study showed
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By John J. McCarthy
sign.ificant efficiencies could be achieved
through tbe integration of developmental
and operational test and evaluation into a
single end-to-end process. As a result, on
Oct. I, 1996, elements of AMSAA, the Army
Test and Evaluation Command, and dle Survivability and Lethality Analysis Directorate
of the Army Research Laboratory eacb divested developmenllli evaluation capabilities, and tbe associated personnel were
transferred to OPTE~.
TIle traIlsfer of dqveLopment'L1 evaluation
to OPTEC bas provided AMSAA the opportunity to relook the CU1"rent and future systems
analysis requirements of the Army and tailor
its capabilities to enSure the skills and tools
are in place to meet those requirements. Acquisition reform, do"'(nsizing, horizontal technology insertion, and the emphasis on modernization of existing platforms are examples
of environmental changes that have altered
the way the Army wi!) acquire materiel in the
future. TIle information and analysis required
to support furure ArmY decision making have
also cbanged. TIle currentAMSAA is undergoing a renaissance of timdy, relevant systems
analysis that supports future decisions and focuses debate at all levels on the most costeffective, supportable Army systems for the
next century. AMSAA's primary mission areas
are materiel systems analysis and logistics
systems analysis.

Materiel Systems Analysis
Core Functions
Materiel systems anaIysis is accomplished
within four core mission functions: item

level performance analySis, modeling and

sinlulation, systems performance analySis
and risk and investment strategy analysis.
TIlese interdependent core competencies
ynergistically combine to provide tbe Army
with analytiC"'dl capabilities that are unique
in both breadth and depth.

Item Level Performance
AMSAA is the Army's center for item level
performance analysis and certified data.
AMSAA utilizes automated data bases and
modds to dlaracterize the functionality of
Army materiel systems. Unique models and
methodologies have been developed to accurately predict critical performance variables such as weapon accuracy, target acquisition, r-dte of fire, the probability of inflicting catastrophic damage, or system reliabil·
ity. AMSAA is responsible for the gener-dtion
of these effectiveness measures and for ensuring dleir standard use across Army and
joint studies. Last l'ear, AMSAA provided
standard performance data inputs to more
tban 20 major Army and Department of Defense (DOD) studies for cost/performance
rrade·offs, risk assessments, requirements
anall' es, and early technology studies.
A primary example of AM AA's wlJque
capabilitie i.n item level performance analysis is the recently completed Crusader risk
asse sment. AMSAA supported t.he Project
Manager in conducting a risk asses ment
and comparison of the liquid propellant
vice solid propellant technologies. These
analyses highlight.ed liquid propellant as a
significant risk in development that produced only a marginal performance adv-,ultage. Using these findings, the Arml' readled
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a decision to proceed with the solid propellant technology for the CrusadeI.
As the Executive Agent for DOD for the
Tri-Service Joint Technical Coordinating
Group/Munitions Effectiveness Program,
AMSAA applies its item level performance
experti e to manage the program and to enSure standardized weapons effectivenes assessments are used across the Services. 111e
pub.lication of jOint munitions effectiveness
manual provides ingle ource documents
for modelers,materiel developers and strategic and operational plaoners at all levels.

Modeling and Methodology
AMSAA's modeling and methodology capabilities support the development, linkage and accreditation of live, virtual, and
constructive simulations, and prOVide
unique tools tbat support systems analysis
of both individual sy terns and comb.ined
arms environments. This modeling and
methodology expertise i utilized both to
strengthen the organization' internal
capabilities and to provide critical capabilities to external customer .
Internally, AMSAA has resident and maintain more than 100 models and slmulations, most of which were developed inhouse to address specific analytical voids.
These models range from component level,
physics-based models to force-on-force simulations. This modeling and simulation infrastructure provides a ruerarchical modeling process that i unique to AMSAA. Results from high re olution, ph)' ic -based,
and system level models are used to feed
the higJler level force-on-force models. Interactions and findings from the higher
level models are then fed back into tile
more detailed ones. The product is II comprehensive performance prediction capability that can be utilized to make trade-off and
investment decisions prior to extensive and
expensive hardware testing.
Externally, AMSAA applies its modeling
'U1d sinlUlation expertise to a wide v,lriety of
Army programs and activities. A the Army's
Executive Agent fnr verification, validation
and accreditation of item level performance
models,AMSAA assists model developers
with the development and execution of verification and validation p1aJ1S to ensure new
models and simulations faithfully represent
actual systems. Additionally, AM, AA i extensively im'olved in modeling and simulation accreditation acros the Army.
Above the item level, AM AA has gained
exte.n lve experience in the planning, execution and analysis of distributed iJlteractive
simulation (DIS) exercises and in the verification and validation of computer-generated
forces and system simulators. AMSAA was
the program manager lOr the recently com-
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Systems Analysis is a
multidisciplinary function
that utilizes operations
research, mathematical
and computer modeling,
and statistical
techniques to solve
complex, multivariate
problems.
pleted Anti-Armor Advanced Technologj'
Demonstration that has developed a credible.
DIS capability to upport a broad spectrum
of acquisition application . In the computergenerated forces area, AMSAA led the assessment ·tudy lilat provided the basis for the
Army's investment strategy and the decision
to integrate the Modular Semi-Automated
Forces and Close. CombatTacticai T..J.iller.

System Performance
AMSAA integrates its item level performance and modeling and sinmlatio'l capabilities to perfoml tollll system performance
analysis. System perfoffilance analysis is initiated itl the technology base and evolves with
the system through requirements definition,
the am~ysis of alternatives process, insertion
into the acquisition cyde and then extends
to fielding and su tainmenl. AMSAA i
actively involved in the Army Science and
Technology Objective process examining
how emerging tedlllologies Clm poten tially
atisfy furureArmy requirements.
As technologies mature and are inserted
into the advanced technology demonstration and advanced concept tecbnology
demonstration proc e, AMSAA performs
verification, validation, and certification of
performance data, provides an analytical
basis for the IOrmulation of exit criteria,
conducts ystem performance analysis, and
verifies, validates and accredits required
modeling and simulation. These capabilities
suppOrt the timely transition of warflghting
technologies from the tech base to materiel
and system specific applications.
AM AA' linkage with the new integrated
concept team (ICY) process creates an opportunity for the Army to take advant'lg of
sy reOl analysis even e.arUer in the process.
AMSAA is positioned to support ICT
through earlier requirements trade-off analy-

sis before specific solutions are identified.
The integmtion of cost as ,to independent
variable, as part of this proc~ will help ensure the development of cost'-effective systems that will provide critical warfighting
capabilities to the Army After Next.
AMSAA provide Army project managers
and decision makers with comprehensive
systems performance and effectiveness capability analy i for systems in the development process. Examples of ystem analyses planned in, FY 97 are: Crusader, AAAY,
Patriot, Follow-on to TOW. the Extended
Range MLRS, the Tank Extended Range
Munition (TERM), and theXM 982.

Investment Strategy
IlCinking modernization budgets have
forced the Army to increasingly focus its research and development efforts toward
fewer critical systems and capabilities that
will equip the fOrce witb the most "bang for
the buck: Investment decisions across
weapons systems and technolOgies are
being forced carDer in the process, with
cost effectiveness playing an increasingly
dominant role in these de isions. AMSAA
has developed and implemented new
methodologies ca(lable of examining deciion alternatives in terms of value added,
cost benefit, ,md total risk.
The Anti-Armor Resource Requirements
Study, recently completed for tile DA Deputy
Chief of Staff for Operations, Plans and Strategy (DCSOP ), is an example of bow systems
level performance analyses an be performed acro weapon and commodity
areas to weigh the value of various weapons
mix trategies. Thi analy is compared the
relative performance capabilities of future
anti-armor y tern in the 2005 and 2010
time frames. The ranking of tllese systems by
their contributions on the future battlefield
was used to support DA DCSOPS programming decisions. AM AA is cunently working
to expand tllO e study findings to tile joint
armor/anti-armor arena_ Future potential exists to conduct sinlilar analyses witllin other
battlefield capabilities, such a sensors and
command and control, as weD as to oranline
relative contributions across capabilities.

Logistics Systems Analysis
Core Functions
Wholesale and retail logistics analysis, logistics modeling and methodology development, and force projection and ustainment
analysis comprise the core functions of logistics systems analysis. As with materiel
sy terns analysis, these functions are llighl)'
interdependent and collectively create a
unique synergism thal prOVide the Arm
wilb tile full spectrum of logistics analysis
capabilities and products.
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Wholesale and Retail
Logistics
AMSAA's logistics analysis expertise covers the full range of Army logistics needs,
from the development and refinement of
new logistics models to the evaluation and
analysis of innovative or modified logistics
concepts. AMSAA's studies have Jed to recommendations for major changes to the
Army logistics system that will result in significant improvements in the supply, maintenance, and transportation processes.
The Army's provisioning process was enhanced in the late 1980s through the development of the selected essential item stock
for availability method (SESAME). This effort led directly to an application of the
methodology for a sustainment model,
known as Readiness Based Sparing in the
early 1990s. Readiness Based Sparing Optimizes Class IX stocks while maintaining
system readiness at a minimized cost at the
division level. The methodology has been
successfully demonstrated at several sites
since 1990 and the National Guard currently has a unit that has used it for more
tllan two years.
CUrrentlY,AMSAA is developing a predictive logistics supply concept to improve the
supply process. The goals of the program
are to provide increased flexibility and respon iveness to the customer, reduce the
generation of excess, and to prOVide the
best mix of supplies in a timely manner. The
project will result in the development of a
comprehensive Program ManagemeOl Plan
detailing a total system architecture. Other
recent and ongoing wholesale logistics studies and analyses include total asset visibility,
post investment analysis for JLSC, Army
streamllned logistics, velocity management,
single stock fund metrics, and impact of

changing maintenance plans on war reserve
requirements.
At the retail level, AMSAA supports the
Army acquisition process with level of repair analyses and initial provisioning analyses for materiel development programs.
AMSAA works with the project manager to
ensure initial provisioning stocks and maintenance concepts provide adequate logistics support and best value to the Army
once systems are fielded.

Logistics Modeling and
Methodology
AMSAA has been instrumental in the development, application, refinement, investigation, and analysis of models to support both
wholesale and retail Army logistics operations and analysis. A libra.ry of models is
maintained and new ones are regularly developed as needed either to support concept
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analysis or to improve a current methodology. Since its inception, AM AA has been an
integral member of the]LSC Math Models
Group, providing analysis and model development support across the Services.
Prompted by the logistics planning requirements of Operation Desert Storm,
AMSAA developed a methodology based on
the readiness based sparing approach to
generate stockage lists for eadl supply echelon. The methodology includes techniques
to estimate requirements for both combat
damage and reliability failures. The model
developed to support the approadl became
known as the Optimum Stock Requirements
Analysis Program (OSRAP). Recently,
AMSAA developed a graphical user interface
for a PC version of OSRAP that will enable
units to calculate these packages and conduct sensitivity analyses themselves.
AMSAA's Physics of Failure Progtanl pioneered deVelopment of design and analysis
tools to predict reliabillty and minimize potential redesign at the component leveL
Physics of failure is based on the fundanlental principle that is not only inlportant to
understand how things work, but equally
inlportant to understand how things can fail
under the intended operational environments. The approach uses physics of failure
models that analyLe mechanical, electrical,
and chemical failure mechanisms induced
by operational and environmental load . Al·
though currently focused on electronic drcuit card assemblies, these techniques have
the potential for broad-based application in
the design of future Army sy terns.
PARASESAME is a simulation tedlDology
funded project to inlplement a parallel processing version of the SESAME used for reo
quirements determination and evaluation.
These enhancements to an existing model
will reduce run times for large problems by
several orders of magnitude and allow for
sensitivity analyses and "what-if" exercises
reqUired for designing an effective, rapid reo
sponse logistics system.

Force Projection and
Sustainment
AMSAA is heavily engaged in analysis to
support the Army planning process for sustaining our forces during operations other
than war, contingency operation and in
war. Currently, significant activities are on·
going in the areas of war reserves analysis,
contingency package development, and
field exercise data collection (FEDC).
AMSAA has been tasked by the Army to
study the entire War Reserves Automated
Process. The ongoing study alms to identify
shortfalls in the current war reserves computation methodology and treamJ.ine the
process. The results are expected to pro-

vide a considerable cost avoidance while
improving the readiness of the Army'
warfighting systems. A related effort, now
underway, will assess the Army's capability
to regenerate Army War Reserve 3 (prepositioned Afloat Program) in support of deployment to twO near simultaneous major regional confliCts.
Utilizing OSRAP, AMSAA continually de·
velops contingenCj' support packages for
planned and potential operational deploy·
ments. P'dckages are developed for Class ]X
spare parts requirements at tl,e Area SupPOrt Group, Core Support Group, and Direct
Support Group and/or Organizational levels
in support of wartime contingency planlling. These support packages have been instrumental in planning logistics support and
have served to assist in Bosnia, Somalia,
Rwanda and numerous other recent Army
opera.tions. AMSAA developed mOre than 50
such packages in FY96 alone.
AMSAA is the Army agent for sample data
collection (SOC). As part of the SOC Program, the FEDC Program provides quantitative and qualitative operatiOnal mainte·
nance, manpower, reliability and logistical
support data for fielded materiel systems.
The FEDC Program supports combat sustainment and war reserve requirements in
support of contingency forces worldwide
(e.g. Operation Desert Storm, Operation Vigilant Warrior, Haiti, etc.). Field data also
serves to validate critical data elements reo
quired in cientific, engineering, and logistical support studies.

Summary
AMSAA provides the Army with the criti·
cal information and analysis needed to faci1ltate the complex decisions reqUired to
move tbe Army into the next century. As reo
sources become increasingly constrained, it
is critical the Army leadership continue to
have access to timely, reliable and high quality analysis on whidlthey can base the deci·
sions required to shape the futuce Army.
AMSAA has developed an integrated set of
skills and tools focused on its core competeucies to be responsive to the breadth and
depth of systems analysis requirements for
the Army now and into ti,e next century.

JOHN j. MCCARTHY is Director
of the u.s. Army Materiel Systems
Ana0Jsis ActiVity. He has a master's
degree from the Univer'sity of
Delawm-e and a B.S. degree from
Moravian College, both in mathematics.
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SIX
SGMA
A Route To Quality

And Affordability
By Diane S. Kukich
Researcher at the University of
Delaware Center for Composite Marerials
(UD-CCM) are contributing to an effort led
by United Defense Limiled Partne.rship
(UDLP) to implement Six-Sigma statistical
techniques in characterizing the manufacturability and producibility of compo ite
hull structure components on the U.S.Army
Tank-Automotive Research, Development
and Engineering Center Composite Armored Vehicle (CAY). A statistical yardstick
for quantifying quality, Six Sigma provides a
methodology for the continuous measure·
ment and improvement of component design, manufacturing process, and performance. This work represents a first
attempt to apply Six Sigma methods, which
were originally developed bl' the electronics industry, to composites manufacturing.
UDLP is working closely with CCM's
John W. Gillespie Jr. and Rushad EEduljee on
the application of Six Sigma to the CAV-AID
(advanced technology demonstrdtor). Dan
Coppens of Anholt Technologies, Inc., a
small Delaware-based company, has served
as a consultant to the project.
The work Is a logical adjunct 10 Gillespie's
general involvement in the program as a
member of the CAY Technical Advisory
Board and his specific activities in the
effects-of-defects area. "We're focusing on
defining the effects of defects in the conte:>.1:
of repair and Six Sigma: Gillespie says.
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"We think it's important to use Six Sigma
as a design tool because changes can be incorporated at a lower cost if tbey're made
early in the process," says UDLP's George
Thomas. He expLains that information on
system requirements is flowed down to the
design teams responsible for the individual
components. At this stage, a Six-Sigma analy-

sis evaluates the robustness of the design
and the potential for meeting the system requirements before a significant effort is invested in a detailed design. The antidpated
performance and quality prediction flows
back up to systems engineering for compariSon to program objectives to see whether
requirements reallocation is necessary (See
Figure 1).
For example," says Thomas,"if weight savings is a goal and we discover that we can
actually do better tban reqUired on one
component, then we C1.I1 pass that savings
along to another component, which can
perhaps be produced less expensively because tbe weight requirements on it are not
as stringent as originally thought. This information is valuable only if we have it earLy
enough In the process to use it, and Six
Sigma enables us to do that." Eduljee pOints
out that it also focuses attention on potential problem areas that might not be intuitively obvious.
The Six-Sigma analysis strives to mlnimize overall cycle costs by minlmizing the

occurrence of defects. [11 this context, a defect is any characteriStic that does not fulfill
the customer requirements. The analysiS is
conducted at the parts, process, and performance levels. Parts igma characterizes
the quality of the incoming purchased mate·
rial; this includes items listed in the "Bill of
Materials." Process Sigma quantifies the
robustness of the manufacture of components or the assembly of components. The
analySiS to determine the Process Sigma
level involves identifying the opportunities
involved in the process flow and the associated defect rate for each opportunity. Performance Sigma measures how well the
fabricated components and assemblies
meet their performance requirements.
The Six-5lgma analysis of ti,e compo ite
tructure for the CAV-AID is implemented
through a series of spreadsheets used as
worksheets and scorecards. Eduljee explains
that the scorecards are arranged in a hierarchy from component up through hull truelUre assembly, widl each scorecard being supported by separate linked spreadsheets that
determine the parts, process, and performance Sigma levels. TI,ese scorecards offer a
structured approadl to manage and analyze
all cL~ta used in making design decisions.
The scorecard hierarchy for the CAV is
shown in Figure 2. It consists of the individual scorecards at the component, sub-assembly, and top-level assembly rolled up to the
system level. As a fiTst step, tbe number of
opportunities at dIe partS, proces •and performance levels is identified for each component being analyzed. An opportunity may
be defined as a chance to do an operation
successfully. The number of opportunitie
may also be considered an indicator of the
complexity of the pan, with a larger opportunity count indicative of a more complex
part. Ti,e occurrence of defects is characterized by the defeers per unit (dpu). 0 that
the analysis is not biased by the complexity
of the component, the dpu is normalized by
the total number of opportunities to give
the defects per million opportunitie
(dpmo). The dpmo is then related to the
sigma level through the normal distribution.
According to Six Sigma experts at Texas
Instruments-developers of the Integrated
Product Development Process adopted by
Team CAY-Six Sigma is a "reach which
often requires revolutionary changes." A
typical reasonably weD-controlled process is
usually about Four Signla (sigma being the
standard deviation), or 6,000 dpmo. Thus,
Six Sigma, which translates into a quality
level of no more than 3.4 dpmo, represents
a 2,000 time improvement over "conventional wisdom."
"In a way, we're breaking the boundaries
of Six Sigma by using it on an ATD," says
Thomas, "because most people associate
this methodology with the manufacturing
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND GOALS
VS. DPU PREDICTIONS
System
GoaVPrediction

Figure 1.

SIX SIGMA SCORECARD STRUCTURE
Worksheets:

Hull Assembly
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Upper
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Forward
Upper
Hull

Performance
Process
Parts

Crew
Capsule
Base

Lower
Hull
SUbassy

Crew
Capsule
Top

Figure 2.
environment, where it's used to reduce defects in a process that produces thousands
or even mlllions of parts. In an AID-where
you're making only one-it's more a simlua·
tion and predictive 1001.' For example, in
applying Ix igma to the CAV lower huH
de ign, the team determined that an initial
design exceeded the specified weight. Consequently, the team revised the design and
ultimately lowered weight and cost; had
they continued with the original coocept,
they wotLld have added co t and cycle time
to a concept that had very litlie chance of
meeting requirem nts. "Thl example,' says
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Thomas, "captures the essence of Performance Sigma and the benefit of its application
early in the progr-.un."
Affordabillty is tl:J,e primary motivation
for the application of Six Sigma to the design of an AID, as it relates cost and value to
each of the step in the design scorecard.
"Sometime we can identify a cllange that
can be made,' says Thomas, "but we then
have to answer the question 'why make it if
it isn't goiog to impact cost?' We wam to
identify and attack the defects thal have the
largest impact on cost. There are a variety of
ways we can do this-removing the part,

adding automation, changing the proces ..."
To that end, SLx Sigma is being linked to
cost modeling work being done at CCM by
ScOtt K. Jones, A ociate Professor of Accounting. Jones's effoCts have focused on
the u e of activity-based COSt (All ) accounting for the re in transfer molding
(RTM) process. Just as one-for-one part
replacement of composites for traditional
materials like metals is often nOt technoiogicaUl' sound, neither is it econOmlcaHy advantageous. Similarly, Jones point out, the
information systems and costing models and
methods developed for use with metals do
not "translate" well in a deci ion-making environment when composites replace steel
and alumlnum.
"TIlis turns out to be a fundamental problem," says Jones. "In the metals context, the
major elements of cost-materials, labor, and
overhead-can be estimated Independently.
But with composite ,the processing options
and manufacturing methods are so closely
Linked to design that these traditional costing method are ineffective In discrinlinating
'tmong alternative designs." ABC accounting
shows promJse as a tool for compo ites engineering de ign teams but orLly when it is employed during the early stages of deSign.
Thus, it is extremely compatible with the application of ix igma ro design.
According to Thomas, "Future DOD
weapon sy terns will require higher levels
of product quality at lower cost and greater
added value, so UDLP bas structured development efforts on the CA: -ATD program to
improve quality on present and furure systems. As a result, the program bas employed
a number of tools to aid in creating the systems de ign, as weti as to develop a database
to satisfy futureArrny needs."
Current efforts at CCM are aimed at applying ix Sigma to other DOD programs as
well, including the TUskegee integral armor
program, through Thomas' membership on
the advisory board for that program. "OUr
vision is that Six igma coupled to cost models will enable us ro priority rank the major
sources of defect and cost,' ay Gillespie.
"From a researc!l perspective, the information lets ns focus on the most criticaJlhigh
pay-off topics."

DIANE S. KUKICH is Editor at the
Center for Composite Materials at
the University of Delawa1·e. She
gratefully acknowledges the assistance ofJohn W Gillespie Jr. an.d
Rushad F Eduljee (UD-CCM) and
George Thomas (UDLP) in p,-eparing this article.
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MACHINE TRANSLATORS
Still, Voices Of The Future
Introduction
Ln its September-October 1994 Issue,
Army RD&A magazine published a short
article, ·Machine Translator : Voices of me
Future." The article had two purposes:
highlight me difficulty of me task of producing machine translators and propose
some mail intetim measures that could be
taken to reduce me load of the human
translators. Subsequent to publication of
me article, Army Materiel Command-Field
Assistance in Science and Technology
(AMC-FAST) produced a demonstration
model of its 'Computer Assisted Translation
Program" (CATNP). CATNP prOVided a
mean to store translations and to make
Limited changes in the final document.
More concrete translation work was done
by Daniel Smith, AMC-FAST Science Advisor, xvm Airborne Corps. He was tasked
to provide a small machine translator
which could scan documents and provide
an immediate 'word-for-word' translation.
Within a remarkably short time (six
monms), mlth prOVided a prototype to
xvm Airborne Corps. This machine has
proven very valuable. Upgrades to me protOtype, to include more languages, are currently in progress. Work toward producing
machine translators continues to make significant progress. There are some exceUent
programs for limlted use, but a true machine translation system still remains 'A
Voice of me Future." Why? The foUowing
is an attempt to put in per pective the task
faced by machine translators.

The Human Brain
The human brain, which contains 100
billion neurons and L,OOO billion (trillion)
glia, is seriously cbaUenged by me process
of translation. To properly connect aU mese
neurons and use me tight glia, me human
spends years just learning to speak. Then, in
school and from his environment, the
human learns me vocabulary and grammar
of his language and me nuances of meanings. Por a person to translate to a foreign
language, he must have similar capabilities
in tile second language. Even making tlle
correct sounds in this second language
must be learned. Can the problem be
solved? The above problems make a solution difficult and tedious, but it can be accomplished. Wim patience and proper direction, w can have machine translators.
The foUowing is an attempt to provide an
insight into how we can achieve me goal.
Basically, a machine tran lator must complete four tep:
• Recognize complete sentences;
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By Joe Sites
• Analyze each word in each sentence;
• Arrange words in proper grammatical
sequence; and
• Determine functional and referential
equivalent in me second language of each
word analyzed in me first language.
Step I can be solved within reasonable
limits through a ramer straightforward mechanical process which does not need to be
covered in this article. The real meat of me
translation is found in steps 2-4. To give
some insight into how the computer can do
steps 2-4, let's ask our computer to translate
into German:
THE CAT CAUGHT THE MOUSE.
A word-for-word translation io this case
will be close to beiog correct. It should be.
lt is a short and simple sentence. However,
In short and simple sentences, serious mistakes can be made unless me rules are followed. A concrete example occurred to me
author in 1958. A GermanArmyThird Corps
order to the 36th U.S. Artillery Group
stated.....me 36m Aery Gp HQ will report to
the Alert Area.. : It was translated into,
"... me 36m Aery Gp HQ will report to me
Officers Club..: Imagioe me problems and
pitfaJIs to be found In a complex sentence.
It is fair to say that unless procedures used
in me foUowing example are employed by
machine translator ,mere is a serious likelihood of serious errors io machine translations. ow, Step 2.

Analysis Of Each Word
Step 2 is broken down ioto tl1ree substeps, whic1l are:
• Obtain dictionary grammatical description of words;
• Determine function and relationships
of words; and
• Describe words io terms of function
and relationships.

Dictionary Definition
As a part of machine translation, mere is
a requirement for a dictionary, (analytical
lexicon) io each language, as well as a bilingual dictionary. The lexicons contain nOt
just words, but also information on: parts of
speech, number, gender, roor words, and
omer modifiers (e.g. for verbs, transitive or
intransitive, and tense). In this example of
English to German and with two lexicons in
place, the computer begins its analysis by

looking up each English word io the English
lexicon. The computer men records me
word' part of speech, part of peec1l category, and omer characteristics, to ioclude
number, gender, root word. In looking up
each word of our example sentence and extracting pertinent data, the computer finds
me foUowiog:
The
Article
Cat

oun, inguJar
Caught
Verb, transitive, past tense of infinitive "to
catc1l"
The
Article
Mouse
Noun, sioguJar

Function And Relationships
Of Words
Each word has a function. Functions
transmit ideas of who, what, where, how,
why and allow one word to modify another. Words also have relationship to
each other. The relationship of words is
generally dependent on their functions.
The knowledge of me function and relationships of words is essential for translatiODS. Now mat the computer has gotten
its lexicon descriptions, it must determine
the functions and relationships of the
words io me sentence. This is anomer way
of saying it must determioe what me sentence means.
The first questions is: What is me subject of me sentence? In a simple English
sentence, me subject i normally a noun.
With iostructions to determine the ·subject: the computer would look for nouns io
the Ust of dictionary definitions. Programmed properly, it will determine that
"cat" and "mouse" are bom nouns and that
one of mese two words could be assigned
me function of "subject." In English, the
normal word order is subject, verb, object.
Using this as a discriminator, the computer
would assign me "subject" function to the
word "cat." As me "sullject"of m.e sentence,
me word ·cat" is assigned the "nominative"
case. To properly translare this word in
many languages, we should know the gender. In English, this i not important, so we
will leave that blank and let the computer
work it out later.
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Part of speech

·

·

·

Cat
Noun
Singular
Subject
Nominative

Number
Function
Case
Gender
Now that the computer has determined
the subject of the sentence, it needs to determine: What are we sayi.ng about the
"cat?" Is the cat doing something? Are we
de cribing tbe cat? To do either, we need a
verb. Tberefore, tbe computer must go
through the dictionary definitions and find a
verb. Fortunately, the computer finds only
one verb,"caught." The computer must now
analyze this word, Step 2 told the computer
that it was not just a verb, but a transitive
verb in the past ten e, and that the infinitive
is "to catdl." Since the verb musr agree with
the subject in number and person, the computer determines that the word caught is
third person singular.
Caught
Part of Speed]
Verb
Transitive
Past Tense
lniinitive: to catch
Function
Action
3rd person
Singular
Transitive verbs must have an object.
Since "catch" is a transitive verb, the computer must now look for an "objecl." As witb
"subjects; in Simple English sentences, the
computer can look for a noun to be the "object." Since there is only one noun whidl
has not been assigned a function, the computer assigns the "object" function to the
word, "mouse,"
Mouse
Part of Speech
Noun
Singular
Function
Object
Gender
We haven't stopped with the functions
and relationships analysis yet; the computer
analysis must describe each word in detail.
For "cat; we know that it is singular; it is the
subject; and its case is nominative, What
else do we need to know about "cat?" The
computer must now look for words that are
associated with "cat." There is ouly one: the
first "the" which is an article, Since "the"
states which cat, it must agree in number
and ca e with the word "cat." TIlerefore, the
computer can now assign the foUowing data
to the fir t" the."
The (cat)
Part of peech
Article
Number
Singular
Case
Nominative
Gender
The computer stiU has one more word to
analyze; the second "the." The computer will
note tbat tbe word following the second
"tbe" is the noun "mouse" and, by association, modifies "mouse," As with the subject
"the; the object "the" must agree in nunlber,
case and gender with "mouse," Therefore,
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the second "the" is singular, It is in the accusative case and. as with the first "the." its

gender is not determined, SummariziJlg
what we know about the second "the; we
have the following:
The (mouse)
P'm of speecll
Artide
Number
Singular
Case
Accusative
Gender

Description Of Words
Collecting the individual word descriptions we have the following information:
The
Cat
Caught The
Mouse
Artide Noun Verb
Artide Noun
Singular Singular Transitive ingular Singular
Norni- Subject Past TenseAccusa- Object
native Nomi- Singular tive
Accusanative Third
tive
Person

Arrange Words In Proper
Grammatical Sequence For
2nd Language
With the analysis complete, the computer can now begin irs trdnslation using
the word order for the language of concern, There are different word orders in different languages (subject, verb, object; subject, object, verb; verb, subject, object). German, unfortunately, changes its word orders, based on certain modifying conditions. (These conditions invoLve more detail than needed here). For expediency, we
assume that the word order for this sentence is subject, verb, object, and we can
get on with obtaining the correct equivalents for our English words,

of "die." It is "die." The "mouse the" is the
only remaining word to be translated. The
computer then looks up the singular accusative form of "die" and finds "die."
Putting this all togetber, the computer
spits out the translation:

"DIE KATZE FINGT DIE MAUS."

Conclusion
U you th.ink that the computer did too
much work just to have a correct translation
instead of a word-for-word translation-that
it doesn't make that much difference, then
the fault is in the simplicity of the example.
Accllf'dte, grammatically correct translations
by machine require an analysis of eam word
and an adherence to grammatical rules, This
is a difficult task. It can be done; it shnuld
be done, but it should be taken a step at the
time. Effort needs to be spent on simple solutions. With acceptance of simple solutions, then machines, like dlildren, can advance to more complex language.

JOE SITES is Vice President and
Director of Defense Systems at
Baum Romstedt Technology Research Inc., Fairfax, I'll.

Determination Of Functional
And Referential Equivalent
The computer will begin searching for
the subject. It finds the word "cat." The
computer then goes to the bilingual section
of its dictionary and determines that the
word "cat" in the singular nominative case in
English is "Katze" in German, The computer
then goes to the German lexicon and determines that its gender is" feminine." The compurer then looks for the verb and finds
caught. It then goes to the infmitive "to
catch." It enters the bilingual dictionary
with "catcb" and finds the German infmitive
to be "fangen." Again, going to the German
lexicon, the computer can fmd that the singular third person, past tense of "fangen" is
"fingt," This is entered as the verb. The computer then looks for the "object" and finds
"mouse." With the word "mouse" the computer goes to the bilingual dictionary and
finds "maus." From the lexicon, it determines that it is a feminine word, It tben
must determine the singular accusative
form which it determines to be "mause."
Now for the "the's." The computer goes to
its dictionary and finds "die." It then looks
for the singular nominative, feminine gender
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the condition of a specific international relationship.

THE
ENVIRONMENT
FOR
COOPERATIVE
R&D
WITH
CANADA
By LTC Ronald M. Janowski
This Is the first of two articles by
LTC Janowski 011 cooperative R&D
betwee.. the U"ited States and C~lIIada.
The second ",rticle will appear ill a
future iSsu.e OfAnny RD&A.
"Wera,'cbY Qf Materiel Alter~, In respo'lse to operational requirements, priQrity consideration shall always be given
to tbe most cost-effective sQlutiQn
over tbe system s tife<ycle. Generally, use 0" mOdification Of systems or equfpment tbat tbe Department al,-eady Qwns is mQre
CQst·€}j'ective than acquiring new
materiel. If existing US military
systems or Qthe,' on-band mate"lel cannot be economfca.LIy
used or mOdified to meet the operational ,-equlmment, an acquIsition pl'Ogram may be justified
a.nd acquisition deetsion-makers
shall observe the follQwlng bier{U'cby oj alternatives: (1) the procurement (including modification) Of commercially available
systems or eqUipment, the additional production (including
modification) oj al,'eady-developed U.S. mtUtary systems or
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equipment, 0" Allied systems Qr
equipllumt; (2) cOQperative developme7lt program with one
or more AllIed 7Iatienls; (3) new
joint e"vlce development prQgram; and (4) a new Servlcelmique development program,
ImpQrta'lt in this evaluation
pl'Ocess jo,' new or modified systems am considerativ.ls for compatibility, intet"Operabllity, a'ld
IntegratiQn witb existing and
future components or systems."
- DoD Directive 5000.1
15 March 1996
(boltl prllrt added
byal4thor)

*****

We say it. ..
We kl/ow it's a 'good thillg·...

Bl4t tkJ we really practice
i.rterl/ational acquisitiOll7
Of course the answer is 'yes,' but it's a
qualified 'yes,' and international cooperative
research and development (R&D) can be
done better. The paint of this article is not
to catalog the existing international programs with Canada; rather, it is the account
of an experiment-an experiment with the
aim of improving cooperative R&D under

"The STANREP"
The Army Materiel Command (AMC) has
five U. . Army Research, Development, and
Standardization Group worldwide. The
roles and missions of these group are probably not common knowledge within the
Army community; and the position itself i
known to most as simply" the STANREP."
Such a title further clouds the question,
often leaVing the questioner with only a
vague image of soldiers sharing NATOstandard 7.62mm ammunition in a dark and
muddy foxhole somewhere.
In fact, however, the STANKE)'s are on
the dynamic convergence of international
cooperative R&D. Their charter is broad
and tlleir mission is surprisingly far more
worthy an acquisition challenge than the
moniker "STAN REP" might imply, The
STANREP's business is, of course, to 'keep a
haod in' the standardization busines . .But
perhaps more importantly, it i to focus on
facilitating cooperative R&D between
the two countries in support of u.s,
Army requirements.
TIns is an area of great potential; but conditions are frequently fluid, :wd onsite represenL~tion is often pivotal to success. Unusual to mo t military a signments, the
STANREP Office in the Canadian capital of
Ottawa, like the other in Europe or Asia, is
physically remote from the chome office' at
AMC headquarters in Alexandria, VA. It is a
condition which establishes initiative as not
just a .favored asset, bur indeed as a prerequisite for daily operations. As if traddUng
icebergs in choppy seas, the STANKEP
hopes to first recognize, and then to facilitate communications between U.S. and
host-nation projects that may either complemenr or supplement one another towards a common need. This 'circus mck' is
done under the ever-changing political and
economic conditions present in eadl Country. Process experimentation and innova·
tion necessarily become familiar first steps
in the challenge of mission advancement.

Canada and the Acquisition
Environment
The process reaDy begins with understanding the current conditioo , In as essing the acquisition environment, the
STANREP must become familiar With the
key acqui ition players of both countries.
(See Figure 1.) In the case of the U.S.Army,
it is familiariZing oneself with the U.S. Army
Battle Labs, the Army Research L'lboratory
(ARL), and MIC's research, development,
and engineering centers (RDECs). In the
case of Canada' defense labs, it is Canada'
"RDECs," that is, the defence research establishments (OREs). This assessment is cru-
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cla!. TIle TANREP will effectively have no
starting point if there is no working knowledge of what the U.S. Army user wants, what
the U.S. developer community is doing
about it, and wbere Canada might Contribute to the cause.
But beyond the national defense agencies, and represencing an environment
equally critical to success, is the host country itself. Canada is receptive to cooperative
R&D with the United States. In fact, cooperative defense development and production
sharing between the two countries dates
back longer than 50 years to Canadian industrial support during World War U. Today, it is
a relationship that is extensive, interwoven,
and expected. In cooperative term , the
world's longest undefended border often
blurs to transparency. Canada is pragmatic
of its dose bonds with the United State : the
bow-waves of the American ship-of-state are
quick to rock Canada's comparative skiff.
But to be successful, the United States must
keep in mind Canada's unique and pressing
political and economic conditions.
Despite its comparable geographic mass
and a culture that often mirrors our own,
Canada is wary of the constant and potentially overwhelming influence of dle United

States. Canada's population is a tenth of
ours; her total military (Army, Navy, Air
Force) is soon to numbet just less than
67,000 to our Army's 495,000 (projected);
and her defense R&D budget in 1996 is
about $l30 million (U,S. dollars) (roughly
what the U.S.Army spends annually on transition research between technology base
work and system-specific wnrk). 11 is a budget that is small and is getting maller yet as
Canada tackles a national debt proportionately larger than that of the U.S. debt.
Operationally, Canada trongly supports
ber historical role as perhaps the United Nations' (UN) premier peacekeeping force. Between 1947 and 1995, Canada has sent
nearly l3,ooo troop (discounting unit rotations) overseas on UN missions, and t.oday,
despite stringent economic conditions, can
boast of nearly 3,200 soldiers at 17 sites
around the world (as of this writing).
A practical concern for Canada's defense
R&D managers is that a conceptuaUy-attractive cooperative effort with the United
States not bankrupt Canada's much smaller
defense R&D budget. To better manage
those precious funds, Canada's Defence
Chief of Researd1 and Development (CRAD)
has defined specific technology thrusts

(Figure 2). In accordance with these 'rechnology vectors; all CRAD projects mu t directly tie to one or more thrusrs, whim, in
turn, directly support Canadian user requirements. CRAD's primary focus is in basic and
exploratory researcl1, but includ some advanced researcl1 as wcU.
Canadian defense contractors will nOrmally complete final system development,
although CRAD may remain involved as a
"consultant." Appropriate to these thrusts
and sinlilar to the evolution of the Battle
Labs in the United States, Canada's military
user representatives <and thelr operational
requirements) are becoming a growing part
of the defense R&D scheme in Canada (although Canada does not intend to establish
a forD1al"Battle ub" strUcture at this tinle).
Ultinlately, tbe Canadian environment
comes down to the following five points:
" Early Involvement TIle earlier the involvement in me acquisition cyde, the better
the cooperation between the United States
and Canada. Early involvement has multiple
benefits. Primary among these Is a ci1aracterIstic of any early acquisition cycle involvement: achieving me greatest Impact for the
doUars spent. But if Cmada's budget should
demand withdrawal from the cooperation at

Canadian
Defence Research
.
.
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Figure 2.
some point, Canada is still left with a base system that both lend. to improved stan~
tion with the United States and (hopefully)
leaves a favorable experience tow:trrls furore
cooperative projects.
• Optimize Basic and Exploratory
Research. Although fully capable of advanced tesearch and system development,
particularly by commercial defen e contractors, Canada's strength within the DREs is in
basic and exploratory research.
• 'Niche' Technology Strengths.
Canada has world-dass defense I.aboratories. But with budget constraints, Canada
cannot possibly cover the same scope as
does tbe United States. As a result, Canada
has specific, focused, 'nicbes' in which cooperation may truly be of potential benefit to
the U.S. Army. These 'niche' technologies
indude electronics, communications, chemical and biological research, soldier system
support, and non-metallic mine detection
technology, among others.
• Polidcal/Economic Issues. Entering
1997, Canada is a country in change. like
all western nations, Canada is struggling to
come to grips with an economy still adjusting to the post-Gold War environment. But
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Canada is also struggling with tb.e challenge
of adapting to the post-Gold War world, and
striving to balance the military they need
with that which they can afford. An important Canadian i ue is that of Quebec's sovereignty and the future of the Canadian confederation. These i ues could not only sap
available monies away from the total defense budget, but. could al 0 unsettle
Canada's near-term freednm to lock in cooperative research ventures.
• Canadian ApplIcability. As dictated
by CRAD's technology thrusts and by the
Canadian government, any defense R&D that
Canada pursues must be directly applicable
to Canada. Plus, because of the shrinking
market impact of Canada's shrinking military, the technology essentially must be useful to both military and civilian markers
(dual-use technology). Much of this spirit is
present in Canada's establishment of the
Technology Partnerships Canada (TPC)
fund, $200 million per year dedicated to
'seeding'the development of Canadian technology base research, primarily in the fields
of defense, aerospace, biotechnology, materials, and manufacturing. While the 3(}.yearold Defense Development Sbaring Program

memorandum of understanding no longer
bas a dedicated fund cite in the national
budget, the TPC offers bope for the building
of cooperative researcb and development
today.

LTC RONALD M. JANOWSKI is
the Commander of AMC's u.s.
Army Research, Development, and
Standardization Grou~Canada.
He holds a B.S. from the us. Military Academy, and an M.S. in systems managementfrom the University ofSouthern California. He is a
graduate of the Defense Systems
Management College, the U.s.
Army Command and General Staff
College, and the Field Artillery Officer Advanced Course. He has
served in a variety offield artillery
and Acquisition Corps positions.
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00 Feb. 3,1997, LTG Rooald V. Hite, Director of the Army Acquisi·
tion Corps (AAC), and LTG Frederick E. Vollrath, Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel, conducted a Personnel Functional Assessment
(PFA) for theAAe. They assessed the size, po ition structure, personnel inventory, utilization, advanced civil schooling, and career development for both the military and civili3Jl components of the AAe.
TIley reviewed legislation and key initiatives that wW continue to
drive development of a small professional corps of acquisition leader . The PFA confIrmed that the AAC is on the right track. Our military and civili3Jl acquisition workforce progranlS more fuUy comply
with the intent of the Defense Acquisition Workforce IrnprO\'ement
Act. MostAAC members meet or exceed the education, training, and
experience requirements established by the Department of Defense, at aU levels. However, we must continue to work to improve
our credibility within the Army. Whenever possible, we must show
how the AAC supports current Army missions. In addition, all AAC
members, military and civili3Jls, must keep a warfighter focus and
stay current in the operational art. Operational-related acquisition
assignments for AAC field grade officers and operational orientations and training for civilian members are areas for future emphasis. Thanks to all who provided topics for this very succe sful PFA.
The first AAC transfer board selected 39 officers from year groups
76,78,82 3Jld 83 fur return to their basic branches (YG 77 had sufficient voltmteers so no officers from mat year group were selected by
the rrailsfer board). Most of the lieutenant colonels selected fur transfer are being assigned to US. Army Training and Doctrine Command
combat developmenl>i positions where they can apply their knowledge of me acquisition process in addition to meir basic branch experience. AU year group 82183 majors selected for transfer are going to
locations where branch qualifying jobs exist (i.e. BNXO, BNS3) to
make them competitive for promotion and command in meir basic
brdlldl. The next transfer board is scheduled for June 1997 and will
consider officers from year groups 79 and BO. If the second board
were held today, it would have to select 73 officers for transfer back to
their basic branches. Volunteers for transfer are stiU being accepted by
the Military Acquisition Management Branch at the US.Tot'~ Army Personnel Command. Call your assignments officer if you're interested.
The 1996 Colonel Board selected only 22 MC officers for promotion. Tltis was the nlinimunl number established in the board instructions. We are stiU looking into the causes of our low selection
rate, however, one fact is clear. The Officer Efficiency Report remains
an area wltidl requires inlprovement. In addition to clear, concise
comments on future potential, the report must effectively convey to
all board members, in laymen's terms, wbat the officer accomplished
during the rating period. Managing large amounts of money does
not necessarily impress board members. What does inlpress mem is
wbat the officer acbieved a ltighJi.ghted in me foUowing ex3lllples:
"Through this officer' efforts, four Brigades worth of equipment was
fielded .. .", "...IOC was reduced by two years...·," ... a savings was
acJtieved which allowed the procureDlent 3Jld fielding of 100 more
units.', etc. Also, descriptors such as "wW,""should," and "could," are to
be avoided since mey indicate mat me officer requires additional inlprovemenr. lastly, long, fancy titles that are hard for even acquisition
officers to understand must be avoided. Where possible, describe
your acquisition position in operational Army teons. For example, a
deputy PM is like an executive officer; 3Jl R&D Coordinator is like 3Jl
S3 operdtions and plans officer; and an APM for logistics is like an S4
log officer. Senior mters must rate enough officers so mat tlle besr of
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the best stand our. Their narrative comments must clearly f3Jlk the
rated officer reh~tive to the other officers mey rate. Recommendations on promotion, schooling, and future program management and
cOmtn3Jld potential must be included.
The Deputy Director,Acquisition career M3Jlagernent, Mr. Charles,
myself, md members of tl,e Acquisition Career Mmagemem Office
(ACMO) staff have started a new round of vi its to major instaUation
aod acquisition centers. TI,ese visits include updates on our MC initiatives, feedback se ions, individual ,md group discussions 3Jld interviews, so be looking for information on the dates we will be in
your area.
Read about two significant developments in career mmagement,
wllich took place in December. First, a memorandum of agreement
was signed, formaliZing the responsibilities of the Civillm Acquisition M3Jlagement Branch and the Functional Acquisition Specialists.
Second, the Individual Development Plan (IDP) Policy Memorandum 96-02 was finalized, providing inlplementing guidance, instructions and the IDP form. Both documents contribute to the ACMO's
goals to provide centralized management 3Jld career planning for
civilian acquisition workforce members.

Many of you have asked about the status of the Competitive Development Group for 1997. An information update is included in
this issue of Army RD&A.
TIle new AAC homepage is up and rUlIDing! See the advertisement on page 48 in this publication for more information. The
homepage is an exceUent source of information md opportunities
available to me entire acquisition wotkforce.
I strongly urge you to take adV3Jltage of the near-term training
3Jld education opportunities, which are ltiglilighted on page 49 of
this issue. TIle entire 1997 calendar is printed on page 50 to aid you
in planning for future opporrunities. These opporrwlities may not'
be around forever, so act nowl
Congmrulations to the 22 officers selected for colonel, the 10 acquisition professionals selected for lCAF, and the 4·8 graduates of the
Mareriel Acquisition Management Cour e.
As always, I appreciate your comments ,md ideas 3Jld look forward to hearing from you oon!
COL Thomas V. RosIle,'
Dit-eCIOf; Acq14isiti(m Caree.-

MQflageme1.t Office
Pelltagon, 3E427
rosllerl@saJ-da.a"'·'''y.nlil
703-697-6291 (DSN 227)

Competitive Development Group Update
Here is the latest news on me Competitive Development Group
(CDG)! There were over 700 applications subntitted by Corps Eligibles
and G5- 13 members of the Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) for the CDG
program. Of these, 680 applications arrived prior to me deadline. The
CDG Selection Board, whidl met in February, will forward its results to
the conven.ing aumority, me Deputy Director for Acquisition Career
Management, Keim Olarles, for approval and release. All applicants will
be notified of selection or non-selection at tbat time. ill addition, an
after action report will be induded in tlle notification letters so tllat ap- plicanl>i can see the qualifications of tllOse selected for me COG.
An orientation session for the 25 successful selectees and their
new supervisors will be held in the Northern Virginia area during
late March or early April. E.~ch of the candidate' will be notified 3Jld
asked to provide input for the preparation of 3Jl lndividual Development Plan 3Jld have otller information available for the orientation
ses ion. Thi infonnation will be contained in the notification packets sent to tlle seJected applic3Jlts.
In addition to personal notifications, the selectee will be
posted on the AAC Home Page, and the names of the FY97 CDG
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Year Group will be sent to the Army acquisition community and
civilian personnel activities.
We are very pleased with the response to the CDG and the high
quality of the candidates who applied. For tbose who do not get selected th:Ls year, we encourage you to begin preparing for next year's
selection board. The announcement for the FY98 CDG Year Group
will be published in late summer 1997. 11,ose who applied th:Ls year
must reapply if interested in being considered by the FY98 COG Selection Board.

MOA Formalizes Role For Functional
Acquisition Specialists
A Memorandum ofAgreernent (MOA) between the Deputy Director,Acquisition Career Management (DDACM) and the Director of
Officer Personnel Management, U.S. Total Army Personnel Command, signed in December 1996, establishes an agreement regarding
the role of the Functional Acquisition Specialist (PAS) in centralized
management of the Army Acqui ition Corps (AAC). The FAS is reo
sponsible for providing centralized management of civilian AAC
members. Centralized management, a key ID.itiative resulting from
the MC Process Action Team report, will facilitate the career and
leadership development ofAAC members. The FA wiII facilitate ac·
quisition personnel actions and insure all reqUired data is correct.
This MOA is one step further tnward the DDACM goal to develop
the be ·t possible professional corps of acqui ilion leaders.

lOP Policy Memo 96-02 Signed
On Dec. 20, 1996, Keith Charles, Deputy Director,Acquisition a,reer Management (DDACM), signed the Army Acqui it ion
Corps/Workforce (MCIAAW) Policy Memorandum No. 96-02, which
provides implementing guidance, instructions and the Inrlividual
Development Plan (IDP) form. This Memorandum implements polio
cies established in 000 5000.;2M,Acqusitiou Career Developmeut
Program and inAAC/AAW Policy Memorandum 96-01, Career Development as a Mission, dated April 1, 1996. Memorandum 96-02 pilots
the hard-copy form to familiarize employee and supervisor with
the requirement for an IDP and to encourage them to place more
emphaSis On Career planning. The field has been encouraged to provide input regarding this pilot form. Your input will be considered
for incorporation into the final automated version, whidl will en·
able employees to complete their IDP on the Web. Automation of
the lOP form will facilitate our enforcement of the implementation
of IDP policy guidance. We will notify AAC/AAW members when
the automated IDP form is available. The AAC goal and vision is to
create a professional corps of highly trained and educated acquisition leaders. As amplified by Policy Memorandum 96-02, "Carefully
formulated career plans, documented on the IDp, are the means to
adJieve tlJis goal."

Charles Thanks
AAC Selection Board for ICAF
11,e Deputy Director forAcquisition Career Management, Office of
the Assi tant Secretary of the Army (RDA), Keith Charles, publidy
thanks the following people for serving on the Army Acquisltion
Corps (AAC) selection board for the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces (leAF):
• COL Steven Dasher,Board President - Director,Task Force XXI,
Headquarters, U.S.Army Materiel Command;
• Joseph Butler - Project Manager,Arrow, PEO,AIr & Missile Defen e;
• Estherlene Morse - Policy Represen.tative, Defense Acquisition
Regulatory Council, Office of the Assistant Secretary of me Army
(RD&A);
• Harry Cunningham, Board Sctibe - Director ofTechuology,Test
and Evaluation Command Test Center,Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD;
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• linda Gentle· alief, Progr.un Management Division, Assistant
Project Manager for Production, MLRS Project Office, PEO Tactical
Missiles, RedstoneArsena1,AL;
• Richard WIlliams - Chief, Policy and Administration Division,
U.S. Army Cost and EconomicAnalysi enter, Fa Us Church,VA;
• Dr. James Nelson - Director, U.S.Army Merlical Materid Development Activity, U.S.Army Merlical Re earch and Materiel Command,
Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD; and.
• David Shaffer - Chief, LogisticsAnaly is Activity, U.. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity,Aherdeen Proving Ground,MD.
Their willingness to serve on the board reflects greatly upon themselves and theArmy. Their dedicated service benefits the Army Acquisition Corps and the Army by providing the best possible representatives to I CAP.

AAC Announces ICAF Selectees
Depury Director,Acquisition Career Management Keith Charles is
pleased to announce that the following MC members have been
nominated to attend the Industrial College of the Armed Forces
(leAF), beginning in August J 997:

Name

Acquisition
Category

Location

Mid,.el L.AlbareUi

Engineering (S) Office of the Progtan1
Executive Officer (PEO)
Command, Control and
Communications Systems
Fort Monmouth, NJ
David Atherton
Comptroller (K) Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army
(Financial Management and
Comptroller) (OASA(FM&C)
The Pentagon
Elizabetll K. Brock Comptroller (K) U.S. Army Communications
Electronics Corom.and
Fon Monmouth, N]
Gordon L. Campbell Contrdcting (C) U.S.Army Logistics
Management College
Fort Lee,VA
Eugene J. Del Coco Program
Office of the PEO, Ground
Management (A) Combat Support Systems
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ
Gregory Doyle
Contracting (C) U.S.Army Meclical Research
Acquisition Activity
Fort Detrick, MD
Gene D. Duncan
Engineering (S) Headquarters, U..Army
Materiel Command
Alexandria, VA
1arth.a E. Gabriel
Program
Office of the PEO,
Management (A) Intelligence, Electronic
Warfare and ensors
The Pentagon
James J. King
Comptroller (K) Office of theAssistant
Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and
Acquisition)
etsuko McGinnis Comptroller (K) OASA(FM&C)
111e Pentagon
Congratulations to tlle e individuals on their selection to attend
ICAF. Names of these selectees have been forwarded to the National
Defense University for final approval. For more information,contact
James Welsh at a03)8054161,or DSN 6554161.

A New Army Acquisition Corps Homepage
11,e new Army Acquisition corps (AAC) Homepage is fully operational! The newly designed site, at http://www.sarda.army.mil/
daem, will assist members of theMe and the acquisition workforce
in obtaID.ing infunuation related to ·their professional development.
The homepage offers information on news, publications, training,
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workforce, policy, contacts, organization, and links to other pertinent web sites. A visit to the homepage will provide easy access to
information about career oppOrtunities, career development guidelines, career management updates, profe sional publications, eduCltion and training opportunities and points of contact for additional
information. The homepage is updated frequently, so make ure you
check it out often!

Acquisition Education
and Training Opportunities
The 1997 AcqUisition Education and Training Catalog is newly
publisbed and being distributed Widely throughout the Army. It is
published in loose leaf format so that it can be revised rather than
republished a changes are made. The catalog is also available in its
entirety on the Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) homepage, at
http://www.sarda.army.mIIldacm under Training, Application
forms are induded and can be downloaded for your use.
TheAAC encourages you to take advantage of the foUowing opporrunities to further your education and training, The opportunities
listed have nomination and/or application dates in the
March/AprillMay timeframe, (See the Training and Educ.'ltion Calendar foUowing this article). For eligibilit)', prerequisite, and application
instructions, please con ult the catalog. Other opportunities will be
addressed in furure issues. For information on ail education and tnlin·
ing programs, contact the Army AcquiSition Career Management Office, EduCltion and Training Division at (703)805416O,DSN 6554160.

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA
Master of Science in Management
• Acquisition and Contract Management, Sept. 15, 1997The AcqUisition and Contract Management curriculum is an interdisciplinary program which integrates mathematics, accounting, economics, finance, behavioral science, management theory, operations/systems analysis and specific courses in acquisition and con·
tnlcting. Srudents indude officers and civilians from ail DOD Services, the Coast Guard, and other nations. The curriculum is designed
to provide students with the skills to serve effectively in hardware
systems buying, field contracting, contract administration, and con·
tract policy offices. The program is 18 montlls with a one·week orientation prior to tbe start of the program, TIle program may be shortened if course llave been previously completed, Evidence of com·
pleted courses must be approved by the Department Chairman.
Completion of the curriculum leads to the M,S. degree in management and satisfies the Defense Acquisition University (DAU)
training requirements through Level II in contracting, systems engineering, software acquisition management, and program management; and Level ill in test and evaluation. The curriculum satisfies
one year of experience in the student's acquisition career field.

• Systems Acqulsition Management, 5epL 15, 1997-The Systems Acquisition MmJagement curriculum is an interdisciplinary program designed to integrate business principles. management theory,
operations/systems analysis, and engineering applications, lr is
\UJiquely tailored to Defense acquisition management and provides intensive exposure to dle fundamental principles of the acquisition environment. TI,e courses in this curricuLum present dIe structure of principles of the acquisition environment including the acquisition management strucrure, the decisions and problems fuOOg the Defense acquisition manager, the various forces at work within industry and government, and the impact of acquisition policies and strategies. Students include officers and civilians from all DOD services, the Coast
Guard, and other nations. The program is 18 months widl a one-week
orientation prior to the start of the program. The program may be
shortened if courses have been previously completed. Evidence of
completed courses must be approved by the Department Chairman.
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Completion of the curriculum leads to the M,S. degree in management and also satisfies the Department of tbe Army training requirements through Level I in contracting; Level II in oftware ac·
quisition management and systems engineering; and leveL ill in program management and test and evaluation, This curriculum also satisfies the acquisition core course requirements (Acquisition 101 and
201), as well as the Army's Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM)
Course at Fort Lee, VA. The curriculum also satisfies one year of experience in the student's acquisition career field,

University of Texas at Austin
• Master of Business Administration, Aug. 17, 1997-The
M.BA. program at the University of Texas is among the most rigorous and most prestigiou business programs in tbe nation. Because
the University ofTexas is in the forefront of tecbnology exploration
and development, maintaining a broad perspective on emerging
tecbnologies, students will remain in the mainstream of Defense-related scientific and technical activity during tbeir academic pursuits, The program is 18 months in length,

University of Texas at San Antonio
• Master of Business Administration with Concentration
in Management of Technology (MBA/MTEC), Aug_ 11, 1997The MBA/MTEC program offers students widl a non-technical back·
ground the opportunity to srudy busiJless administra.tion while developing special expertise in dle management of technology, Students can focus d,eit elective courses on developing general managerial kills applicable to technology based organizations, leading
professional and teclmical emplo}'ees, and integrating the various
functions of an organization in today's rapidly changing technological environment. The program lasts 18 months.
• Master of Business Adminlstration with Concentration
in Information Systems, Aug. 27, 1997-TIJis M.B.A. progrdJD of·
fers qualified students the opportunity to study business administration while developing special expertise in information systems. Students can focus their elective courses on developing general managerial knowledge in the design and implementation of information
systems, management of communication technologies, principles of
data base management systems. and principles of end-user computing, The program lasts 18 months,
• Master of Science in Management of Technology, Aug_
27. 1997-Tbe M.S. program is aimed at meeting tbe growing deOland for managers who can assess, manage and help bring ad·
vances in technology into the marketplace in the form of innovative
products and services, It is designed for students with a technical
background, preler.bly widl an undergraduate or gr.duate degree in
science, engineering, or mathematics. This program is a joint effort
of the CoUege of Business and the CoUege of Sciences and Engineering, and includes courses from botb colleges. The program lasts 18
months.

u.s. Army Logistics Management College
Fort Lee, VA
• Materiel Acquisition Management Course (MAM), July
21, 1997-The course is designed to prOVide a broad spectrum of
knowledge pertaining to the materiel acquisition process. It covers
national policies and objectives that shape dIe acquisition process
and dIe inlplementation of these policies and objectives by the U,S.
Army, Topics covered include: acquisition concepts and policies; research, development, test and evaluation; fmancial and cost maoagement; integrated logistics support, force modernization, production
malll'gement; and contract management. The course Lasts seven
weeks.
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The following is a list of courses contained in the Army Acquisition Corps, Army Acquisition Workforce Civilian Training
Opportunities catalog. Copies of the catalog are available on the SARDA Homepage (http://dacm.sarda.army.mil) and from
local civilian personnel officials.
Chapter
Long-Tenn
1

Naval Postgraduate School- MSM (Acquisition & ConttaCl
MJ(IIIt) Monterey. CA
Naval Postgraduate School- MSM (Systems Acquisition
Mgmt) Monterey, CA
University of Texas, Austin - MBA

GS-14/15

18 months

OS-14/15

18 months

GS-14/l5

University ofTexas, San Antonio - MBA (Mgmt of
Technoloev) fMBAlMTEC)
University of TeXllS, San Antonio - MBA (Information
Systems)'

18 months

15 Sep 97
Ian 98
15 Sep 97
Jan 98
17 Aug 97

15 Apr 97
Seo 97
15 Apr 97
Set> 97
IS Apr 97

GS-14/15

18 months

11 Aug 97

IS Apr 97

GS-141l5

18 months

GS-14/15

18 months

OS-14/15

10 months

27 Aug 97
12 Jan 98
27 Aug 97
12 Jan 98
Aug 97 - Jun 98

15 Apr 97
6 Soo97
15 Apr 97
6 Sep97
1 Mar 97

School of Choice

GS-14/15

Various

Various

LEGIS Fellowship for Executive Development Washinl!lon. DC
University of Texas, Austin - IC2lnstilUte - ExMS (Held at
DSMC FI. Belvoir, VA)
Univ of Fennsylvania - ExMSE

OS-13/14/15

12 months
7 months

GS-14/15

12 months

Jan- Dec 98
Jan-Aul!: 98
Aug 97

120 days prior to class
stan date
5 Sop 97
5 Set> 97
Apr 97

GS-14/15

24 months

Harvard University - JFK Sehool of Gnvermnent

GS-15

2 months

Josephson lnstilUle of Ethics
Marina Del Roy, CA

GS-15/SES

5 days

Weapons Systems Mgmt Workshop

OS-13/14/15

3 weeks

6 Sop 97
5 Dec 97
29 Sop21 Nov 97
Mar 97
Aug 97
Jul97
Nov 97
15 - 26 Sop 97

University ofTexas, San Antonio - MS (Mgmt of
TeclmoloRY) CM.S.IMOn
University of Texas, Austin - Senior Service College
Fellowship

Part-Time
2
2
Seminars
3
3

3

15 Apr 97
5 Sep 97
15 Apr 97
120 days prior to
beginning of start
m.onth
15 Apr 97

OttobnDlll,
3

Federal Executive Institnle
Charlottesville VA

GS-ISISBS

4 weeks

OCt-Nov 97

31 lui 97

Mandatory
4
4

DAD Mandatory Trnining

SeeDAU
CatalOI!:
OS-13/14

Varinus

Various

SeeDAU Catalog

14 weeks

NonMandatory
5
5
5
ATAP
6
Leader
Development
7

Advanced Program Management Course - DSMC,
FI. Belvoir, VA
Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM)
FI. Lee, VA
Executive Management Course - DSMC
FI. Belvoir, VA
Executive Refresher Course - DSMC
Ft. Belvoir VA
Anny Tuition Assistance Program (ATAP)

Organi23tional Leadership for Exeentives (OLE)
FI. Leavenworth, KS

GS-9-13

7 weeks

05-15

3 weeks

OS-IS

2 weeks

12May-15 Aug 97
8SeD- UDec97
13 Ian - 7 Mar 97
31 Mar - 23 May 97
21101- 12 Seo 97
3 Mar - 11 Mar 97
25 AUI!: - 12 SeD 97
27 May - 6 lun 97

See catalog
description

Various

Various

2nd level
managers

2 weeks

2 - 13 Dec 96 (KS)

6 -17 Jan 97 (KS)
10 -21 Mar 97 (PA)

10 Jan 97 (all)

5 Mav97 ICE 9 Mav)
2 Dec 96
10 Jan 97
9Mav97
3 Jan 97
25 Iun 97
25 Mar 97

I lun 97
9 May 97 (CE)
I Oct 97
45 - 60 days prior to
start date

7 - 18 Apr 97 (KS)
7 - 18 Apr 97 (OA)
28 Apr-9 May (KS)
12 - 23 May 97 (KS)
2 -13 Jun 97 (KS)
16 - 27 Jun 97 (KS)
7 - 18 Jul 97 (KS)
7 - 18 Jul97 (PA)
21 Iul - 1 Aug (KS)
4 - 15 Aug 97 (KS)
15 - 26 Set> 97 (KS)

"See course descriptions for specific eligibility requirements.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
ital imagery tedlfiology to store and maintain your official Military
Personnel File (OMPI') On optical platters at HQDA.

PERSCOM Notes. ..
The Personnel Electronic Records
Management System

Historical Background

Assignment officers at the Military Acquisition Management
Branch (MAi\1B) at the U.S. Total Army Personnel Command (pER·
COM) have received many questions related to the Personnel Elec'
tronic Records Management System (pERMS)-microfiche from AcquiSition Corps officer being considered for promotion. Most of
their concerns focus on whlch documents are authorized for fiUng,
which awards are posted to an omcer's microfiche, and what is dJe
best method to review the fiche>
This artide serves to answer d,e following perplexing questions:
• What is PERMS?
• What will PERMS do for you? and
• What must you do to prepare your fiche for the next
board?

The U.S.Army began maintaining and centrally managing official
military per onnel records for active duty, reserve, and former Army
service personnel in d,e early 19OOs. By the early 1970s, the number
of offiCial reco.rds being maintained as paper documents had increased astronomically, presenting significant problems for Army
records management officials. They reqUired dlOusands of management and administrative personnel and extensive time to process
even routine requests. One of the problems was a lack of record
backup in the event of ioss or destruction. Although a large number
of official personnel records were converted to microfiche by 1980,
this was only a partial remedy. Today, the Army's major personnel
records centers house more man me eqUivalent of 200 million
pages of official records. ObViously, something had to be done, and
today's technology has provided d,e answer... PERMS.

PERMS-Gellerated OMPF Microfiche
PERMS is a state-of·the·art automation system utilizing optical dig·

Trallsition To PERMS
Development of PERMS involved the design, inregration, installa·

PERFORMANCE DATA
DOCUMENT
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COMMENDATORY AND DISCIPLINARY DATA
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Figure 2.
tion and maintenance of an electronic record management system
with the follOWing objectives in mind:
• Use of optical digital imaging (ODI) technology to capture, store,
and retrieve images obtained from paper, microfiche, or digital media;
• Provide r'dpid access to, and display of digitized record images
stored on optical disks;
• Scan documents from paper or microfiche for entry into tbe
system;

• Provide electronic output to workstations, image printers and
computer omput microfiche (COM) units; and
• Provide copies of entire records, or pecific documents within
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a record, on paper Or microfiche in a timely and effiCient manner.

Advantages OfPERMS Over Pap(!1' Files And
Micrographics
PERM provides an answer to the problems of records management offidals wbile greatly improvmg the records managemenr
process as follows:
• Reduce storage requirements by storing entire records of approximately 600 soldiers on a single 12·inch optical plarrer;
• Ability to access a partial or entire record in less than 20 seconds;
• Automate records management functions. Provide connectiv-

,
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ity to mainfrnme computer systems and communications networks;
• Provide back-up protection for records and documents and
pre erve document images for active and atchival purposes;
• Provide simultaneous acCess to records by multiple users; and
• Eliminates voids, blackout and out of sequence images. SysLem's index database will ensure chronnlogical recording of documents despite autllorized addition or deletion of document images.

Cu,.,.ent Status 0fOMPF COtlversioll To PERMS
All active duty officer and enlisted OMPF microfiche underwent
conver ion to digitized images and subsequent storage on optical
platters during 1995.

Preparation For YOJlr Boa.rd File
As recently published in the Militmy Acquisition C01PS PLaybook, MAMB cannot overemphasize the importance of knowing
what a DA board will look at to decide l'our future and, more inlportantly, what you can do to ensure you look your best!
Active duty officers in a zone of consideration for promotion,
command or school selection will receive a copy of his or her
PERMS generated OMPF microfiche prior to board consideration.
You will be asked to review your me for completeness and accuracy
and will be given an opportunity to request correction of errors
which may have occurred during conversion. Since OMPF microfiche will be mailed to your home address, it is critic.l.I that the home
address be correctly recorded on the Officer Record Brief (ORB).
Scmbbing your file can be a stressful and challenging process if
you wait until tlle last minute to begin identifying and correcting
problems. By sy tematically identifying problems early, your Personnel Service Center (PSC) will have sufficient time to make the corrections and your assignment officer can proactively, rather than reo
actively, prepare your file for tlle board.
Your board file will include your most recent photo, your ORB
and your performance microfiche. Order a fiche if you have not
done so within the last year.

The Board Microfiche
The Performance (P) fiche is used for filing performance, com·
mendatory, and disciplinary data. The P fiche is routinely used
by career managers and selection boards. Documents placed
on tllis fiche are limited to those tllat provide evidence of an officer's demonstrated performance. These documents are used for
evaluation and selection purposes.
Tllis fiche is divided into a performance (P) section and a com·
mendatory and disciplinary (CD) section. Performance data are en·
tered on the P ficlle from left to right beginning at the upper left
corner. CD data are also entered from left to right below rhe performance dat..:,l. 0 other division or arrangement of images is authorized. Documents will be placed in the P or CD sections as they are
received by the custodian. When more than one document is received at the same time, tlley will be filed in chronological order.
D cuments wiU not be obliterated or moved from the P fiche unless directed by an authority authorized to correct or move docu·
ments filed on the P fiche. On removal of an evaluation report or any
part of a report, a HQDA memorandum for record will be placed in
the next unused fr-d.l11e of tile ficbe. Tllis document is filed to explain
breaks in evaluation periods or corrections to e\'aluation reports.
When enlisted soldiers are appointed as comnlissioned or warrant o.fficers, their enlisted OMPF will be coliocated with meir new
officer OMPE The enlisted OMPF, however, will nor be tr:Ulsferred to
the newly created officer P fiche.

How To Review Your Board Fiche
Place the PERMs fiche in a microfiche reader and place your current photo next to YOllr most recent ORB. First, compare tile follow·
ing data elements for accuracy: NAME, SSN, PHOTO DATE and BASIC
BRANCH. Next, review your ftche carefully to ensure tllat all of your
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OERs, Academic Evaluation Reports (AERs), and other important
documents were succe fully transferred. Also, check to ensure tllat
only your OERs :Uld AERs are on the fiche and ensure documents
that do not belong to you are not included on your fidle.
Ensure that your lasr OER has been scatmed into the PERMS system and that it appears On tile ftche. The date of me last OER/AER
on the fiche should correspond to the date of the last OER/AER on
the ORB. IT your last OER is not on yOLlr fiche yet, contact your local
PSC to ensure the OER was sent to tlle OER Branch at PERSCOM.
Current OERs (within six months) that are not on your fiche will be
seen in lL1rd copy by the board. IT you are missing an OER that is
more tll:lll six montlls old, alert your PSC.
Check to ell ure that the OER/AER dates are in chronological
order and identify illegible OERs/AERs. Verify previous duty descriptions wim OERs for accuracy and en ure CAS3 certificates, CSC
and SSC AERs are present. Communlcate with your P C to resolve
problems identified.

What's Authorized Oil The Fiche
Only those documents listed in Tables 2-1 and 2-2,AR 60Q.8-104
are authorized for filing on the fiche. Review the Performance Data
Section (See Figure 1) and ti,e Commendatory :llld Disciplinary Data
Section (See Figure 2).
Please do not wait until tile last minute to correct problem you
identify during your review. Submit cllanges directly to ynur PSC in
red or black ink. It is your PSC's responsibility to make changes to
the Officer Record Brief.

111 The Past
You may have subnlitted documents to be added to your fiche
and your request was complied with. On the other hand, l'oU may
have submitted documents to be added to your fiche and your reo
quest was either denied or partially complied witll. ln accordance
with Table 2-1, AR 600-8-104, the foUowing documents are not authorized for filing on your ficlle:
• Certificates for schools th.1t i sue AERs upon course completion or courses/diplomas not listed inAl{ 351-1,Appendix B, dated
Oct. 15, 1987,orDA PAM 35l4,Index 1 or 2,dated Oet.30, 1992.
• Letter of appreciation or commendation wiU ouly be filed
when signed by the PreSident or Vice President of the United States,
the Secretary of Defense, the Service Secretaries, Chairman, Joint
Clliefs of Staff, and Chiefs of Services.
• Copies of OERs/AERs that are not originaJs and have not been
processed tllrough tile Evaluations Reports Brancll.
• College transcripts are nO longer authorized to be filed in the
OMPF (exception to this is JAG, Chaplain, and AMEDD personnel
only). Transcripts will be maintained in the Career Management Indi\~dual File.
• TIle DAForm 638 is not authorized for file in the OMPF unJe
me award was disapproved or downgraded. Only the award certificate
with tl,e permanent order number on it will be induded in your file.

A Final Note
If yOLlr record has been flagged for a forthcoming selection
board, your document(s) will be forw'Lfded to the DA Secretariat in
hard copy for filing in your selection folder.
The fiche Record Services Section does not make changes or corrections to your ORB. TIlis is a Personnel Services Branch function.
However, Record Services Section wili furnish copie of your ORB
upon request. If me PSC is unable to make the neces ary changes,
we will assist you in getting your ORB and PERMS fiche corrected
prior to tile board convening.
Officers de iring to review their restricted fiche must request the
rest.ricted fiche in writing using the PERMS microfiche request
form. Assignment of.ficers do not have access to and cannot order
restricted fiche.
We cannot do tllis alone; you must be involved in tllis process,
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and we must wotk as a team to ensure the file going befote the
board afford you the best opportunity for selection.
Acquisitiotl Q)rps - Leutling rhe A,.,,9' i1lto the 21$1 Centlny!

The preceding article was written by MAl NICK GUERRA
who is the FA 51 Lieutenant Colonel's Assignrnertr Officer in
the MAMB at PERSCOM and a member ofthe Army Acquisition Corps.

1997 Senior Service College
Officer Selection Board
A Department of the Army selection board will convene April 15,
t997 to consider eligible officers in the Army competitive category
to attend academic year 1998-1999 resident senior service colleges
(SSC) and fellowships, SSC foreign SdlOOls and academic j'ear 19982000 Army War College Corresponding lUdies Course (AWCCSC).
Officers who meet the following criteria are eligible for selection
to a resident SSC or fellowship, an SSC foreign school, or theAWCCSC:
• Must have not completed more than 23 years (276 months)
of Active Federal Commissinned Service (AFCS) and must have
completed a minimum. of 16 years (192 momhs)AFCS as of Oct. I,
1998, and must be a colonel or Iieutenam colonel as of the board
COnvene date.
• Promotable majors must be promoted to lieutenant colonel by
the board convene date to be eligible.
• Must have credit for completing a command and staff level college (Military Education Level (MEL) 4).
• Must have not attended, received credit for attending, or declined attendance to a re idem S C, SSC fellowship, or an eqwvalent
foreign schooL
• Officers enrolled in, graduated, Or disenrolled from AWCCSC
dass 97-99 or later are no longer eligible for consideration.
• Officers with an approved separation date (either from resignation or retirement) are not eligible for SC consideration by the
1'Y97 SSC board_
• Officers exceeding AFCS eligibility criteria may request additionlil eligibility by submitting, in writing, a request with adequate
justification to the MilitaryAcquisition Management Branch (MAMB),
U.S. Total Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM). The .request does
not require command endorsements. An example of adequate justification may indude (bur is not limited to) the fuct that previous S C
boards did nOt consider the officer's entire lieutenant colonel command (or eqUivalent) file. Requests of this nature shOuld have been
received by PERSeOM no later than March 1,1997.
• The Evaluation Reports Branch., PERSCOM (TAPe-MSE-R) must
receive all evaluation reports (complete-the-record, required, or optional), error free, by April 8, 1997, for the report to be considered by
the S C election board. The reqUired thru date for complete-therecord reportS will be Feb. 7, 1997, (note the 18Q-day minimum time
requirement).
InJanuary, PERSCOM sent out pre-board packets to the home address of officers being considered by the sse board. This packet induded a board ofiicer record brief, Microfiche, and a dlecklist. Eligibl officers should carefully review their files using the checklist
prOVided and resolve problems early. Officers who meet the consideration criteria above and have not received a pre·board packet
should contact their assignment officer immediately. For more information, contact the lieutenant colonel assignnlents ofiicers at
MAMB, PERSCOM:
• MAJ John Tidd, FA53/97: (03)325-3124, DSN 221-3124, or
e-rnall tiddj@hoffman-emhl.anny.mil;and
• MAJ Nick Guerra, FA51: (03)325-3129,DSN 221-3129,or email guerran@hoffman-emhl.army.mil.
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FY 96 Colonel's Board
What the Results Indicate
With the release of any promotion list, there follows an exhaustive data analysis period to "roap" any characteristics of the consid·
ered/selected population. The initial analysis of the FY 96 colonel's
list was recently completed with some interesting revelations_ The
following artide summarizes these results and, where appropriate,
indicates possible trends.

Overall Acquisition Corps Results
Board members reviewed tJle files of 63 Acqwsition Corps officers in the primary zone. From this population, the board selected
20. The resulting selection rate of 31.7 percent was considerably
lower than theArmy Competitive Category selection rate of 41.2 petcent. ill addition, the board selected olleAAe officer from above the
zone and one from below the zone. TIle low selection rate indicates
that the Acquisition Corps met the minimum requirement of 22, established as a floor by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel. Although the mes of AAC officers continne to be competitive when
compared to those file of basic branch officers, the reality thaI tlle
AAC cUfl:ently bas more colonels and lieutenant colonels than can be
supported by requirements was a fuctor in the lower selection tate
for AAC officers. The current initiatives to downsize the AAC should
rentrn the Corps to healthy promotion rates for future boards.
Acquisition COIl'S results (PZ) by functional
FUllctwllal Area
51
53
97

C071sidered
35
13
15

=

are as follows:

Selected

PerCfmt

11
4

31.4
30.7
33.3

5

Who Got Promoted?
Of tbe 20 officers selected (PZ), 19 were current or previous centrally selected product managers or acquisition commanders. Two
officers are currently erving as product managers. Two selectees
were previous contracting commanders with two curreotly serving

at the time of the board. One officer had previously served in an acqwsition (test) command. Only one of the selectees had not previously been selected for senior service college (SSC) resident or corresponding studies.

Trend
Based on the analysis applied to the above information, it is apparent that those officers who complete a succes fuJ PM/command
(l block OER with supportive write-up from senior rater) are selected for continued service as colonels. TIle inflation of our current OER requires "top block above center of mas" per.formance as
a PM/commander. The fuct that only one office.r was selected who
was not a senior ervice college graduate (or currently attending) indicates thar sse completion is nOW as importanr as top block
PM/command reports.

Who Did Not Get Promoted?
There were a total of 43 officers in the primary zone who were
not selected for promotion to the rank of colonel. After examining
this population'S assignment demographics we found 15 former or
serving PM /commanders. Twenty-eight of tlle non-select officers
did not serve as either a PM or acquisition commander.
Looking at the non-select population from a senior service college standpoint, there was one officer who was attending resident
SSC, five resident selectees, three non-resident elecrees and one
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was a non-resident graduate. One officer is currently an AWCCSC
enrollee.

Trend
Clearly, CDPL selection and success as a LTC-level PM/commander are the key to competing for promotion to colonel. Late selecrion for LTC PM/command (especially when rhe board sees no
"command" reports, or only one report covering a sborr period of
time) can lead to non-selection. In tbe past, a few of these officers
have been selected "above-the-zone" by subsequent boards. This
year's board found sufficient successful PM/commanders in the primary zone and selected only one AAC FA 53 officer above tbe zone
and oneAAC FA 51 officer below the zone.

General Observations
TIle file quality for officers selected for promotion continues to
improve. The competition for promotion is tough, with insufficient colonel requirements in the AAC to promote all successful
PM/commanders.
Early selection and slating for PM/command is essential. In order
to meet this "gate," one must seek out those positions which will
branch qualify an officer as a truljor. For producr managers, previou
PM and SARDA duty constitute "brancb qualification." Contracting
officers require a depth of contracring experience and rraining. Success in other acquisition positions provides overaU file strength to
supporr election.
During the most recent I;[C PM/command selection board, dle
members of the board placed mo t of ilieir emphasis on dle "potential" comments provided by senior mters. TIlOse officers having good,
quantitative porential comments appeared to emerge mOre competitive than iliose whose OERs did not contain dlese comments.
As future promotion boards approach, it is imperative for oflicers
in all zones of consideration ro take dle time to personally "scrub"
dleir ORB to ensure accurate information is conveyed to the board
members. Do not forger about your phoro. It is recommended tllat

if a photo is more th,m dlTCe years old, dlen it is time for a new one.
Check your awards, insignia (branch and U.S.), etc. Attention to de-

tail On your oflicial pbotograph does make a difference_
Finally, as a captain or truljor, seek career broadening experiences
to become competitive for early selection as a PM/commander.
Seek out ilie hard jobs and do iliem well. Wiili limited positions in
the PEO/PM organizations and contracting activitie (DCMC and
AMC), we, in PERSCOM, will rotate many f our captains and majors
at as little as 24 months rime 011 station wbere required to enSure an
opportunity for more AAC oflicers to be fully qualified going into
the LTC PM/command board. While we will continue to support
valid opemtionai deferments when it is in ilie best interest of the
Army, AAC, and officer, our goal is to ensure iliat AAC officers reach
their firsr look for LTC PM/command fully "branch qualified."

48 Graduate From MAM Course
On Dec. 6, 1996, 48 students graduated from the Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM) Course, held at the U.S. Army Logistics
Management College, Fort Lee, VA. The graduates induded foreign
oflicers from SlovenIa and rhe Philippines.
Research and development, testing, contracting, requirements generntion,logistics and production management are examples of tile materiel acquisition work assignments being offered to these graduates.
The Distinguished Graduate Award was presented to Mt\J John
Swart, Student Demchment, Fort Jackson, Sc.
The seven-week MAM Course provides a broad knowledge of the
materiel acquisition function. It covers national policies and objectives that shape the acquisition process and the implementation of
tbese policies and objectives by the U.S. Army. Areas addressed include acquisition concepts and policies; research, development, test
and evaluation; financial and cost management; integrated logistics
supporr; force modernization; production management; and contract management. Emphasi is placed on developing mid-level
managers so they can effectively participate in the management of
ilie acquisition ptocess.
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• Investigating barriers to acquisition reform (which may be att.itudioal, behavioral, political, organizational or cultural); and
• AnaJyzing govenunent approaches to overcoming impediments.
The panel will recommend approaches to overcome the barrier
and suggest any new ideas for reform. The study i expected to con·
tinue throughAugust.

The FY 97 Army Roadshow Program
Army Acquisition Website Gets New Facelift
The Army Acquisition Website recently received a facelift. The
new 'ite offers quick and easy access to pertioem information, comprehensive on-line lnfurmation, and searcllable databases, as well as
up-to-date information. The web ite, whidl is sponsored by Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (procurement), has been redesigned and is now on-line. It sports a new
color scheme and format layout. The purpose of the redesign is to
increase the ease of using the Ilomepage and to ensure that it provide valuable acquisition and contracting information to our acquisition professional .The goal of the website is to be a resource hub
that upports the acquisition comrnU.l1ity with readily available and
meaniogfulinformation which can be used to as iSt and add value
to daily work environments. One of everal icons, the Acquisition
Reform (AR) section indudes:
• AR Office/Organization information;
• Improvement Initiatives;
Newsletter ;
• Recent AR Papers, Policies, and Briefings;
• Questions and Answers;
• Upcoming events/training opportunities; and
• Ilnks to other federal, DOD and other Services.
Visit the IIew website at bttp://a£qltet.sQ1°cla.arllly.J1Iil_

The Procurement Management
Assistance Program Revamped
Tile Army's new Procurement Management Assistance Program
(pMAP) .is designed to provide management consultant·type services to enhance and assist the procurement process. The new

PMAP srres es communlcation and assistance Army-wide. It will emphasize goal setting, stmtegic plarming, metrles and the flow of information throughout the Army. The objective of the PMAP is to
provide outcome-based analyses and assessments of the effectiveness and efficiencies of Army procurement operations, procedures,
pmctices and organizations. It will focus on identi.fyi.ng problems
and solutions to olve them. The PMAP will also address improvements in contmcting policies and procedures and communicate
the e throughout the Army.
The U.S.Army Contracting Support Agency is responsible for the
adminiStration and conduct of the PMAP. Its PMAPTeam will be the
"eyes and ears" ofArmy leadership ro identify best practices, lessons
learned, issues a.nd trends that affect the Army as a whole. To ensure
continual improvement in the procurement proce ,the PMAP findings will be cornmunicatedArmy-wide on a non-attribution basiS.

ASBTackles
"Barners To Implementation Of AR"
The Army cience Board's (ASB) Acquisition Reform (AR) Issues
Panel is pursuing a study titled, "Barriers to the Implementation of
Acquisition Reform~ The study is sponsored by Dr. Kenneth J. a car,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Procurement. The terms of reference
for the study consist of:
• Identifying the key persons by position or function who influence acquisition reform the most;
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The FY 97 Roadshow series is U.I1derway with twO separate offering -"Roadshow VI" and "Roadshow V-97." Roadshow VI focuses on the needs of the Army Materiel Command (AMC) and its
acquisition and logistic community, and primarily deals with snstainmenl and spares issues. It will be offered in the smne format as
past Roadshows-an executive sessio.n with sen.ior acquisition leaders; a DOD/industry question-and-answer panel; and core and elective module. Roadshow VI modules, electives, and locations are
listed below and are current as of December [996NOTE: Please keep in mi,ut that tbe Offerings, dates and loca·
tiortS are subject to change.

CORE MODULES
Lectures
Investment Efficiencies
• Secondary Item Requ.iIements Detennination
• Secondary nem Pricing

Workshops
•

Improving Effectiveness Of Logistics IPTS
upply Control tudy

ELECTIVES
• Performance Based Spares Contracting
LeadTime Reduction
• Operations & Support Cost Reduction (OSCR)
Streamlining Logistical Contract Requirements
• Reducing Life Cyde Costs

DATE

MACOM

LOCATION

25-28 Mar 97
CECOM
Monmouth, NJ
22-25 Apr 97
TACOM
Warren, MI
6-9 May 97
IOC
Rock fsland, [L
The other Roadshow offering i dubbed "Roadshow V-97" and
is somewhat different from past Roadshows. With "Roadshow V-97", .
the sponsoring activity determines the modules to be offered,
length of the Roadshow (dependent on number and level of instruction, i.e., discussion, caseletts or case studies), and location. The
sponsoring activity or customer is offered a "menu' of modules from
Wh.idl to choose (these can be further tailored) to meet the needs
of the activity, Le., oledical. construction, privatization, etc. 1\vo
MACOM requested modules-"Direct Health Care Services"
(MACOM) and "Privatization" (FORSCOM)-a1so will be developed.
The "Roadshow V-97" Module Menu follows:
• Implementing APIFACNE'f
• FARA/ITMRA
• Commercial Item Solicitation Preparation
• Implementing Cost/Prlce and Past Performance
• Implementing Cllanges To ContractAward and Follow Up
• Cost Principles, F.inancing and Other Changes
• Improving Effectiveness Of IPTs
Contracting Alternatives
• BestValue
• Performance Ba ed Service Contracting
• Presolicitation Analysis Streamlining
• Task/Job Order Contracting
• Fund' Management

ACQUISITION REFORM
.. Direct Health Care Provider (MEDCOM)
.. Privatization (FORSCOM)
Contingency Contra.cting (AEUCC)
•• Deskbook Demonstration Booth
The propose., schedule for "Roadshow V-97" follows:

DATE

MACOM

LOCATION

4-Q Mar 97

MEDCOM
Seattleffacoma
15-17Apr97
FORSCOM
Atianta,GA
28-29 Apr 97
MEDCOM
EI Paso,TX
1-2 May 97
COE
OrlandO,FL
13-15 May 97
INSCOM/MDW Washington, DC
20-22 May 97
TRADOC
So. Virginia
3-5 Jun 97
AEUCC
Germany
Planning for Roadshow'98 began in January 1997. If you have
questions, or if you would like to contribute your thoughts, ideas or
recommendations, please contact the Army Roadshow represeotative, usan Erwin at commercial (703)681-9292 or DSN 761-9292.

Army Procurement Conference
A ''ResoZlndi1lg Success"
The 1996 Worldwide Army Procurement Conference, held in
Alexaodria, VA, Nov. 18-22, 1996, has been rated a tremendous success by all attendees. The conference was ho ted by Dr. Kenneth J
Oscar, Deputy Assistant SecreL1ry of the Army (procurement) and the
theme was "Beyond Acquisition Reform." Participation by Honorable
Wtlliam J Perry, then secretary of Defense, as keynote speaker, greatly
enhanced the proceedings. GEN Joseph Ralston, Vice Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, provided tile banquet address, and Dr.
Lawrence Korb, Director, Brookings Institution, prOVided insights
into the political landscape and how the players in the process can
impact a quisition reform regulations and SL1rutes. TIle three·phased
conference covered contingency contracting, .inlprovements in contracting metilOds and procedures, and career management.
Hands-on training exhibits were provided on NI H (formerly National Industries for the Severely Handlcapped), National Industries
for tile Blind (NIB), Single Process Initiative ( PI), Past Performance
Information ystem (PPIS), Non-Developmental Items (NDI), Army
Acquisition Corps (AAC), SARDA Home Page, and Deskhook.
The conference far exceeded its purpose of furnishing guidance
on new acqnisition poHcy and techniques; highHghting what's working and what's not with acquisition reform; exploring opportunities
for itnprovement in contracting methods and procedures; and p.ro-

vidingtechniques on rebuilding the morale and productivity d,at
have affected our workforce by the many dlanges. Overall, the facilitation of the exchange of information among senior contracting
and legal personnel of the Army's global acquisition operations
paves the way for more effective and efficient contracting a we approach the 21st century.
Hats off to the U.S. Army Contracting Support Agency Planning
Comm.ittee and to the more than 200 participants for making the
1996 Army Procurement Conference a resounding success!

Electronic Commerce/Electronic Data
Interchange In Contracting Conference

tor of Defense Information ystem Agency CDI A); BG Timothy Malishenko, Director for Contracting,All' Force; and COL Elton Minney,
Director for Contracting, Army. These, and otller gove.rnment and
industry speakers, provided exciting infonlllllion dlat will help us
conduct procuremem activities via the FederalAcquisition Network
(FACNEl) and the INTERNJIT.
OlSA representatives, LTC George Bettis and LTC Mike McFarren,
provided an update 011 the Electronic Commerce Processing Node
(ECPN) and how it will improve FACNET transaction processing
time. OlSA .witched to the new ECPN on Nov. I, 1996. Thi. new
node will allow OlSA to process up to 1. 5 million transactions per
day vs. 100,000 transactions under the previous processing node
(NEP), Contracting activities hould see a significant decrease in
FACNET transactions processing time (end to end).
Likewise, Procuremeut Net (pROCNet), a home-grown automated
procurement system developed by Holley Heniz and Jo eph Sheng
of TACOM-ARDEC, is equally promising. This system is currendy
being used for procurement purchases above $100,000 at Picatinny
Arsenal, NJ. It uses the INTERNET to transmit solicitation to a bulletin board. From there, a potential trading partner can re pond to
the solicitation via INTERNET. Proposal information can be encrypted to protect proprietary material if desired. PROCN t is al 0
capahle of sending small technical draWings via the INTERNET;
large technical draWings can be forwarded via CD ROM if requested. This proce s alone will save many trees and, potentially,
hlLOdreds of dollars in mailing costs.
A key meme throughout the conference was dlat no one organization or indlvidual owns or controls the automated procurement
process we are embarking upon. We all must play an active role.
The fast-paced computer age has fully enguUed the procurement
process, requiring that we become proactive problem solvers a we
continue to automate procurement activities which will enable us
to work smarrer, fa ter, and more efficiently in support of our number one customers-SOWIERS.

Acquisition Reform Day 2
The Honorable Paul Kaminski, Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and Tedmology), has designated March 19, 1997, as "Acquisition Reform Day 2.' This follows DOD's succe sfuJ Acquisition Re·
form Acceleration Day conducted last May. Dr. Kaminski i requesting that all DOD acquisition organizations focus during this day on
ways to accelerate and institutionalize acquisition reform. The theme
of tltis year's activities is "Teaming-TIle catalyst for Making Acquisition Reform Initiatives me Norm," TIle focus of these activities will
be conducting terun training at the local level. Local activities will be
asked to engage all key players in their acqul ition environment, including industry. DOD is planning to take the case studiesl"war
games' developed for the Army's Roadshow and revise them, if necessary, for use dltoughout DOD.
For additional in/annat/on on tbis article, contact LTC L

Hooks on (703)697-2558 or e-m.ail: hooksl@sarda.army.m.il.

Past, Present, and Future
TIle Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (procurement) 'LOd
Electronic Commerce Resource Centers (ECRC) of Fairfax, VA, and
San Antonio, TX, co-spon ored "TIle U.S. Army's Second EC/EOI in
Contracting Conference" Dec. 9-11, 1996, in San Antonio,TX. Confer·
ence participants induded acquisition,professionals, small business
personnel, industry and Value-Added Networks (VANS) represenL1tives. Guest speJlkers induded Dr. Kenneth Oscar, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Army (procurement); MG David Kelley, Vice Direc-
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CONFERENCES
Engineer Genter Hosts 2 Conferences
The U.S.Army Engineer Center, Fort Leonard Wood, MO, will
host two concurrent conferences April 29-May 2, 199 : Engineer Force XXI (ENFORCE XXI-97), and the U.. Army Corps
of Engineer (U ACE) District Commander's Conference.
Participants will indude active and reserve component
brigade, group, and battalion commanders and their command sergeants major, USACE commanders, Corps and
MACOM engineers, directors of public works, active and reserve component advisors to.engineer units, and the service
schools' engineer representatives. pedal invitation are extended to the U.S.Air Force, U.S. avy, and Marine Corps engineers to incorporate joint Service concerns.
The prindpal objective of the ENFORCE XXI-97 conference
is to prepare engineer leaders for 21st century requirements
and challenges by demonstrating emerging technologies, tactics, techniques and procedures for all operation that will enhance the effectiveness of the 21st century engineer force.
This endeavor will be accomplished through various media,
induding a comprehensive tactical demonstration, hands-on
displays, selected guest speakers, and focused work groups.
Invitation packets will be mailed on or about March 7,
1997. Additional information is available on the Fort Leonard
Wood home page, http://www.wood.army.mil. Questions
can be sent to the ENFORCE XXI Project Officer, CPT Mark
Maciel, via e-mall to madelm@wood-vines.army.mll or by calling commerdal (;73);63-7015, or D N 676-701;.

and dedicated military dvilian sdentists and other workers
whose efforts met and solved a great national Defense challenge and gave birth to a technology which would change the
world. Clo ing the ceremony was a ribbon-cutting, dedicating
the ARL MSRC. Thirty-three of the original computer pioneers
attended and were honored for their work, induding Dr. Herman H. Goldstine, the project officer of the ENlAC program;
the family of COL Paul . Gillon (USA-Ret.), who was an ENlAC
team staff office.r; and the family ofJohn L. von Neumann, an innovative and influential scientist and a member of the Sdentillc Advisory Board of the Ballistic Research Lab (BRL). Some
elements of the former BRL have since been absorbed byARL.
Today the ARL MSRC is one of four such cente.rs around
the country in the DOD High Performance Computing Progran1. The center is a cornerstone of the moderniZed Defense
R&D computational capability. It will house leading edge, full
spectrum uites of high performance computing platforms
along with the expert staff to make these resources fully
available to the DOD user.
For more information, contacr Connie Gillette, ARL Public
Aff.ti.rs Officer, cgil!ette@arl.mll.(301) 394-3590, orAngie Levrone, alevrone@arl.mil,(301) 394-3;91. The ARL ENlAC Web
Site is at http://ftp.arl.mil/-mike/comphistl

AAC PLAYBOOKS AVAILABLE
The Military Acquisition Corps
Playbook '96 and the Army Acquisition
Corps Civilian Playbook are now
available for members of the Army
Acquisition Corps and the Army
Acquisition Workforce. These playbooks
were created as annual publications to
outline the building blocks for a successful
career in acquisition and to provide
information about the unique and exciting
opportunities available for acqUisition
professionals.
To request copies, contact Peggy
Mattei at:
Commercial (703)614-3725
DSN 224-3725, or e-mail:
matteip@sarcia.army.mil
The playbooks are also now available
on the AAC Homepage at:
http://dacm.sarda.army.mil

NEWS BRIEFS
Army Celebrates
50 Years of Computing
The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, and the Army Ordnance Center and chool
sponsored a ceremony celebrating the Army's role in the
computer revolution which began ;0 years ago. That role
began in 1946 with a mammoth computer called the Electronic umericallntegrator and Computer (ENlAC) and continues today in the form of an ARL Major Shared Resource
Center (MSRC)-part of the Department of Defense High
Performance Computing Modernization program.
Few inventions have had as big an impact on our civilization as the computer, and all modern computers descended
from ENlAC-the fIrst operational, general-purpose, electronic digital computer. Pursued by the Army as a means to
speed up calculations required to produce ftring tables,
ENlAC was fir t used to olve an important problem for the
Manhattan Project. ENlAC prOVided a platform for testing
major component concepts, and its success stimulated rhe
development of other machines, leading to the build-up of
the modern computer industry and the pervasive presence
of computers in everyday life.
The Aberdeen ceremony gave credit to the highly killed
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NEW PHONE NUMBERS
FOR ARMY RD&A MAGAZINE
The Army RD&A magazine e,liIoriel Off1C8 he. changed its phone numbers. Effective
lmmediately our new phone numbers are:
Harvey BleICher, EdJlOf~n-Chief
(703)80&-1035
Melody Barrell. Managing Editof
(703}1l0&-'036
Debbie Fischer. AsSIStant Editor
(703)805-1038
Of

The DSN prefix, 655, remains the same, as does our tax number,
DSN 655-42'8

(103~218
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BOOKS
The Gulf War And
Mental Health
The Gulf War and Mental Health, A Comprehensive Guide is

a collection of papers recently published on military mental
healm ervices during and after the GulfWar, It was edited by retired COL James A_ Martin, formerly assigned to Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research (WRAlR); COL Gregory Belenl,y, Director,
Divi ion of Neuropsychiatry, WRAlR; and linnette Sparacino,
Medical Editor at me Borden Institute, ntis publication-ISBN 0275-95631-8-is availabie from Praeger Press, a subgroup of
Greenwood Publi hing Group, 88 Post Road West; P.O. Box 5007;
Westport, CT 06881-5007, The toll free order number is
(800)225-5800; information (203)226-3571; fax (203)222-1502,

The Powder Keg-An Intelligence
Officer's Guide to
Military Forces in the
Middle East 1996-2000
By MG Edward B. Atkeson (USA Ret.),
Nova Publications, Falls Church, VA.
Reviewed atzd submitted byJoe Sites, BRTRC
MGAtJ(eson did an enormous amount of research for this 200page book on me Middle East. He expresses me results of his research and his own perceptions wim exceptional darity. The importance of the Middle East to our Armed Forces is highlighted
through reference to the President's 1994 NatIonal ecurity
Strategy, which stated that U.S. forces might be deployed worldwide in accomplishing the following tasks:
• Dealing wim major regional contingencies;
Providing a credihle overseas presence;
Countering weapons of mass destmction; and
Supporting counter-terrori m efforts and omer national security ojecLives.
Intuitively, me average reader will understand mat each of the
listed tasks has direct application in me Middle East. Bl' providing an overview of me area, and listing in detail the current and
projected military capabilities of each nation in me area, AtI<eson spells out in bold print why our intuition is right. or only
does he list me numerical data on how much military equipment by type and model each Middle East nation has and expects to have, the author proVides scenarios on why and how
£his equipment may be used,
Operations personnel who are dOing detailed work on operational plans will fmd this book helpful in providing an insight
into me overall situation in the Middle East as it reL1tes to the
military, Logisticians and personnel working in international
sales will obtain a better understanding of military equipment
needs as perceived hy eadl of me diverse nations in me Middle
East. The aumor further highlights that me potential conflicts in
the area are not twa-sided, They are multi-faceted. In one situation a given country (A) will find itself allied wim anomer (8),
but in a conflict between B and C, A may well find that it is an
ally of C. There are eight major states and six minor states in the
area. These states, since meir creation, and meir people, even before the creation of me states, have had problems with each
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other. The problems indude artificial boundaries, religion, leadership, di tribudon of resources and tribal differences. Given
me number of states and number of problems, me combinations
and pemlUtations for conflict seem endless.
In ummary, Powder Keg is filled with many facts, easy-ta-read
table and succinct presentation on t11is area which is relatively
small in geographical size and population, but huge in its importance to me world's economy and as a source of potential conflict witll Wide-reaching implications. Once read, Powder Keg
should be retained as a ready reference.

MEDICAL NEWS
• Strategic Alliance. BG Russ Zajtchuk, Commanding General,
U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC),
and Dr, Florabel Mu1Iick, Director, Center for Advanced Pamology,
Armed Forces Instirute of Patllology CARP), signed a memorandum
of agreement late last year to formalize collaboration between the
two organizations in consultation, education and rese-d.rch, As a recognized aumority in medical research and education, me USAMRMC
offers well-established programs and research laboratories in medical applications and education, The opportunity to work wim scientists at me e facilities will greatly enhance AFJP consultative, education and research program areas. Conversely, the po ibility of expanding USAMRMC programs by induding te1emedicine, telepathology and other pamologic research aspects available at the AFIP is in
the research intere t of the USAMRMC.
• Partnership and Education. The USAMRMC and the University of Maryland School of Medicine have established a -Partnership
in Education." The objective of thi partnership is to encourage and
enhance srudy in me scientific disciplines and, in particular, in me
areas of telemedicine, medical informatic ,and science and technology education. Under this partnership, me USAMRMC may loan
equipment or tran fer surplus equipment to the university, make
command personnel available to teach or to help plan courses, involve fd.cuIty and students of the university in command projectS,
develop progmms with the lmiversity in which students can receive
academic credit for work on command projects, and provide academic and career advice or as istance to university srudents,

PERSONNEL
Williams Joins
Acquisition Career Management Office
The Army AcquiSition Career Management Office, Office of the Assistant SeerelM)' of me Army (Research, Development and Acquisition), is pleased to anllounce me arrival of MA./YanceyWilliams, who
will serve as the Functional Area 51 (Research, Development and Acquisition) Proponency Officer and the Arm)' Acquisition Corps Military Acquisition Position List Manager. Williams served previously as
me Executive Officer, PEO,Armored Systems Modernization;Assistant
Project Manager-Combat Mobility Sy tems; and Assistant Product
Manager-Abrams MIAI Tank System, He has also served at Aberdeen Proving Ground as a live-fire test officer and Chief of the PM
Abrams Field Office. William holds a B.S. in general engineering
from me U.. Military Academy, an M. ,in materiel acquisition management from me Naval Postgraduate School, and is a graduate of me
Command and General taff College and the Materiel Acqui ition
Management Course.
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ARMY RD&A WRITER'S GUIDELINES
About Army RD&A
Anny RD&A is a bimonthly professional development magazine published by the Office of the Assistant

Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition). The address for the Editorial Office is:
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, ARMY RDA, 9900 BELVOIR RD SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5567.
Phone numbers are: Commercial (703)805-103511036/1038 or DSN 655-1035/103611038. Datafax: (703)8054218 or DSN 655 4218. E-mail addresses for the editorial staff are as follows:
bleicheh@aim.belvoir.army.mil
Harvey L. Bleicher, Editor-in-Chief
barretlm@aim.belvoir.army.mil
Melody R. Barrett, Managing Editor
Debbie L. Fischer, Assistant Editor
fischerd@aim.belvoir.army.mil

Purpose
To instruct members of the RD&A community relative to RD&A processes, procedures, techniques and
management philosophy and to disseminate other information pertinent to the professional development of the
RD&A community.

Subject Matter
Subjects of articles may include, but are not restricted to, policy guidance, program accomplishments, stateof-the-art technology/systems developments, career development information, and management
philosophy/techniques. Acronyms should be kept to a minimum and, when used, be defined on first reference.
Articles with footnotes are not accepted.

Length of Articles
Articles should be apprOXimately 1,500 t 0 1,600 words in length. This equates to approximately 8 doublespaced typed pages, using a 20-Jine page.

Photos and Illustrations
Include any photographs or illustrations which complement the article. Black and white is preferred, but
color is acceptable. Graphics may be submitted in paper format, or on a 3 112-inch disk in powerpoint, but
must be black and white only, with no shading, screens or tints. We cannot promise to use all photos or
illustrations, and they are normally not retumed unless requested.

Biographical Sketch
Include a short biographical sketch of the author/so This should include the author's educational background and current position.

Clearance
All articles must be cleared by the author's securitylOPSEC office and pUblic affairs office prior to submission. The cover letter accompanying the article must state that these clearances have been obtained and that
the article has command approval for open publication.

Submission Dates
Issue
January-February
March-April
May-June
July-August
September-October
November-December

Author's Deadline
15 October
15 December
15 February
15 April
15 June
15 August

Authors should include their address and office phone number (DSN and commercial) with all submissions,
as well as a typed, self-adhesive label containing their correct mailing address. In addition to providing a
printed copy, authors should submit articles on a 3 1I2-inch disk in MS Word, or ASCII formal. Articles may also
be sent via e-mail to: bleicheh@aim.belvoir.army.mil
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1996 INDEX OF ARTICLES
This index i a headline listin,g of major artides publisbed in
Army RD&A during 1996.

JANUARY-FEBRUARY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

RefinJngThe Source selection Pcoce : TACOM's Source selection Initiative
PacerAcquisitions: DOD Vision Becomes A Reality At CECOM
A Model For Pro urement Success: The Comanche Program
The Deployable Univer at Combat Earthmover
COmmercial Specifications: An Industry View
Eye afe Laser Rangefinder
SkunkwoLks
Military pecifications And Standards Reform For The Theater
High Altitude Area Defense Weapon System
Total Army Roadshow
ARPA Signs 100 Innovative Agreements Over Five Years
Process Action Team Identifies Opportunities For Improving
Acquisition Career Management
Army ames R&D Achievement Award Wmners
Conferee Discuss Integrated Product Team Concept
TARDEC's imuJation Efforts Cut DevelopmentTime
Combat Resupply By Artillery
Defense Conversion And Dual-Use Technology Efforts
Intelligent Resin Tran fer Molding For Integra! Armor Applications

MARCH-APRll.
• Software For Force XXI
Converting Computing Power Into Combat Power
• Use OfTIle Digital Integrated I...'1b For Force XXI
oftware upport: Critical To The Army's Future
U. .Army Medical Research And Materiel Command One Year
Progress Report
• Information And The Shift From Mass To Efficiency
Pro urement lssues For Mission Critical Computer Software
ArmyAcqUisition Leadership (Organizational Listing)
Blueprint For Army Acquisition Reform
• Oral Communications In The SOurce selection Process
• Javelin Innovations In Acquisition
• TIle DODlRaytheon Common Requirements Initiative

MAY-JUNE
• Army AcqUisition Workshop Addresses Force XXI Issues
• Under Secretary Of Defense For Acquisition And Technology
Addresses DOD Acquisition Reform Initiatives
PM OfThe Year Awards
uallty Achievement Factors: What It Takes To Be A
Succe fuI Civilian Acquisition Professional
Certification: What It Means To You
Using The Best Qualified Selection Metbod For ACAT IIII PMs
CivUianAcquisition Position List
• Military Acquisition Position Li t
• Army Acquisition Corp Educational Opportunities
• The Reserve Experience: Equal Or Equitable?
• Medlodology Assessment ForThe Chemical Weapons
Convention
Oral Proposals: The Next tep In Streamlining
• fire Support COmbined Arms Tactical Trainer Phase I
• What' InA leeping Bag? A SO-Year Search!

JULY-AUGUST
• Career DevelopmentAsA Mis ion
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centralized Management In TIle Army Acquisition Corps
Centralized Selection Boards For Civilians
TheMC Corp Eligible Progtanl
Corps Eligible Designees
The Competitive Development Group
Acquisition EducationAtThe Naval Postgraduate School
A Strategy For Customer upport
Personnel Proponency: Your Advocate
TropicTest Site Ensures Quality OfSOfdier Equipment
The Army TecJmical Architecture
• A Historical Les on Learned From Military tandards
• A ew Approach To Military StandardsAnd Specifications For
Software Acquisition

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER
• Interview Widl LTG Ronald V. Rite, Military DeputyTo The
ASA(RDA) And Director OfTbe MC
• Making Technology Work ForThe Soldier: Bosnia Technology
Integration CeU Supports Operations OtberTh.an War
• Crusader SOftware Development
ationaJ Automotive Center Focuses On Demonstrating Value
To The Army
• Laser Aim Scoring System: A FAST Success Story
• 20tbArmy Science Conference Highlights Force XXI
Technology
• From Industry .. Acquisition Reform: Dream Or Mirage?
• The World's First Information Age Ground Combat Weapon
ystem
• Differences In Specifying 'WhatTo Test' Parameters For
HardwareAnd Software
The Role OfThe Army AcqUisition Education And Training
Office
• Enhanced Armor Using TI1e Vehicular Intercommunication
System
• Collision Avoidance
• Transitioning Project Management Operations Into Electronic
Commerce
Getting The Most Out OfYourTraining With Industry Tour
Effective Acquisition Of Software Through Award-Fee
Contracts

NOVEMBER·DECEMBER
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

R&D Investment: An Army Perspective
R&D In Congress
DOD Perspective On Strategic Investment ForThe Future
Army Re earchAnd Development: An Industry Per pective
Army Researd1 Consortia: Concept For 'OtberTransaction'
Assistance Agreements
The Acmy Advanced Concepts And Technology II Progtanl
Use Of Modeling And SimulationTo Reduce Missile
Acquisition Test Costs
IntelligenceAnd Electronic warfare Program Executive Office
Participates In Eurosatory %
DOD, Indu try Discuss ingle P:.ocess Initiative
Biological Agent Detection AndThe Third Revolution
OPTICAM: A Revolution In Optics Manufacturing
From Industry: Driving Down Life-Cyde Co ts Begins With
Acquisition Reform
senior Rater Potential Evaluation
Acquisition Career Management Worksbop Reviews Progress
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